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‘Glasspox’ Scars

Christian School

Local Man’s Car

Fills

A

New Firm Plays Host

' Sought East of City

1

Ceremony

In Holland

More than 100 persons gathered
site east

of the

city

shortly before noon Wednesday for
ground breaking ceremonies for the

tion in Holland rtownship for the

new multi-milliondollar plant
which will manufacture hermetic
motor parts for the rapidly growing refrigeration and air condi-

purpose of obtaining well water
for distributionto city water users.

Council approveda

contract

Inc., Muskegon, to constructan

Martin, general manager of

emergency water supply well on
the property at a cost of $10,909,
subject to approval of the town-

the new plant, used a silver-plated
spade, a memento of the occasion
provided by the Holland

BPW

with Riegler Water Well Drilling,

tioning industries.

Ab

Township

City Council Wednesdaynight
approved a lease of the Board of
Public Works with Mr. and Mrs.
John De Vree in Riverside addi-

at the new General Electric Com-

pany plant

"glasspox" epidemicof mysteriouslypitted automobilewindshields spread eastward into Mich-

Emergency Supply Well

To Holland Leaders
After Brief

A

ConstructiveBooster ter

ship appeal

Chamber

board.

,

ABBnt

Two

Staff Vacancies
Eight

New Teachers

Geerlings Slaps

igan and Holland Monday from
Already Appointed
the PacificNorthwest where hundreds of car windows have been
For Next School Tear
pocked in recent weeks.
at
William Achterhof, 248 East Only two teaching vacancies re11th St, reported the front windmain in the Holland Christian
shield of his car had dozens of
School system for the 1954-55
For
Bill the tiify pin-point sized marks.
He said he first noticed the marks school year, Supt Bert P. Boa reported to the board this week.
Sen. Clyde Geerlings late Fri- Sunday.
Achterhof said he had left the car So far eight new teacher* have
day dispatched congratulations to parked outside Saturday and the been appointed for the next school
Gov. G. Mennen Williams for next morning the car was covered year.
signing into law the comprehen- with dust. He didn’t notice any
One vacancy Is in grade five bf
sive new state election code and of the marks until Sunday when West Side school and the other
he drove toward Fennville.
is a relief teacher for grade
at the same time the Holland senThe mystery deepened further school principals. Boa reported
ator issued a stinging denundawhen Achterhof found the back that the decrease in turnover this
tion of Williams’ attack on the
window, slanted like the front- year in the local system la rebill. ’
shield, was unmarked. So far only markable consideringthe proGeerlings was chairman of the
a few other Holland motorists re- blem of securing teachers during
joint interim study committee of
ported similar pock marks.
the present shortage. He said only
the Senate and House that preMeanwhile,reports began pour- 10 neui teachers were required
pared the new code which takes
ing' in from all over Michigan. this year, compared with 15 last
effect June 1, 1955.
State Police said about nine out of year and 17 the year before.
Geerlings said, “When you say
10 cars parked. on Mt Pleasant
New teachers appointed at
’the Republicanshave been satisstreets Sunday were found with Central Ave, and Fifteenth Street
fied with a mere rehash of existchipped windshields.Similar scare schools are Miss Barbara Gesink,
ing law....’ you know that your
also appeared on windshieldsin and WJ. Karsten of Ellsworth,
are not speaking the truth. You
nearby Alma.
who will serve as teaching princiknow ds well as I do Governor,
In the Seattle area, where hun- pal of the two buildings.
that not only was the Joint Indreds of windshields were pitted,
Three new teachers were hired
terim study committee a non- the epidemic apparently was endfor South Side school They are
partisan committee but the ading and complaintsof damaged Miss Barbara Bazuin, Miss Ruth
visory committee was non-partiwindshields were dropping off.
Kllngenberg and Miss Ruth Topp.
san as well "
Over the weekend reports of un- The only new teacher in the West
"It was the unanimous decision
explained windshield damagv were Side school so far is Miss Hannah
of both committees that lest we
made in such widely scattered Lcntera.
|ose the code in this legislative
areas as Wisconsin,Texas. Dll-

Back

Governor

-

Attacking

In connectionwith the latter,
of Commerce which has worked
I
expenditure, Council granted apclosely with the company in develproval to the BPW to transfer
oping plans for locatinghere.
$18,000 from the water doportment 1954-55 fiscal year capital
The honor of turning over the
expenditure budget to cover costs
.first spadeful of dirt went to Walter
of the supply well The $18,000 will
Vander Haar, clerk of Holland
be deductedfrom the total estitownship. The second was turned
__
mated amount of the 1954-55 capover by Mayor Harry Harrington
WITH THE AID OF a .silver-plated spade,
representingthe contractor; Mayor Harry
ital expenditure budget
of Holland city; the third by Marground was broken for the new General Electric
Harrington,Township Clerk Walter Vander
Several gifts to Holland Hostin, and the fourth by C. Morrison,
a representative of the general Company plant at ceremonies Wednesday Haar, the Rev. Gareth S. Kok, Ab Martin who is pital were acknowledgedwith
gratitude by Council
noon at the new site just east of the city on
contractor, L. A. Stokker Co. of St
general manager of the new plant, and H. A.
These gifts, according to the
Louis, Mo. Then a large bulldozer
16th St. Standing, left to right, are C. Morrison,
MacKinnon, GE vice president.
hospital board, include an explomoved in for the final touch. The
(Sentinel photo)
sion proof incubator and isolette
Rev. Gareth Kok, pastor of Maple
incubator from the Junior WelAvenue ChristianReformed Church
fare league, two emergency
gave the invocationjust before the
We*t Olive Man Pay*
’ New junior high school teacher*
units and two patient rollers from session by introducing the many
ground breaking ceremony.
noise, North Carolina, Indiana, are Howard D. Schipper and
oxygen
units
and
two
patient changes we thought necessary,
Fines
on
Two
Counts
In his preliminary remarks, MarOhio, and British Columbia.
Arthur Wyma, Jr. The junior
rollers from the United Na- we should approach the problem
tin said the ceremony marks a sigState Police .also reported high will be housed next year In
tions division, a dozen folding in three steps: 1. Clarify and re.GRAND HAVEN (Special
nificant milepost in a project that
windshields pitted in Alma, Flint, the present old high school buildchairs from the Rena Bpven guild, organize the present confused elErval Ten Brink, -28, route 2,
S has already been under way for
and Bay City. Some car tops and ing. The remaining high school
Jail
one
barcaloafer chair’ from St ection laws; 2. Set the effective
West
Olive,
paid
$30
fine
and
$3.90
two years and will require another
greenhouse roofs in the Mt Plea- classes, still housed in the bid
Francis hospitalguild, sewing ma- date as June 1, 1955; 3. Present
costs on a recklessdrivingcharge,
two years to bring to full fruition.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
chine and an oxygen tent from the suggested changes to the 1953 sant-Alma area were also badly building,will move Into the new
and
$10
fine and $3.90 costs on a
“We are gathered to break
marked, indicating that whatever addition next September. LaborLeft
charge of driving in violation of Irwin Slack, 25, Grand Haven, one Tuesday Service ’League, six ther- legislaturesingly that they may
ground for the construction of a
caused the blemishes may have atory classes will remain in tha
a restrictedoperator’slicense, be- of four men who escaped from mos coffee servers from Hospital Sjand or fall on their individual
new industrialplant and to symfallen straight from the sky.
old building, however.
Auxiliary, seven thermos coffee merit without jeopardizing the
fore
Justice
Frederick
J.
Workbolically join the hands and hearts
University of Wisconsin Prof.
Mothers Reportedly
Ottawa County jail in February, servers from Waukazoo Mothers
Mrs. Vernon Reidsma, a present
man
of
Spring
Lake
Wednesday.
code
that
both
code
and
changes
of a great American business corFarringtonDaniels, who worked grade school teacher, will more
was
sentenced this afternoon in Club, one bid elevator,one wheel
Ten
Brink
was
arrested
by
city
Calling Doctors to
become effective on the same on atomic bomb projects,said he
poration with those of a great and
into the high school to teach
police on 144th St., in Grand Hav- Ottawa Circuit Court by Judge chair and complete furnishings for dates.”
growing American community. We
doubted that any form of radiation
English. Miss Ervins -Van Dyke,
Get Advice on Matter
eij Township April 5, when he Raymond L. Smith to serve a a room in hospital from Christian
Geerlingswent on to cite the could cause the pock marks.
hope this marks the beginning of
who had taught English previousReformed unit, one theromtic
lost control of his automobile,
"I’d say those care had been
a long and mutually fruitful partThe controversialpolio vac- causing considerable daihage to minimum of nine months and drainage pump from Thursday section regarding codification of
ly and spent the past year at the
school
laws
that
lasted
just
five
driving through a dust storm," he
nership between the General Elec- cine program was still unresolved
maximum of one year on the jail Service Guild, $2820.35 from the
Univeraity of Michigan, declined
his car and inflicting personal
minutes on the senate floor be-*
tric* Company and the community Tuesday in Holland.
breaking charge.
the English post to accept an apnAna Bomers estate, and $100 fore being sent, back to commit- said.
injuries which requiredhospitalMadison
weatherman
Harold
of Holland and its fine people,"
Slack was found guilty by a Cir- from an annoymous citizen.
A spokesman for local physi- ization for several days.
pointment at Calvin College. In
tee.
Evans said airborne dust particles
Martin said.
cians said physicians do not concuit Court jury on April 12 of a
another transfer,Mias AimeSellaa
Council also adopted final resoThe
assault and battery charge
In his attack on the bill, Wil- blown east from the Northwest
He said plans for such a plant sider that the Michigan Medical
of the English* department win
against LaVerne Rummler, 24, unarmed robbery' charge. He lutions in connection with the deed liams said, "The majority party might be to blame.
started two years ago when it be- Society gave its unqualified apwill be sentenced on that charge for city-owned property purchased
take over the librarian duties, reGrand
Haven,
placed against him
in the legislaturehas flubbed a
came evident that demands of the proval to the Salk vaccine prolater.
by the General Electric Company real opportunity to advance godd
placing James Hietbrink who ir
by city police April 6 upon comAmerican public for more and gram. “In fact, their qualifiedapIn passing sentence on Slack, at a cost of $7,868. Ifost Council
. »
plaint of his wife, Jean Ann, has
government."
better refrigerationand air condi- proval was so near to disapproval
The
superintendent also reportbeen dismissed by Justice Work- the court stated that U.S. District members attendedground break‘Ttvo recounts and expert opintioning would soon surpass the that many of us could sense their
ed that pre-school clinics will be
man and his $100 bond returned. Attorney Wendell A. Miles wants ing ceremonies at the site earlier ion have clearly indicated the
capacity of existing manufacturing thinking on the ‘highly experiSlack
to
be
available
in
his
own
held April 30 .and. May 6 in ,the
in the day.
The reason for dismissalwas that
need for honest election laws.
for
facilities.“This project and this mental’ vaccine."
By a vots of 5 to 4, Council Nonetheless
grade schools. The board also dethe parties have become reconcil- as well as his companion escapin
face
of
this
Crying
new plant-to-be is both our answer
One physician summed it up as
ees’ matters in the federal dis- hired Earl F. Price af part-time
cided to keep the requirements
ed and are now living together.
Choirs
of
the
32
Reforma
need the Republicanshave been
to the challenge and also an ex- ‘The 'yes’ was so near to ‘no’
' Rummler’s trial had been sched- trict court; thus the jailbreak manager of Civic Center at an satisfiedwith a mere rehash of churches in the immediate Holland, for starting childrenthe tame,
pression of our abiding confidence that you hardly know what they
uled for April 28, in Justice Work- charge was taken care of imme- annual salary of $1,800. Casting existing law, and they haven’t area will join in a Festival of that is, s child must be five years
in the expandingfuture of Ameri- mean."
diately while the unarmed robbery dissenting votes were Raymond
man’s court
done too careful a job of even Sacred Song in Hope Memorial of age on or befofre Nov. 15 to
ca," he said.
Local physicians are hopeful
charge will be disposed of in the Holwerda,Laveme Rudolph, John
Chapel Sunday, May 2, at 3 p.m., enter the kindergarten.
that."
He expressed appreciationfor the that an early meeting of the Otfuture. The court pointed out Beltman and John Van Eerden.
A pre-enrollment conference of
Geerlings concluded by saying, sponsored by the Hope College
courtesy, cooperation and patient tawa County Medical Society will Women of the Moose
Slack’s long, extended criminal Holwerda said there was no obprospective high school students
Women's
League.
"Your analysis of the election
understanding on the part of the be called so that united action
record, saying “you are not just jection to Price, but he felt serEach choir will sing a selec- and their parents is scheduled to
code shows you to be totally
Holland people.
can be taken rather than a divid- Entertained at Meet
vices
of
a
manager
would
not
be
a young man starting out on a life
tion of its own choice, and at the be held Monday evening in the
ignorant of our proposedplan or
Manufacturingat the new plant ed program throughoutthe counthe first year.
conclusion all choirs will unite high school gym. The meeting it
A piano solo by Betty Miller of crime ... you are in the middle needed
is scheduled to begin in early 1955, ty.
Mayor Harry Harrington said it to have deliberatelytried to be- as a massed choir to sing two planned to give information about
of
a
life
of
crime
. Your record
and
tap
dancing
by
Judy
Johnson
little a group of people, members
Meanwhile,a pattern has been
and the hermetic motor departspeaks louder than your present would be an ideal setup to have
selections and the benediction, the high school and to offfer some
ment headquarters will be trans- set in Holland in which most and Melva Rowan featured enter- words, indicating that you have a man of Price’s abilities handle of both parties who gave' months
under directionof Dr. Robert guidance in selection of courses,
tainment
at
a
regular
meeting
of
of
service
unselfishly
without
pay
ferred to Holland. Other manufac- mothers are calling their family
not learned your lesson." Slack is the business of a $500,000 building.
Cavanaugh of the Hope College Boa said.
Women
of
the
Moose
Wednesday
turing facilities of GE hermetic physicians for advice on the matHe said the appointmentwas re- They deserve high praise rather Music department.
evening
at
the
Moose
lodge. on parole at present.
than
your
flagrant
condemnation."
ter.
One
physician
kept
track
of
4 motor department will continue opcommended by the advisory comDr. IJ. Lubbers, president of
Twenty-onemembers attended the
Rep. George Van Peursem of
erations with augmented facilities such calls Monday and stopped
mittee and pointed to the advanHope College, will conduct brief
meeting, in charge of Mrs. Ruth Harmon Case Delayed;
Zeeland
also
worked
on
the
comwhen
he
reached
50.
at Fort Wayne, Ind., and Tiffin,
tages in having the Chamber of
Rummler, senior regent. The prodevotions.
In Grand Haven, county vaccine
Ohio.
Commerce in the building along mittee.
gram
was
arranged
by
the -home- Victim Back in Hospital
This is one of several activities
The spade, silver-platedby the headquarterssaid plans are pro- making committee.
with the Tulip Time office. Price
conducted
by the Women’s LeaHart and Cooley Co., was inscribed ceeding as usual in the program
earlierwas appointed Tulip Time State School Official
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Blood bank workers for the
gue which is organizedfor the For
by the WoOden Shoe Factory as and no changes have been made. month of March were Mrs. Ruth The jury case of Willie Hannon, manager on a part-time basis. Oppurpose of providingfurnishings
follows : Holland Chamber of Com- Representatives said 14 packages
Smith, Mrs. Ann Johnson, Mrs. 41, route 2, Twin Lake, charged erations of the Center will come To Meet With Group
for dormitories on the campus.
The Klwanls Club for Boys,
merce Memento, Grand Breakirife containing syringes, needles, ster- Maxine Den Uyl and Mrs. Jennie with felonious driving, scheduled under the supervision of the City
Roland
Strolle of the Departco-sponsoredby the Recreation
Manager
who
in
turn
is
responCeremony,GE Hermetic Motor De- ilizers, colutions, blood-letting Hellenthal.
April 27, has been postponedinment of Public Instruction will Improved Condition
tubes and sterilized packages have
department attracted 58' boys to
partment, April 21, 1954."
Prize winners for the evening definitelybecause James Charles sible to Council.
Holland High gym Tuesday night
City Manager H. C. MtClintock discuss area studies and school
After the ceremonies,guests arrived from the National Foun- were Mrs. Doris Ten Brink and of Nunica who was seriously insurveys at a meeting of area Shown by Injured Boy
for sports.
gathered in the Tulip Room of the dation for Infantile Paralysis at Mrs. Gladys Gordon.
jured has returned to Butterworth presented detailed report on sound
Bob Hendricksonand Ken Ettersystems for Civic Center explain- school representatives'Monday at
Warm Friend Tavern for a lun- New York. These supplieswill be' Lunch was served by the home- Hospital in Grand Rapids.
8 p.m. in Longfellowgymnasium. The condition of Larry Alferink, beek coached basketball and Rena
cheon. Chamber PresidentC. C. split into eight units for the eight making committee including Mrs.
Charles,26-year-oldfather of ing various equipment and bids.
This is one of the periodic meet- 5, of 838 Paw Paw Dr. was des- Willia was in charge of tumbling.
Wood introduced Martin who infor- dinics in the* county.
Arlene Kangas, chairman, Mrs. four children, received compound Council approved his suggestion
The headquarters said it Is ex- Kay^Miller and Mrs. Marie Botsis. fractures of both legs and under- for Mayor Harrington to hire a ings in which school boards of eribed as “fairly good” today by Harold Tregloan and Verne Kupemally reviewed events which led
sending districtsin Holland area Blodgett Hospital officials in lien supervised table tennis. Bob
to today’s ceremonies, About 100 pected the county will proceed
went several operations after the committee of three councilmento
meet with the local Board of Edu- Grand Rapids.
Thompson and Gabe Kuite instrucwere present. The silver-p 1 a t e d with the tests on arrival of the
accident Dec. 31 in which Har- work with the building committee
»
The boy was criticallyinjured ted the groups in boxing and
Bridal Shower Given
spade was on display along with vaccine.
mon’s car crashed into another at and given power to act.
Harold Ramsey of Waukazoo Wednesday afternoon at the inter- wrestling.
\
Councilman Rein Visscher reotHfer GE displays which later will
a Ferrysburg filling station,pinFor Miss Lois Klingewill discuss another problem of section of 112th and Adams Sts.,
Chairman Kuite and Etterbeek
be removed to Chamber of Com- Local Polio Patient Takes
ning Charles, the attendant, be- viewed an agreement with tavern interestto sending districts— that
when a bike he was riding was hit said a total of 4,000 boys have atowners, the only change being to
merce headquarters.
A shower honoring Miss Lois tween the two vehicles.
of annexationof school districts. by a truck despite effortsof the tended the athletic session since
Brochures containingphoto- Part in Dedication Rites
Klinge was given last Thursday For a time there was consider- clarify the requirementsrelative A question period will follow.
driver to avoid striking him.
to
closing
on
school
election
days.
the program was inaugurated four
able
doubt
whether
Charles
could
graphy of top personnel in the herevening at the home of Mrs. James
years ago.
The
following
applications
were
Mrs.
Denise
Raffenaud
Haiker,
metic motor departmentwere disElzinga, 571 West 19th St. Miss avoid amputation of both legs. It
Twenty-five boys have signed up
tributed.The cover highlighted a Holland polio patient at Warm Klinge will become the bride of is expected Charles will remain in approved,subject to signing the
to help in club sponsoredpaper
agreement: Skippers, 124 East
the hospitalfor some time.
sketch of the new plant with a big Springs Foundation in Georgia, Harvey Jacobs in May.,
drive Saturday, April 24.
Eighth St.; Edwin Lewendon, 22
Assisting the hostess were Mrs.
wooden shoe and the word, “Hol- recently took part in the dedicaIn case of rain the paper drive
tion of Roosevelt Hall, a new Herman Jacobs and Mrs. ‘Fred
West Sixth St.; Covered Wagon,
land."
Dance Students Perform
will be held the following Satur234 River Ave.; Owl Sandwich
Jacobs. Games were played and
GE personnel in Holland for to-* memorial building at
day.
Springs.
duplicate prizes awarded to Mrs. At Faculty Vrouwen Meet, Shop, 179 River Ave.; Carl L. Winday’s events were Ab Martin, genProceeds from the drive will
Dedication
rites
were
held
on
strom,
200
East
Eighth
St.;
ChesGordon
Kleinheksel,
Mrs.
Fred
eral manager; A. K. Loomis, proThe best from years of work
go toward badly-needed new
April 12, the anniversary date of Alferink and Mrs. Arnold Jacobs.
A dancing redtal was featured ter Skiles, 154 East Eighth St.; with color motion pictureswill!
ject* manager of GE Realty Corp.,
equipment
at a meeting of Faculty Vrouwen Warm Friend Tavern, and Harlow be shown here next Monday night
Schenectady;E. S. Weaver, resi- the death of PresidentFranklin A two course lunch was served.
Delano
Roosevelt.
Mrs.
Haiker
and
Blanche
Burrows,
the
latter
Those present were the Mes- Wednesday evening in the Juliana
dent engineer, GE Realty Corp.;
when Jack Van Coevering, wilddemonstrated the use of arm dames Henry Klinge, Jennie Al- room of Durfee Hall, Hope Col- two applicationsunder hotels.
C. M. Dunn, manager *of Michigan
life editor of the Detroit Free
slings for working in the kitchen ferink, Fred Alferink, John Vol- lege. It was the group’s last meet- . Council granted permissionto
sales district,Detroit; M. T. LawPress, will appear in person beas part of the dedication program. kema, Claus Volkema, Gordon ing of the year.
Legion
and
VFW
organizations’
rence, manager of Grand Rapids
fore members of the Holland Fish
Many celebritieswere present Kleinheksel,Hattie Grotenhuis, Children from the Phil Oster- to sell poppies from 6 p.m. May 28 and Game Club and their wives.
sales office; H. A. MacKinnon,vice
at the affair, including Helen John Jacobs, Henry Jacobs,George house dance studio performed for to 6 p.m. May 29.
p r e s i d e n t; E. F. Waldschmidt,
The program promises to be a
Hayes, Connie Boswell and mem- Jacobs, Albert Rooks, Claude the group.
Approval wls given a transfer
Th annual spring conference of
manager- finance for hermetic mobers
of the board of National Pelon, Harry Jacobs and Arnold
of ownershipof the 1953 SDM li- highlight of the year's program
Mrs.
Ned
Stuits,
president,
conthe Women’s Missionary Union of
tor department; W. H. Connor,
for
local
sportsmen.
The
event
Foundation for Infantile Paraly- Jacobs and Miss Jean Volkema. ducted the meeting and Mrs. cense with living quarters to Mary
Classes Holland and Zeeland will
manage r-manufacturing; D. C. sis.
Also invited were Mrs. Bernard Harold TWgloan gave secretary Jane Mackay from the William is scheduled at 7:30 p.m. in Holbe held in North Holland ReformHanson, tpanager-marketing;R.
land
High
School
Auditorium.
Haiker is the daughter Alferink,Mrs. Harold Volkema and treasurer'sreport!. A slate of Mackay estate, 372 West 16th St
ed Church Wednesday, April 28,
W. Snyder, managenengineering;ofMrs.
Van Coevering's outstanding
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Raffenaud and Mrs. John Henry Jacobs.
Council approveda recommendofficers, presented by Mrs. Theowith sessions beginning at 10 ara.
E. J. Vosburgh,manager of Holof Holland. She has been a patient
dore Carter of the nominating ation from the board of appeals film, "Outdoors in America,"
and 1:30
*
land pl#nt operations; E. N. Lindat Warm Springs Foundation
committee,was accepted by the to appoint a special committee to covers wildlife "From Alaska to
Main feature of the morning
gren, supervisor of operations anMan
Given
Probation
since March 2.
membership. New president is work with the city manager to Florida."Unlike many enthusiasts
meeting will be a skit in which
alysis; W. E. McKay, supervisorMrs. Walter Scott, secretary and arrange for directionalsigns along who put their cameras on the
In
Non-Sapport
all phases of work of the Union
planning; H. G. Reinking,supertreasurer, Mrs. Russell Hombak- dty streetsas needed. The recom- shelf in winter, Van Coevering
will be presented to the audience,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
visor-relations;R. S. Williams, Jaycees Plan Annual
photographs
the
year
around.
The
an executive committee meeting.
Kenneth Green, 28, Muskegon, who er, and program chairman, Mrs. mendation followed an appeals
supervisor-manufacturing.
meeting Tuesday in which the result is the inclusion of many
Dinner amf Election
There also will be a business sespleaded guilty April 15 to a charge Dale Shearer.
Also attending today's ceremonAfter the business session, cards matter of resort signs was fully thrilling snow pictures and winter
sion with electionof officers.
Holland Junior Chamber of Com- of desertion and non-support of his
ies were L M. Salmond,represensports activities in a film that
were
played. Prize winners were discussed. *
Speaker of the afternoon meettative of CommonwealthAssocia- merce is planning its annual din- wife and minor child, was placed
Mesdames Horn baker, George Resolutionswere adopted for bristles with beauty of all the
ing will be Mrs. J. G De Maagd,
ner
and
election
of •members tp on probation for two years when
tes, plant architects,and C. MorLumsden, George Bond, Ed Doni- closing trunklines on the Tulip seasons.
missionary to Japan. A
rison, representing L. A. Stokker the board of directors Tuesday at he appeared in Circuit Court toVan Coevering has specialized
van, Ray Swank and Jim Ben- Time parade route for three afJock Von Coevering
ary round-up" will be‘l
Co. of St- Louis, Mo., general con- 6:30 p.m. at the Eten Houle, s. day.
in conservation and wildlifewrit- champion chorus of Michigan. Two which a number of
nett Refreshments were served ternoons during Tulip Time.
Paul
“Pete”
Baldwin
of
Howell,
Conditions
are
that
he
pay
$20
tractors.
Approval was given a bid for ing for 25 years and is nationally quartets,one from the SPEBSQSA will be present;
national director of Jaycees. and a week for support of the child by Mrs. Fred Weiss, Mrs. Joseph
furnishing and applying approxi- known for his achievements in organization and another from Special music for
Moran
and
Mrs.
Swank.
candidate for state president,will and $10 a week for the time he
mately 25,000 gallons of dust that field. His two books. "A Holland High School, also will provided by the hostess
Fined for Peeping
discuss Junior. Chamber of Com- failed to support his family,
palliative road oil to West Shore Hiking We Will Go” and "Real perform. Group singing will be
Mrs. Dick Vander Me
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
merce on the national level. Willis amounting to about $1,000. He will ‘Michigan’ Arrives
dent of the
Dwight King, 22, Grand Haven, Welling of the local club, former pay accordihg to his earning capa- The tanker “Michigan"today Construction Co. at a cost of 10 Boys and Girls Go Birding"are led by Clarence Jahing.
cents per gallon, cost fo be charg- standard for boys and girls in
The program is planned exclupaid $25 fine and $5.10 in Munici- national director and only Holland city, the judge ruled. There win
made its initialtrip of the year to ed to the Motor Vehicle Highway school reference libraries through- sively for Fish- and Game Club
pal Court Wednesday on a charge member to hold a JCC life mem- be $5 a month oversight feel.
Holland Harbor arriving with an fund.
out the country. ,
members and their wives. Howof window peeping. King was ar- bership, will conduct the local and
Green was arrested in Muskegon estimated 1,900,000 gallons of gasCity Manager McClintock preThe
program
Monday
evening ever, memberships to the club are
rested by city police Tuesday state portion of the program.
after being sought for two years. oline for the Texaco Company. sented the quarterly financialre- also will have musical features, still available and also will be
night as he was peeping in the
Arthur Schwartz, vice president, The child was three months old at The boat is skippered by Capt. port plus the monthly report cov- including numbers by the sold at the high school before the
window of a neighbor.
is chairman of arrangements.
the time he
•. James Fitch of Central Park.
ering dty departments.
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THI HOLLAND CITY

Under

Assigned Quota
Campaign Chairman

>

To Many Volunteers
Ottawa County went over
fund campaign.
Cross gifts throughout the
$35,965.73.

or $275.73 over the assigned quota

of $35,690.
The north

Wed

Grand Rapids

in

RiikagilKeDiiibr

Muskegon Rivals

Stl Comet Bats

By 10-2 Score

As Locals

Holland v Christian’s basebaU
team notched its first win of the

man

whichh the campaign is operAed out of the Grand Haven office
has collected$14,626.84, or $350.
84 over its quota of $14,276.
The south half operated out of
the Holland office has collected
Jn

$21,338.89or just $75.11 short of
its quota of $21,414. A few scattered reports are expected to be
turned in to both offices.
James Lugers of Holland,county
fund campaign chairman, today
extended his thanks to the hundreds of hard-workingvolunteers
who aided in the campaign this
year, and to the thousands of individual donors throughout the
county.
“When you join the Red Cross
you identify yourself with each
individualact of mercy this great
organization performs anywhere
in the world, as surely as if you
personally extended a helping!
|

Comets in

right.

shutout ball, allowing just four
hits while striking out 15 in the
22-0 first game.

Kempker, making his first start,
gained confidence with a sevenrun first inning backing by his
mates, and went on to twirl threehit ball the rest of* the way in the
9-3, seven inning nightcap.He
struck out three along the way.
In the first game, Hope bati
boomed out a total of 18 hits and
the Dutchmen were running wild
on bases, stealing six during the
game.
The local* collectedtwo runs to
the first toning on a walk to Dick
OrtquUt and singlesby Don Lubbers and Don York. They added
three unearned runs to the fourth
on three errors and a fielder’s

thin

singles in four trips to the plate
Jun. Buursma, second sacker,
triple

and a

(Bultmon photo)
Mr. ond Mrs. Jock E. Stegink

single

Miss Betty J. Bouwman, daughstarted on ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Bouwthe right foot with three runs man of Grand Rapids, became
in the first inning on two hits, an the bride of Jack E. Stegink of
error and a walk. They came back Holland Wednesday evening, April
the second with two more 14, in First Protestant Reformed

in four trips.

The Hollandersgot

Solon Urges

'Collective'

opening MIAA

Rink, Hope’s returning ace from

baseman, was the hitting star of
the day, connecting for three

banged out a

the

lapt season, fired nine Innings of

fanning six hitters.

Vance Bouman, Dutch

in stel-

action for both teams.

Howie Dirkse was the Muskegon fllnger. He also had good
control allowingJust two walks
over the seven inning route while
Grand Rapids. Knowland later presented Ferguson with an embossed book bearing signatures
ot the more than 800 Republicansfrom 29
counties represented, at the dinner. Mrs.
Fergusonsits at
(Sentinel photo)

Kempker turned

day afternoon at Riverview Park
as they pitched Hope College to
twin victories over the Olivet

five.

SEN. HOMER FERGUSON (canter) stops to
chat with Sen. William F. Knowland and Mrs.
Dan Gerber during a testimonial dinner tor the
Michigan senator Monday night in the Black
and Silver room of the Civic Auditorium in

Jade

Iqr pitching performancesSatur-

good defensive ball In the hitting,
the Dutch also sparkled with nine
hits. The Muskegon outfit was
no pushover, evidenced by the fact
that they snapped Grand Haven’s
budding win streak just last week.
Bosch went all the way on the
mound for the locals,giving up
six hits, two each in the first
three innings. He walked only
three batters while striking out

half of the county

Splmge

Veteran Willie Rink and fresh-

only other start this season resulted In a loss to powerful Muskegon Heights.
Coach John Ham reported his
club showed great' improvement
over their play of last week. Besides getting good pitching from
A1 Bosch, the Maroons played

the|

top Monday in the 1954 Red Cross

county to date total

CoMple

season Monday afternoon at
Muskegon by swamping Muskegon Ovristian,10-2. The Maroons

Expresses Thanks

Red

THUtSDAY, AftR.ZI.T954

Martons Defeat

Southern Section
Falls Jnst

NfWl

bouquet of Amazon

lilies sur- choice.

Two more crossed to the fifth
rounded by pink roses with ivy.
Attendants wore identical i an error and single by Rink.
gowns, the maid of honor in daf- They added two to the sixth on
fodil yellow and the bridesmaids, two errors, two walks and a single
by Ron Boeve.
in sky blue. The gowns were stylFive singles,doubles by Boeve
ed with strapless bodices topped
by faille jackets with scalloped and Al.Dykema plus a three-run
homer by Rink accountedfor 10
necklines. The skirts were fashHope runs to the big seventh innioned of tulle over taffeta.They
ing. The Dutch concluded the
carried bouquetsof pompons.
The bride’s mother wore a print scoring marathon with three runs
the ninth on doubles by Dick
dress with aqua linen jacket and
white accessories. The groom’s Defreese and Dick Hulz and two

•

hand,” he said.
Zeeland City was the first to!
tallies on singles by Bosch, Bill Church of Grand Rapids. The
reach its quota this year, main-j
Vryhof, Buursma and a double by groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
taining its record for promptness
He said that South Korea, with ALLEGAN (Special)
GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
Paul Ron Nykamp.
Benjamin G. Stegink of 235 West
which has become a traditionthe
600,000 men under arms, and Na- Thompson of Allegan will attend
Muskegon got one of its mark- 17th St., Holland.
last few years. Zeeland township U.S. Sen. William F. Knowland
tionlist China, with 500,000 form the 24th National 4-H Club Camp
Baskets of white and yellow
ers in the second inning on a single
said Monday night he believes the
followed in short order.
the largestnon-Communist armies June 16 to 23 in Washington, D.C.
walk and a double by Center- pompons, candelabraand palms
This Is the earliest date the; best way to stop Communistag- in Asia.
He is one of four Michigan stu- fielder De Wall. Neither club highlighted by an arch of gladioli
Ottawa County Red Cross has gressionin the Far East is to form
Knowland warned that the U.S. dents chosen to attend the event.
gone over the top in several a pacific••collective" security sys- "must not repeat the mistake The camp is held annually under dented home plate until the fifth and dogwood formed a setting for mother chose a light blue linen errors.
when the Maroons posted three the double ring rites, performed
years. On some occasions, the LenL
For Hope, Boeve had three hit*
made in the Korean agression" if direction of the cooperative Exby the Rev. Hubert De Wolf. suit with navy accessories.They and frosh Shortstop Defreese had
campaign has extended into May, At the same time, Knowland it gets into the Indochina war. tension Service of the U.S. Depart- more runs. Wildness on the part
of the Muskegon hurler and a Cornelius Huizenga was organist had corsages of pink carnationa two out of two. Stafford supplied
and sometimes even
troops from Na- In Korea, he said, the mistake was
ment of Agriculture and the state timely single by Bouman did all and Virgil B. Beld of Grandville and Amazon lilies.
what hitting punch the Comet*
tionalist China and South Korea made when “the offer of 35,000 land-grant colleges.All the states,
sang “God Gave Me You," “Be- Assisting at the reception for had with two of Olivet’sfour hits.
the damage. '
should be sent to Indochinaif it troops of the Republic of China,
Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico The Dutch added two more in cause" and “The Lord’s Prayer.” 150 guests in the church parlors
In the second game the Dutch
becomes necessary before a single was turned down because of the are expected to be represented.
Miss Norman J. Bouwman at were Mrs. Keith Kuipers, Miss gave Kempker a nice cushion with
Tulip
Will
the sixth frame on two errors,
l-U. S. soldier sets foot on that war- members of the U.N. did nyt want
Others from Michigan who will
tended her sister as maid of honor Alice Kikkert, Miss Rose Bratt
tom land.
to offend the Chinese Commun- attend are May Lou Dibble of another single by Bouman and and Miss Carol R. Bouwman, an- and Ken Knott. A program in- seven runs to the first inning.
Buursma’s
triple. This ended the
Most came on walk*, errors and
Knowland (R-Calif.), Senate ists.”
Tipton, Lenawee county; Jane
other sister, and Mrs. Marvin cluded a vocal solo by Miss ShirPublicized
Knowland presented a book Wiggins of Rochester, Oakland local scoring for the afternoon. Vander Wal were bridesmaids. ley Kimball,duet by Miss Lois batters hit with pitched balls.
Republican majority leader, spoke
Coach Elmer Walcott’s Waradded No. 8 in the fourth
at a testimonial dinner in honor autographed by all present to Fer- county and William Jpynard of
Kok and Virgil Beld and read onHope
riors collected their final tally in Attending the groom were his
singles by Rink and Kempker
_____
__
_______
of
Sen.
Homer
Ferguson
inguson.
Holland's Tulip Festival
Pickford, Chippewa county. State
brother, Paul Stegink, as best ings by Mrs. S. Warmenhoven. and finished scoring for the day
Telegrams of congratulations 4-H Club Leader A G. Kettunen, the last of the seventh on the
going to get some top-notch pub- Mich.). Nearly 800 Western Michman, and his cousin, Charles For going away, the new Mrs. with one in the sixth on a walk to
locals’
only
two
errors
of
the
lidty at the national conventionW* Republicanspaid tribute to were received from President Ei and Assistant State 4-H Gub
Windemuller,and Keith Kuipers Stegink wore a pink faille dress Carl DeVree and a stogie by
game
and
a
long
fly.
of the Ladies Oriental Shrine of the state’s senior senator at the senhower, Vice President Nixon Leaders June Wilkinson and Maurof Everett, Wash., brother-in-law with navy blue jacket, navy ac
Boeve.
North America at Miami, Fla., dinner in the Black and Silver and many leading senators and re- ice Hill also will attend from
of the bride, as ushers. Mr. and cessories and corsage of white
York led the Dutch attack with
presentatives.
from May 16 to
’ room of the Civic Auditorium.
Michigan.
Mrs. James Zwier, the bride’s Amazon lilies. The newlyweds will three hits. Hope was charged With
Dan
Gerber
of
Fremont,
chairThe Michigan patrol wil be one Twenty-fivepersons from the
cousins,were master and mistress visit Quebec, Maine, New York ust two errors while the Comets
The National 4-H Gub Camp proof many at the conventionand gp^d-Zeelandai^, including man of the event, introduced gram is based on the theme,
and Washington,D.C. After May had three slips. In the first ganw
of ceremonies.
Mrs. Beth N. Thotaas of Water- District Attorney Wendell Miles, Knowland and presided during the “Your Government,4-H and You.
1, they will be at home at 1012 the Dutch committed Just ant
A
slipper
satin
gown
with
acAdmitted to Holland Hospital
program.He also introduced Mrs.
ford believed the Dutch motif
, T ,
flaw.
Friday were Mrs. Bernard Van cents of rosepoint lace was chosen Sheridan Ave., Grand Rapids.
Tulip Time would be a good * « the situation to Indochina Knowland and Mrs. Ferguson.
Mrs. Stegink, a graduate of
In tht first game, Coach Russ
Langevelde 268 West 28th St. by the bride. The gown featured
The
two
wives accepted gifts
sampling of Michigan’snttn*
"ot . from the Grand Rapids Furniture
a fitted bodice with standup col- Grand Rapids Christian High DeVette took advantage of th#
Kurt
Allen
Schrotenboer,
896
Colnecessary , for the U.S. to send
School, is employed as a book- lopsided score to activate his enlege Ave.; Mrs. Ray Van Heuvel- lar and lace yoke, long satin
So Mn. Thomas contacted
th* war'" Knowland Manufacturer’sAssociation from
keeper at Hekman Biscuit Co tire bench. The second game was
sleeves
and
full
skirt
with
cathen, 221 West 13th St.; Mrs.
FrederickMueller, on behalf of
load SUr ot PetWehm Chapter
edral-length train. Her fingertip Grand Rapids. Her husband,
speedy, well-played affair and
Andrew
Kosiarek,
East
Sauga
their
husbands.
No. 40, Order of Eastern Star, to munist Asians that could be used.'
graduate of Holland Christian the regulars went all the way.
tuck; Mrs. Gertrude Kramer, 82 veil was secured by a satin cap
find out just what could be done
with pearl trim. She carried a High, is employed as a mechanic.
West 28th St.
about the idea.
Discharged Friday were EleaThe local chapter responded and
EAST LANSING — Saturday, nor Reimink, Hamilton; Mrs.
right now is In the process of
May 8 is the sixth annual Home
Local Rifle
Carl Frey, route 1, Hamilton; Mrs
making 28 Dutch costumes for the
*8
Economics Alumnae Day at Mich
Donald Van Lente, 856 West 26th
Michigan drill team.
igan State College.
St.; Simon Pool, 158 East 27th
The costumeswill be augmented
Plans for the day include
morning and afternoon program St.; Mrs. Gordon McDonald and
with several small pairs of woodA spring Camp Fire council fire ing song, taps were played
baby, route L
en shoes contributed by the Holas well as a luncheon in the Union
Cherie Yost. s
Admitted Saturday were by Esther Van Wagoner Tufty dank lock of hair hangs in her Holland Rifle Gub members
was
held
Monday
evening
at
Linland Chamber of Commerce.
ballroom.
Eddy
Zachary, route 3, Fennville;
WASHINGTON (Special) eyes. Her shoes have heels. In traveled to ’Grand Rapids Friday
Members of the Michigan patrol coln School, with more than 50
Visiting alums will meet for
Margo Curths, route 2, Holland
other words she looks and acts
9
o’clock
coffee
hour
in
the
home
reside in Flint
,(^1? (Fire Girls of all ranks takWomen lobbyists are growing to like a lady. It’s paying off, the night and defeated the Grand RaDorothy
Curths, rputf 1, Hudsonpids club 1,454 to 1,449.
economics ter room before going to
Fort Worth, Tex., usually lends
part. Theme of the event was
number and power.
women say.
Holland scores were: Glen Bonthe Little Theater in the home ville.
a patrol team dressed as cowgirls, the national birthday project for
Especially powerful are those
DischargedSaturday were Mrs.
nette, 298; Jarvis Ter Haar, 296;
Admitted to Holland Hospital economicsbuilding to hear mornOklahoma Gty sponsors a team of 1954, “Let’s Be Different TogethHerman Kiekintveld, 626 West who can testify at congressional
Howard Working,290; John Gark,
Indians and so on down the line. er.” Flags of various nations, Monday were Mrs. Harold Har- ing speakers.
23rd St.; Mrs. Andrew Van Flee- hearings that they represent thou289 and Jake Meurer, 281.
Francis
Rosier,
Detroit,
home
About23,000women are expect- made by the girls, were part of rington, 186 East 37th St.; Mrs.
ren and baby, 551 Riley St.; Mrs. sands of other women. In the case
Grand Rapids scores were: Dick
ed to attend.
the candle centerpiece around Leo M. De Feyter, 224 Sanford economist with the Detroit-Edison Murray Wallace and baby 118 of the General Federation of WoLinscott,293; Jim Greenhoe,289;
Company,
will
discuss
"Pointers
which the ceremony was staged.
East Ninth St.; Mrs. Jimmie men’s Gubs the membershipis
Russ Brown, 289; Don Dean, 289
Leading the procession after the Ct., Zeeland; Janice Olsen, 128 in Purchasing Automatic Washers Heinbaugh and baby, 94 East around 11 million!
and George Gilligan, 289.
Niji
Wohelo call were flagbearers Spruce Ave.; Judson Patrick and Dryers.”
Senators no longer walk out
Ninth
St
Ter Haar and Bonnetteare tied
Sheriff
Evelyn
Mansfield,
associate
proGretchen De Weerd and Ann Sher- Davis, 1548 South Shore Dr.; Mrs.
Admitted Sunday were Gert- when one of these unpaid lobbyists
for high individualscoring honors
Within two points of each other
idan and color guard Susanna Herman Vanden Bosch, route 2; fessor in textiles, clothing and rude Kronemeyer, 83 East 14th starts to talk. Not only is he keenin the St Joe Valley League this
Brown and Judy Wybenga. The Palmer Fox, 193 East Eighth St.; related arts at MSC, will speak on St; Mrs. Arend Naber, 165 East ly aware there are 2 million more on the last few holes, the Muske- season, each with 298.
“Right
Fitting
Adds
Charm
to
girls were seated in two circles Mrs. Garry Vanden Berg, 488 Colffarns
potential women voters than men gon Catholic High golf team
18th St.
around the candles. Three comer lege Ave.; Warren Timmerman, Your Wardrobe.”
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. but he has learned that these wo- nosed out Holland High swatters
Following
the
luncheon
in
the
Dr. Judd, to Speak Here,
candles were lighted for different route 2, Hamilton; Mrs. Gifford
men, who have no selfishprofitUnion ballroom, alums will Avald Curths, route 1, Hudson- motive for lobbying, are well for- Friday by a narrow 354-365 score
Junia Dengler, 141 East 32nd St; Ed
ville;
Margo
Curths,
route
2,
HolAuthority on Far East
Karen ward Dorn, route 1, West Olive. hear Elda Robb (Gass of 1916), land; Mrs. Clifford Prins and tified with facts.
It was the opening fray for
t
DischargedMonday were Mrs. talk on "CreatingHome EconoSo
much
legislationaffects the Muskegon Catholic and the second
The U.S. Congressman who
Minnie Vander Linde, 51$ East mics in the Near East.” Miss baby, 77 East 23rd St; Mrs. How- home directly, that most women’s
Jher' qulrto' nfMna*rl"
P"?1**! 16th St; Kurt Allen Schrotenboer, Robb is the director of the School ard Van Egmond and baby, 525
for the Dutch. Starting in a cold crusaded for action against Japan
clubs have a legislative committee
Their victorywas marked by an P* phanp rroup. caUed roll and
College
Ave.;
Karen
Borgman,
wind Ert the Pontaluna Golf long before the attack on Pearl
896 College Ave.; Mrs. Dorothy of Home Economics, Simmons
announcement from Walter Run. eadi gW m her own canae, gilrfng
Harbor, will make two appear325 Washington Blvd; Edward and the chairman is usuallf the
Lex, 393 West 22nd St.; Mrs. College, Boston.
woman who goes up to Capitol Course, it was near dark when ances to Holland next Monday,
Ire], sheriff,who warned that a
^an
G«rl£f Gertrude Kramer, 82 West 28th
A second feature of the after- Vander Yacht, 391 Howard Ave. Hill to talk to congressmen.She the last putt was holed out.
vigorous dog control
old
world neighbors were beApril 26.
Hospital birthi include a daughSt.; Gerrit Swieringa, 368 Pine noon program will be a talk by
Coach Russ Hombaker dubbed
knows her way “around the hill"
Dr. Walter H. Judd, now sowwould start soon. Hunker, ana<
ceremony,
ter, Janet Elizabeth, born Friday
Dean
Marie
Dye,
head
of
the
MSC
Ave.; Mrs. Everett Van Veld
which committees to contact. it a very good match, with Muskeing his sixth consecutive term as
nouncement followed the Board
*>“?"*« girls received huizen, Waukazoo;Mrs. Kather- school of home economics.Dean to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Thomas, and
These lobbyists are politically gon having a slight advantage of a member of Congress from MinnSupervisor'sJ1.000 appropriation
“rtUl“tea and beads: Lu- ine Klomp, 276 West 11th St.; Dye’s address will include the 748 Central Ave.; a aon born
and courageous.They take playing on a familiar course.
esota's fifth district will speak
for equipment to enable deputy
^’J^rown, Shar- James A. Streur, 147 South 169th features of the CentennialYear Friday to Mr. and Mrs. John Ham, bold
early stands on hot issues and
Assistant Coach Heimler seemat Hope Memorial Chapel next
127
Vander
Veen;
a
son
bom
sheriffs to serve as dogcatchers.
,Ca!?1
Ave.; Marvin De Witt route 1, and news about future plans for
spread the word to their mem- ed pleased with the following
Monday afternoon and evening.
Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Hie money will be used for
Dl,WeeiS'
Dokter, Zeeland; Mrs. Andrew Kosiarek, TV courses at MSC.
bers from coast to coast.
dividual scores made by his boys
The former missionaryand
Van Heuvelen, 221 West 13th St.;
trailer-cage and other necessary
TeI!*“ East Saugatuck; Mrs. Holland
Right now, the American Asso- Dave Imonen, 82; Bill McCarthy,
physician ia recognized as a leadson, Ricky Jay, bom Saturday
gear for catching,transporting
V?Ider Van Dyke, 559 Lake Dr.; Warciation of University Women is 86; Bob Hames, 88; and Fran
caring for stray
Wilt, Md Judy Wybenga. These ren Timmerman, ioute 2, Ham- Local Legionnaire Wins
ing authority on Far Eastern afto Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Kimber
giving strong support to President Wickstrom, 98. Bob Hames,
fairs, having lived 10 years in
118
West
15th
St.;
a
daughter,
Hie appropriation resulted from are
b,,0ha!IPl,
ilton; Eddy Zachary, route 3. Trip to Washington
Eisenhowqfs request for $15 mil- ddentally, played on the MuskeChina as a medical missionary and
Barbara Jo, bom Saturday to lion to operate the Department of
a long-time campaign by the SPC PJ’P
Irvin ^ Wwrd Fennville.
gon varsity last year.
having studied extensively that
for enforcement of state dog laws aild 'drs, Wybenga.
Alden J. Stoner, districtcom- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Volkema, State InternationalEducationExHospital births include
Holland
individual
scoring
went
Ann Sheridan, also from Ohanpi
part of the world.
daughter, Kathleen May, born mander for the American Legion 345 River Ave.; a daughter bom change program in 1955.
as follows: Dave Jalving, 88; ErDr. Judd has authored, sponBut defeat looms for the organ- ^P’ wai aw.arded,
Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Donald in Michigan, has won a state mem- today to Mr. and Mrs. James The House had no sooner cut Win Ter Haar, 89; Carl Holkeboer,
sored or campaigned for much
Townsend,
106
East
30th
St;
ization as far as its animal shel-l- 01 the O^ya-P1 F™P. led Genzlnk,route 6; a son, Paul Ed bership contest which has for its
the
request by $6 million before 93; and Henry Meurer, 95.
legislation which has helped shape
son, Jeffrey Lynn, bom today to they heard from the AAUW. who
ter, located near Otsego, is con- by Mrs. Julius Lamberts, these ward, born Monday to Mr. and prize a trip to Washington, D.C.
U.S. foreign policy. Among his
cerned. A recent announcement girls received certificates and Mrs. Harold Van Slooten,* 163
The contest began last October Mr. and Mrs. James Siegers, 399 has faith in the exchange of peomost significantCongressional
indicated that the society is vir- beads: Judy Grotenhuis, Lila Jo James St.; a daughter bom to- and closed March 3L The fifth James St
ples to create good international
accomplishmentsto the field of
tually without funds to continue Lamberts. Awarded honor beads day to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence district over which Stoner is comrelations. An "alert” was sent out
were Linda Davis, Mary Jonker, Johnson, foute 4.
foreign relations are:
operation of the shelter and has
mander was given q quota of 0,078 Many Attend Zeeland
to local branches to 1,260 comCampaigned for international
been existingfrom day to day on Tcrry ,Kan!'™: Bart)®™ Karsten,
memberships, and the campaign
munities.
contributions from members
I^mberta Jeri Lou Lamorganizationfor peace for four
Then ot to the Senate Appropriended with 103 per cent or 6,295 Good Friday Service •
years before the U.N. was foundothers interestedin the work. bert,» Mary Nickel, Janet Tinv Van Voorst to Compete
ationa'Committee where Chairman
memberships. There are 18 disZEELAND (Special) — The Styles Bridges (R-N.H.) was told
ed; authored World Health OrAs far as SheriffRimkel is conJimmer. Carol Van In Oratorical Contest
tricts in Michigan, corresponding
ganization bill and International
annual Good Friday service held the AAUW, which has an extencemed. be said state law
??aro? Van No?^d•
to congressional districts.
Children’s Emergency Fund legisBruce Van Voorst Hope Col- Stoner, who ic city treasurer, Friday afternoon at First Reform- sive exchange program of It* own,
states that faUure to impound ®6^ “'T'5*
were
to
lation; played a decisive role in
dogs running at large is malfeas- ^
west group, of Waca lege senior, will compete In the will take the trip either during the ed Church was attended by
had become convinced“seeing is
developmentand legislation of the
ance of his office.’’Dogs picked up|hanpew'
^ If™* AndTew Dal- annual oratoricalcontest sponsor- August convention or for the gen- large group of people. The various believing and that international
Point Four program; fathered the
churches
of
Zeeland
rotate
to
ed
by
Interstate
Oratorical
Asvisitors
must
continue
to
come
to
will be kept for a reasonable hj?
F«? Dixon. Hie
eral Legion gatheringheld each
UB.-PhUlpplne Mutual Security
length of time, then destroyed.
K"? Andrea**- Karen sociation Thursday and Friday year on Armistice Day. Mrs. holding the service to their sanc- the United States to see for themCumerford, Junia Dalman, CarPact and was a delegate to signtuary. Pastors also rotate to selves how democracy works”.
Northwestern University, Stoner win accompany him.
men Lopez, Joyce Peters, Sandra Evanston, 111.
ing of that pact and mutual dediscussing the seven last words.
Meanwhile the most forceful of
Ticketed After Crash
Van Langevelde, Marilyn Brower, Van Voorst and Marda Kipp
fense pacts with Australia and
Taking part this year were women lobbyists, the legislative
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A Sara Dixon, Carla Garbrecht. Voorhees of Kalamazoo College Injured in Accident
New Zealand; orginally sponsored
the Rev. John Gulchelaar, North leaders of the League of Women
car driven by Richard Nienhouse,Helen Geer ling, Judy Karafa and are the only two contestant*from
legislationto encourage unificaGRAND HAVEN '(Special) Street Christian Reformed Church Voters, holds a convention in Den58, Spring Lake, which had stop- Linda Vanden Berg,
tion of Europe; authored legislaJoyce Alderink,21, of 622 Franklin pastor; the Rev. George Holwerda ver to warm up for a fight to get
Michigan.
ped to make a left turn on M-104 Mary Dixon was awarded her
tion for a Pacific pact; authored
There will be 26 college orators SE, Grand Rapids, is in Butter- of Bethel Christian Reformed;the better trade polide* and to fight
la Spring Lake township at 6 :15 certificate for Torch Bearers Rank from 13 states taking part All worth Hospital with a possible Rev. Herbert Vander Lugt of McCarthyism,although they don’t
legislationto remove racial disp.m. Monday, was struck in the In Camp Craft. Her mother, Mrs. contestants are winners of state- fractured leg and internal injuries First Baptist; the Rev. Anthony say that The League’s phrase is:
crimination clauses from UJ.
rear by another car -driven by Fern Dixon, pinned her rank pin wide contests conducted earlier sustained in an accident at 9:30 Rozendal of First .-Christian “developmentof understandingof
immigrations laws, was sent to
Europe five times and the Far
Mn. Pauline Jordan, 32, of Spring on her and all the girls were in- this year. Separate contests wil p.m. Monday. Miss Alderinkwas Reformed; th* Rev. James C. He- the relationship between indiviLake, as both vehicles were go- vited to visit the Camp Fire office be conducted for men and women riding on a tractorwith her broth- cocks of Free Methodist Church dual liberty and public interest’'.
East four times to study 'condiwest. Mrs. Jordan told state to see her book,
tions and report to Congress and
from the eastern and western er Robert Alderink, 32, at his the Rev. John den Ouden of First Meaning,not only file civil right*
the executivebranch.
police who investigated,that she Girls of the Welcatanda group, divisions and the four winners will home west fit Allendale when the Reformed, and Dr. Jacob H. of witnesses before a McCarthy
took her eyes off the road for a fed by Nancy Plewes, also took be entered in the finals.
Miss Mary Ellen Kleinheksel
tractor overturned on Us left side. Bruinoogeof Third Christian Re- committee but those caught in
Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. KletoThe Mason-Dixonline, tradi" when she reached over for part in the ceremonial. They were
“security” investigations.
Judges will be Northwestern The brother was not injured.The formed.
What manner of women lobby? heksel of route 5, Holland, an- tional separation between North
She was charged bi charge of the fire extinguishing faculty members and debating sheriff’s department investigated
Zeeland business places were
They look like women lawyers of nounce the engagement of their and South to the Gvil War, was
another vehicle too ceremony. Janine Wilson, Doris coaches from schools belonging to
doted during the service.
the modem verisoiv who no daughter, Mary Ellen, to Leon Jay named for two English surveyors
De Fouw and Martha Perma extin* the association.
The three largest automobile
longer try to prove they are as Lynema, son of Mr. and Mrs. who laid It out in 1766 to settle a
guished the main candles with
Minks
were
the
first
funbearmakers in the United States tun
is unknown Marjorie Vander Wilt extinguish- There are more than 4,000
out 87 per cent of all passenger ing animals raised commerciallywell-informed on current issues as Jacob Lynem* of route 1, Hamil- border dispute between Maryland
and Pennsylvania.
a man by dressing like one. No ton.
ing tha group candles. After clos- lands in the Congo river.
can and 90 per cent of all trucks. to the United States.
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Ensing-Lokers Rites Performed

' 16 Persons Seek

Bdldingfnts
During

LastWeek

- Sixteen applications for building permits totaling $5,506 were
filed last week with City Clerk
Clarence Grevengoed and Building
InspectorJoseph Shashaguay.

Applications follow:

George Schrovenwever,243
West

25th St., build enclosed rear

porch, 11 by 14

}

feet,

$450; self,

contractor.
Gerrit Scholten, 44 East 17th
St., remove front porch and build
on side of house, change windows
and cupboards, $200; self, contractor.

D & R Motor Sales, 744 Michigan, new sales office, 20 by 14
fee, $800; self contractor.
•, John Slag, 81 West Ninth St,
tear down old garage and build
new one, 22 by 24 feet, $500; self,
contractor.•
H. Israels,30 East Sixth St,
reroof, $280; Mod Roofing Co.,
contractor.
R. Wagner, 197 East Eighth St,
reroof, $120; Mooi Roofing Co.,

contractor.

,

j

Prof, Ross, Worren Buitendorp,Rlchord Steiner

(Parsonphoto)

Hope Students Attend

New
Two Hope

'

A. Rhoda, 563 College Ave., reroof, $334; Mooi Roofing Co., con-

MISS DORIS WIESKAMP, maternitysupervi-

tractor.

sor at Holland Hospital(second from right),,

W. Douma, 369 West 19th St.,
Mooi Roofing Co.,

reroof, $265;
contractor.

B. Van Leuwen, 66 West 13th
St., reroof, $182; Mooi Roofing

demonstratesthe new explosion proof incubator
for the benefit of five Michigan State nursing
students who are spending a month at the
hospital studying the health program. Left to

the seventh annual conference of the Association of International Relations Gubs at Hunter
College,New York City, from

(Prince photo) Mettia J.

(Sentinel photo)

In a lovely spring wedding Wed-

nesday evening in Zeeland,Miss
Marlene Joyce Lokers, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lokers of
610 East Lincoln,Zeeland, became

Dr. J. Winter, 726 State St.,
reroof, $400; Mooi Roofing Co.,

’

KnooihuizenShop, 13 East
Eighth St., rcroof, $225; Mooi
Roofing Co., contractor.

Michigan State Nursing
Students Train

Here

Several

April 19 to 24, according to Prof.
Ross of the history department,sponsor of Hope’s IRC.
Richard Steiner, senior from

Airman and Mrs. Elmer N. Ensing

Co., contractor.

contractor.

College students are

at

right are Mildred Small, Jqyce Karsten,
Patricia Mallinger,Patricia Huffman, Miss
Wieskamp and Lois Reed. The incubatoris a
gift from the Junior Welfare League. The neW
delivery table at left also is a gift from other

donors.

York Conference

Appear

the bride of

Airman First

Class

Fife of Former

Hope Pastor Dies

Mrs. Henry Bast, wife of the
former Hope College pastor, died
at ButterworthHospital Friday
afternoon at the age of 44 years.
She was formerly Henrietta Gerd*
In Justice
ing, daughter of Mrs. H. J. Gerd*
Jng of Holland and the late Mr.
Fourteen persons appeared be- tion of the conference. Buitendorp Gerding. She was bom in Holland
fore^ Park Township Justice C. C. has chosen to attend the Sovereign and 14 years ago married Rev,
Wood during the week on various State and the United Nations sem Bast.
North Bergen, N.J., and Warren
Buitendorp, sophomore from Tarrytown, N.Y., will represent Hope
InternationalRelation* Gub.
Steiner will attend the seminar
group on the Development of Underdeveloped Areas for the dura-

Fourteen Appear

Court

Elmer N. Ensing of Big Springs,
Herman Bos, 164 West 10th
Circuit
Texas,
son of Mr. and Mrs. WilSt., rcroof, $150; Mooi Roofing
liam
B.
Ensing of Jamestown.
Co., contractor.
Five nursing students of Michi- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
William Mokma, 246 West 19th
The
double
ring rites were pergan State College are currently Charles Bibler, 26, Kalamazoo,
St., reroof, $275; Mooi Roofing
formed
in
Second
Reformed Church charges.
inar. (They are pictured above with
undergoingfour weeks of special whose wife lives on route 3, ZeeSurviving are the husband, pasCo., contractor.
Local
Prof. Ross, Steiner is at, left.)
Eugene
Sikkenga,
Grand
Rapby
the
Rev.
D.
P.
Buteyn
of
tor of Bethany Reformed Church
field training at Holland City Hos- land, pleaded not guilty Friday to
Charles Harris, 135 West 10th
An outstanding feature of> the of Grand Rapids; a daughter, Jo
ids, paid fine and costs of $208.50
St., screen in patio, place canvas
pital, learning first hand various charges of non support and deser- Midland.Three large baskets of
on charges of operating an over- five-day conference was the Ann; four sons, Robert, Paul Thocanopy, 9 by 12 feet, $350;
phases of nursing as they relate tion when he appeared in Circuit blue and white carnations with loaded truck. The alleged offense opening speech Monday by Dr. mas and David; the mother, and
Crwnm and Windemuller, conCourt. He was released on his own huckleberry leaves and candelabra occurred April 1 on Byron Rd. in Ralph J. Bunche, director departto the total health program of the
three sisters, Mrs. O. Jl. Peterson
tractors.
recognizance.He is alleged to have accented the backgroundof palms Zeeland township. The arrest was ment of trusteeship, United Nacity.
of Grand Rapids, Mrs. G. Klaasen
George Steketee, 72 West 11th
deserted his wife and two minor
tions. His topic was "Why the
of Detroit and Mrs. G. Bos of
and Oregon ferns. Pews were de- made by a representative of the
St., tear off old kelly stone and
The five girls are half of the 10- children,31 and 17 months old.
United
Nations?"
Ottawa County Road commission.
replace with stucco, $650; Peter
member nursing class to be grad- Kenneth Green, 28, route 2, corated with white satin bows cen- Three persons pleaded guilty to Other noted speakers during the Holland.
Rev. Bast was pastor at Hope
Dryer, contractor.
uated from Michigan State Col- Spring Lake, pleaded guilty to tered with blue and white carna- reckless driving charges. They are conference are Dr. John W.
tions.
College from 1940 to 1944. His first
H. Topp, 287 West 13th St., relege. The other five members are charges of non support and deserNason, president of the Fdteign
Lawrence De Witt of Hope Col- Jack Lundy, 22 East Ninth St.,
charge was at Richmond Reformed
roof, $325; Bittner Roof Co., conexpected here May 31 for four tion of his wife and child, and will
Policy Association; Dr. Joseph E.
lege played the wedding music and offense at 152nd Ave. in Park townChurch in Grand Rapids. He has
tractor.
weeks *of training. The' 10 girls return for sentence April 22. Bond
Johnson,
president,
Carnegie
Enship, $39.90; Richard* Rhoda, 563
served the Bethany Church for the
constitutethe first class to be of $500 was not furnished. Green accompaniedHerman Lubbinge as
dowment for InternationalPeace,
he
sang
"At
Dawning,"
"Be- College Ave., offense on Lakewood
last 10 years.
graduatedfrom Michigan State was picked up in Muskegon TuesBlvd. in Holland township, $27; and Andrew Cordier, executive as- The family requests that no
with B.S. and R.N. degrees. The day after warrants were out for cause" and "The Lord’s Prayer."
sistant
to
the
Secretary
General,
In the wedding party were Miss Alma Welters, route 1, offense on
flowers be sent.
Easter
program was instituted fobr years his arrest for two years.
United Nations.
Martha
Runkel, a nurse from South Shore Dr. in Holland townago.
William P. Franklin, 37, route South Haven and former roommate ship, $27.
Closing day of the conference,
The current group arrived here 1, Allegan, pleaded not guilty to
Others appearing were Stewart Saturday, will be spent at the Unitof the bride, as maid of honor;
three weeks ago and will return to a charge of larceny from a motor
ed States Military Academy, West
Miss Jane Vander Velde, Miss Vander Meer, Grand Rapids, leavEast Lansing at the end of this vehicle, and will return April 22.
Lorraine
Lokers,
cousin
of
the ing scene of property damage acci- Point, as guests of the West Point
week. During their stay, they have Bond of $500 was not furnished.
Debate Council and Forum, an
Tinfoil covered Easter eggs were
bride, and Miss Judy Lokers, sis- dent. M-21 in Zeeland township,
worked in various departmentsof Franklin is alleged to have taken
the prize as more than 62 youngter of the bride, as bridesmaids; $33.90; Calvin Weener, route 3, AIRC member club. The program
the hospital, but their work largely a tire and wheel and other equipTraffic
sters turned detective Saturday
Duwayne Vander Kooy of Kala- stop sign, Gordon and Howard for the day will include a tour of
has
been
one
of observing the total ment from a Coast Guard jeep
the
Academy
Grounds,
a
special
and found 280 eggs hidden
mazoo, best man, and Rodger En- Aves., Holland township, $5; Rayhealth program.They have attend- April 11. Two men arrested with
Cadet Review in honor of the The largest group of persons to
along the creek banks and in
sing, brother of the groom, Robert mond H. Reidsma, 95 West 10th
ed various health meetings,ac- him each paid $36.20 on drunk and
brush near Central Ave. and 28th
Grooters and Norman Vruggink as St., right of way, 120th and Adams, AIRC, finals of the West Point appear In Traffic Court faced
companied private physicians on disorderly charges.
St.
ushers.
Holland township,$12; Peter E. National Debate Tournamentand Judge Cornelius vander Meulen
their rounds for a day, observed
Robert F. Sawyer. 28. BloomThe occasion was the third anA traditionalgown of satin and Leppmann, 235 West 23rd St., a speech by General Lucius Gay, Thursday night when 23 were an*
operatioas at the blood bank and field Hills, formerly of Lowell, will
nual Easter Egg hunt sponsored
chantilly lace was chosen by the speeding 45 in 30rmile zone, M-21 alumnus of West Point class of raigned on a variety of violations.
made home visits to patients.
1917, and former high- comreturn April 28 after appearing on bride. Style features were the in Holland township, $12.
by residentsliving between MichiJAHES A. DE SHONC. JR.
Nine teenagers,includingone 15The nursing program at Michi- a charge of issuing a check with basque bodice, long sleeves tapergan and Central Aves. and 26th
James A. De Shong, Jr., son of
year-old and four 16-year-olds,
Joe Bilek, 315 West 15th St., missionerto Germany.
The Hope IRC was organized In agreed to enroll in the safety
*3 29th Sts. The event is under Mr. and Mrs. J. A. De Shong of gan State College is directed by insufficient funds. Bond of $2,000 ed to points at the wrists and a assured clear distance, 136th and
Florence Kempf. Holland Hospital was not furnished.
the direction of Robert Veeder
course at Holland High School
standing Peter Pan collar. A panel Bingham in Holland township, $12; the fall of 1945 by Prof. Ross.
239 South 120th Ave., Holland, has was recommendedfor the proand Bud Holt who started' the
Angel Roberto Pagan, 23, of 58tt of lace extended down the front David Ter Beest, Grand Rapids,
after pleading guilty to traffic
contributed another article to the gram as an outstanding smaller
hunt in 1952.
West First St., Holland,waived of the dress to the hemline and right of way; 120th and Eighth Sts.
charges.
The men were up shortly after March issue of "Electronics”titled hospital by a Kellogg Foundationextradition on a warrant from the bouffant skirt fell into a in Holland township, $12; William
Attending school will be Marvin
sunrise hiding the eggs. Less than “Logarithmic Amplifier With Fast representative.The program here Texas charging him with non sup- sweeping train. Her fingertip veil
Van Der Pioeg, 17, of 294 East
J. Tobin, Michigan City, Ind.,
(From
Saturday's
Sentinel)
i* in charge of Kathryn Groene- port and desertion of his wife, of imported illusion was held by
30 minutes after the hunt started Response."
14th St., Edward Smith, 19, route
speeding 45 in 30-mile zone. M-21
Palm Sunday serviceswere held
veld. director of nursing.
at 8 a m., all eggs had been found.
Frances, and two small sons in a matching satin cap edged in in Holland township, $10; Arthur
4, driving with four in the front
De Shong is in the remote con- During the last few weeks, the
last week at Pullman CongregaChildren were divided up into
Tottet, Tex.
seed pearls. She carried a cascade Aukeman, Hydsonville, stop sign,
seat; Robert Van Klavem, 17, of
tional
Christian
Church.
A
duct
two groups, five years old and trol engineering division of Argon- girls have become familiar figures
bouquet of white carnations and $5; Louis Wierda, 415 James St.,
641 Howard Ave., speeding; Wilunder and six to nine years old. ne National Laboratory at Le- about the hospitalin their attrachyacinth florets centered by a no hand signal ’causing accident, "Ivory Palces" was sung by Mar- lard Vander Bie, 17, of 55 East
jorie
Chatterson
and
Arlene
NorKristi Venhuizen,8. daughter of mont, UJj, operated by the Univer- tive green uniforms and white pin- Two Youths Pay Fines
white orchid.
Lakewood and Division, Holland val. The choir sang "The Holy 40th St.
afores.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Venhuizep, 622
Bridal attendants wore delphin- township. $12; Ralph A. Hosford,
Others paying fines were Jeansity of Chicago for the Atomic
In Spring Lake Court
Lawndale Ct., took top honors
ium blue gowns of taffeta and Grand Rapids, improper loading City." A communion tablp and ette Walters, 43, route 1, defective
Energy Commission.
alter
were
dedicated
in
honor
of
in the older class, finding 20 eggs.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - matching tulle. Folds of the fabric and spillingon highway, M-21 in the late Mrs. Lydia Bamberger. brakes, $12; Arthur Visser, 52, of
He 'received his bachelor of
Jimmy Robert, 15, son of Mr.
draped the strapless bodices , to Holland township, $12.
314 West 14th St., red light, $12;
Charles W. Westover, 19, route 2.
science degree in industrial enMrs. Ina Reams returned home
Spring
and Mrs. Bud Robbert, 671 Michiform poufs in back. They wore
Coopersville, who was arrested
gineering at General Motors Infollowinga winter vacation at Louis Culver, 17, of 166 East
gan Ave., won the lower age group
spencer jackets of tulle and
April 13 in Spring Lake township
stitute of Technologyat Flint and
Tampa and St. Petersburg Fla. Seventh St., imprudentspeed, $10;
prize, finding 15 eggs.
his bachelor of science in electriand charged with reckless driving, matching half hats and white
George Johnston of South Lee Howard Pieper, 22, route 6, speedgloCes. Their bouquets were casKilled in
ing, $22; James Van Iwaarden,
cal engineering at Purdue and took
paid $30 fine and $3.90. costs.
spent
last Sunday with Mr. and
cade arrangementsof rose flowers
45, of 861 West 32nd St, speeding
additional post graduate work in
George Bryant, Jr., 18, route 1,
Mrs.
Max
Britton.
Others
at
the
and white hyacinth florets.
$10; Stanley Vah Lopik, 26, of 769
mathematics at Illinois Institute GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Grand Haven, charged with excesBritton home were Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Lokers v chose for her
of Technology.
South ,Shorc Dr., speeding, $10;
sive
speed
for
conditions
on
M-104
Robert E. Dragoo. 33. route 2.
Maurice
Burrows
of
South
Haven.
daughter’s wedding a navy blue
De
Shong
is a registered pro- Spring Lake, was fatally injured in Spring Lake township April 11,
Elmer Berns, 34, route 1, HamilAdmitted to Holland Hospital
Mrs. Elizabeth Britton and Mrs.
silk dinner gown with matching
Thursday were Rebecca Bolt, 43 fessionalengineer in the state of at 1:30 a.m. Friday when his car after allegedly driving about 85 accessoriesand long white gloves. GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Grace Burrows attended the ton, speeding, $10; La Vem J,Allen, Hudsonville;Mrs. Louis Illinois and senior member of DRE left the large sweeping curve on miles per hour, paid $18 fine and Mrs. Ensing wore a navy silk gown About 350 teachers of first, sec- Rebekah District meeting at Boeve, 17, route 6, speedily, $17;
Bertram Sewell, route 2, FennBoonstra,route 3; James A. (Institute of radio engineers). H« US-16 ILt miles west of Coopers- $2 costs.
trimmed with baby blue, and ond and third grades in Ottawa Burr Oak Lodge at Kalamazoo
ville, failure to yield right of way,
The above arrests were by Mich- navy accessories. Both mothers
Streur, 147 South 160th Ave.; is a member of the following hon- ville. The car which apparently
last
Tuesday.
Those
from
the
county schools, met at Allendale
orary societies: Eta Kappa Nu, na- had been traveling at a high rate igan State police and both were
Mrs. Benjamin Kroeze, 236 East
townhall Thursday afternoon to Pullman area who attended the
tional electrical engineering; Tau of speed went off the left side arraigned before Justice Freder- had orchid corsages.
Gary Lee Elzinga,17, of 651 Easf
13th S£; Marvin De Witt, route
At the reception for 175 guests receive kits for the mass polio fish supper at Fennville high
Beta
Pi, national engineering; of the road about 200 feet and ick J. Workman in Spring Lake
Lincoln
Ave., Zeeland, red light,
1, • Zeeland; Henry De Weerd,
school
were
Mrs.
Lee
Stennett,
in the church parlors, Mr. and vaccine trial scheduled the last
Sigma X, National research so- rolled over several times, pinning Friday afternoon.
1425 Ottawa Beach, Holland.
Mrs. Evelyn Rolph,‘ Mrs. Jessie $22; L«opoldo Martinez, 35, of 375
Mrs.
Bert
Wissink
of
Grand
Raweek
in
April.
Included
in
the
kit
ciety; RES A, Scientific research Dragoo underneath,police said.
North Division Ave., no operator’s
Discharged Thursday were Gaypids, uncle and aunt of the bride, are request slips which must be Burch, Mr. and Mrs. Max Britsociety of American,'hnd Alpha
license,$7, stop sign, $12.
State police who investigated
lene Mosher, 269 West 28th St.;
ton and Mrs. Grace Burrows.
were
master
and
mistress
of
ceresigned
by
parents
and
returned
Tau Iota, General Motors Corpora- said they believed Dragoo was killRalph Prince, 23, route 1, and
Mrs. Clarence Bosker and baby,
monies.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vernon
LokJoe
Hines
of
Chicago
spent
last
to teachers not later than April
tion.
ed instantly. Coroner Joseph E.
route 1, Jenispn; Edward Kiemel,
ers served at the punch bowl and 21
weekend
with
his
mother,
Mrs. Chester Hoek, 17. route 6, had
The Argonne Laboratory designs Kammeraad said death was due
fines of $10 and $5 suspended after
1082 South Shore Dr.; Mrs. Ralph
Miss Ruth Myaard and Sherwin
Dr. Ralph Ten Have, county Minnie Hines and daughter, completing safely school. Prince
the Mark I STR or shipboard to internal injuries.
W. Bain, 1916 West 32nd St.; thermal reactor to propel the
Walters arranged the gift table. health director, said the vaccine Blanche,of Pullman.
He was born in Louisville Ky.,
had pleaded guilty to speeding and
Marilyn Smit, rdute 4; John RusK. Lewis providedmusic during is expected after April 25. Teachatomic submarine "Nautilus." It May 31, 1920, and was married in
Hoek to excessive noise.
sell, route 1; Mrs. Chester Stekethe reception.
is the center of nuclear reactor Ann Arbor May 7, 1951, to Ruth
ers who have not received kits Farewell Party Given
Nevin Van Anrooy, 36. of 372
tee, 569 West 32nd St.; Rebecca
For
their
wedding
trip
to may obtain them from Mrs. Irvin
developmentand Iniilt the world's Hudsdn. He came to Spring Lake
Pine Ave., pleaded not guilty to
Bolt, 43 Allen* Hudsonville; Mrs.
Mexico,
the
new
Mrs.
Ensing
wore
For
Harvey
De
Weerds
first reactor known as the CPC,
De Weerd in Holland or from the
a charge of running a stop sign.
James Whbeler, 2721 East 11th another similar unit known as the in 1951 from Clinton and was ema starlight blue suit, white hat polio vaccine headquartersat 103
ployed by the Fisher Body plant
St.
and gloves and had a ginger color- Washington St., Grand Haven.
A farewell party was given at Trial was set for April 22 at 3 p.m.
CP-2 a heaVy water-reactor known
No. 2 in Grand Rapids since Nov.
Hospital births include a daughthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Bened purse with matchingshoes. Her
as CP-3, the CP-4 jeactor,which is
Clinics are scheduledat Allen10, 1952. Before that, he was emter born Thursday to Mr. and Mrs
corsage was a white orchid.
jamin Kole, 441 West 20th St., Emblem Club Makes
known better as the world's first ployed at Eagle-Ottawais Grand
dale town hall, Washington school
Joseph Corrado, 198 West 18th St.;
Mr. dnd Mrs Ensing will be at in Holland, Zeeland public school, Thursday evening in honor of Mr.
successful* breeder reactor, (i.e. it Haven.
a son bom today to Mr. and Mrs.
home at 507 Runnels Ave., Big Ferry school in Grand Haven, and Mrs. Harvey De Weerd of Plans for Banquet
produces more fissionablemater- Surviving are the wife, five
Harvey Keen, 183 Elwill Ct.
Springs, Texas, where he is
California who will leave today,
ial than it consumes). It also has
Hudsonville public school. Holmes
daughters, Peggy Ann, Wanda Lee
At a meeting of the Emblem'
stationed
with the Air Force.
sailing from New York to London,
designed the CP-5 which is a reelementary
school
in
Spring
Lake,
and Betty Jo of Deatsville Ky.,
Club held at the Elks lodge ThursBoth
the
bride and groom are
England.
cently completed ultra-modern ConstanceSue and Ruthanne, and
New Officers Named
Coopersville high school, and
graduates of Zeeland High School.
Among those attendingwere day evening, plans were discussed
heavy water research reactor.
Berlin school at Marne.
a
son,
George
Clarence
all at
The
bride also was graduated
, At Waverly P-T Meet
Mr.
and Mrs. Walter De Weerd for a banquet to be held May 22
The laboratory recently discov- home; his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
from ButterworthHospital School The program calls for three of Holland, Mr. and Mrs. James at the Warm Friend Tavern. The
ed the 100th element with an
inoculations,the first two a week
Homer Dragoo of Deatsville,Ky.,
of Nursing.
Election of officers ^featured the atomic weight of 254.
Hekhuis of Fremont, their daugh dinner will be followed by install^,
a sister, a brother and his grandbusiness meeting of Waverly ParPre-nuptial showers for the apart, and the third four weeks ter, Mrs. Jack Hunt and baby of tion of offifeers.
parents. all in Kentucky.
bride were given by Mesdames after the second. If a child fails Wales, Mrs. Benjamin Hekhuis
Mrs. Rhett Kroll presided at
ent-Teachers Club Thursday eveThe body was taken to KamWilliam Ensing, Ed Van de Brink, to receive the first inoculation,his and baby of Coopersville, Mr. the business meeting. The group
ning at the school. Named were Surprise Shower Given
meraad Funeral home. , '
Bert Wissink, Levi Meeusen, El- name will be removed from the and Mrs. Andrew Kole of Fre- decided to donate $10 to the ComRay Rouwhorst, president;Mrs. C.
A. P. KLE1S
For Miss Lillian Bos
It
will
be
removed
to
the
resimer Plaggemars,Vernon Lokers program. Dr. Ten Have said the mont, Mrs. Melvin Hirdes and munity Ambassador Fund. Canned
Slagh, secretary; Mrs. L. Van
dence
on
State
Rd.,
route
2.
and Misses Jane Vander Velde, vaccine is available only through two sons of Holland and Mr. and goods and other staples were
Dyke, treasurer and Mrs. Harvey
A surprise shower honoring Spring Lake at 10 a.m. Saturday Former City Alderman
these clinics and -none is avaiRuth Mayaard and Judy Lokers.
brought to the meeting to be used
Kruithof, assistantsecretary-treas-Miss Lillian Boa was given by
Mrs. Benjamin Kole.
lable for private practice.
for an Easter basket 4or a needy
urer. Teachers at the school are Mrs. Marv Tubergen and* Mrs. where friends may call until Marks 77th Birthday
Volunteerswho wish to serve
family.
vice presidents.
Chuck Garvelink at the latter's Monday noon. Funeral , services
24 Attend Meeting
at
clinicsmay call Mrs. De Driver Charged
A.
P.
Kleis,
who
served
as
first
will
be
held
at
3
p.m.
Monday
from
Prizes went to Mrs. Madeline
The meeting was in charge of home, 369 North Ottawa St., ZeeWeerd in Holland. Thursday’s GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A Zyke and Mrs. Flora Kouw. Lunch
the funeral home with burial in ward aldermanfor 17 years during Of Eagles
'
Louis Van Dyke, president.Other land, Thursday evening.
meeting was arranged by Jen- minor accidentinvolving three was served by outgoingofficers.
Spring Lake Cemetery.
the 1920’s and 30’s celebrated
retiring officers are Mrs. Austin
Games were played and duplinie
Kaufman, county school vehiclesoccurredat the comer of Project for this month is makMrs.
Millie
Sale,
president
of
his
77th
birthday
anniversary
FriBuchanan, secretary; Mrs. Law* cate prizes awarded to Mrs. Lee
day. He was particularly active the Ladies Auxiliaryof Eagles, superintendent, Florence Vander Washington and Third Sts. at 3 ing bed socks for patientsat Vetrence Prins, treasurer; and Mrs. Solomon, Miss Viola Disselkoon, Tulips in Bloom
during his public career, serving presided at a business meeting of Woude of the health department p.n\. Friday involving a station erans Hospitalat Battle Creek
L. De Vries, assistant secretary- Miss GenevieveKeuning and Miss
Thursday'swarm weather paid as chairman of the then important the group Friday evening in Eagle and Verne C Dagen.
wagon driven by Donald Lee Van through the Red Cross. Antreasurer.
Goldie Nagelkirk.A two-course off in tulips Friday. The first reways and means committeeand as hall when 24 members were preDoome, 21 Fejrysburg,and auto- nouncement was made of a meet•The program included a humor- lunch was served.ports (they usually come in a mayor pro tem.
sent.
mobiles driven by Mrs. Betty Voss ing of new officersto be held
ous skit by Gordon Ten Brink. Gor
Investigate
Theft
Invited guests were the Mes- month before the festival)came
Now totallyblind, Kleis is still
Announcementwas made of a
of Spring Lake* and Allan Lee May 15.
don received honorable mention for dames Stanley Sluiter, Lee SoloPolice Friday were investigating
Friday for tulips in bloom at 32nd active and is regarded as the memorial service to be held at
Grevel, 16, Grand Haven. Accordthis skit at the talent program held mon, Neal Vanden Heuvel, Les
theft
of
a
100-pound
bag
of
broiler
and Michigan, also at the Brad- sparkplug of the Holland Render- the next meeting.Mii. Florence
at annual 4-H Achievement Day Welters,Roger Le Poire, Robert
mash and five gallons of gas from ing to city police, Van Doome had
ford Paper Co.ing Works, a business he now op- Kunen and her April birthday
program. Mrs. Fred Borgman read Dolfin,John Vanden Heuvel, John
the dock of the Beach Milling Co., stopped in an attempt to turn into
erates with his three sons. He committee served lunch.
an article about the polio vaccine Bos, Wynand Bos, and the Misses
263 East Eighth St, sometime a parking lot when Grevel struck
The three great generals In his- started the business in 1902.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Winners for the evening’s en- Thursday
the rear of the Boas car which in
•, and showed several slides.
/
Viola Disselkoen, Genevieve Keun- tory who were never defeated
He was stricken blind when he tertainmentwere the Mesdames
HOUAND, MICHIGAN
turn struck the rear of the station
Refreshments were served by ing, Goldie Nagelkirk, Judy Van- were Alexander the Great, Julius
was eight years old but recovered Jen Johnson, Dorothy De Boer,
The inner domes of new plane- wagon. Grevel was charged with 29 lorf 9th
Mrs. Slagh, Mrs. Rouwhorst,Mrs. den Heuvel, Donna Soloman and
Caesar and the Duke of Welling- anl got along well until his sight Melvina Ritterby, Nellie Israels tariums are made of lightweight
failure to stop in the assured clear
Kruithof and Mrs. John Derks. v Pauline Kiel
Qlbert Vanda
began to fall in 1933.
and Anna McCarthy.
distance ahead.
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Wary Dutchmen

Lemn
Win A1 Matches

April 25, 1954
Ahijah Foresees a Divided

Kiagdom

h Home Opener

I Kings 11:29-38

111

fm!

By Henry Geerlingi
Solomon, the last king of the
short united kingdom, succeeded
his father to the throne. He developed the kingdom inwardly in

many

Making their first home ippearance of the season, at the 13th
courts, the

ways. ^

Hope

St

College Nettera

made a clean sweep as they shutout Grand Rapids JC 8-0.
The Grand Rapids team, a big

Events were stacked against a
united kingdom - the old enmity
the Home of th*
between the house of Saul and the
Holland City K*w*
PublishedEvery Thun- house of David, when David waxed
Jday by the Sentinel
stronger and stronger,and the
'printing Co. Office 54-56
West Eighth Street, Hol- house of Saul waxed weaker and
land. Michigan.
weaker; all of those circumstances
. Entered ay second class matter at which favored the well situated
the post office at Holland.Mich., and powerful tribe of Ephraim;
under the Act of Congress.March S. the love of Ephraim for indepen1879.
dence; the labor which Solomon
W. A, E'JTLER, Editor and Publisher exacted from northern tribes to
help with the fortification of the
Telephone— News Items 3193
Advertising and Subscriptions. 3191 southern capital;the promotion of
the gifted and energetic Jeroboam,
The publishershall not be liable
for any error or errors in printing who himself was an Ephramite.to
any advertising unless a proof of the position of superintendent over
euch advertisementshall nave been this work; the decadence of spirobtained by advertiser and returned
by him in time for corrections with itual stamina which was a natural
•uch errorp or correctionsnoted result of conupt leadership and

question mark in the Hope book,
had only onp comparitlve score go-

ing Into Tuesday's match. They
b-;-

III

held a 5-5 tie with Calvin College
The Dutchmen, on the other
count had previously split on their
southern tour, defeating Indiana
State and losing to Illinois East-

ern.

•

Lets Plant Beauty-Caring (or Garden
Is

Marvelous Refuge With Reward

Euter
"Why

answers the question,

plant beauty?” If one ever

Bill Boeskool, playing N. 1 for
Hope, carried his undefeated mark asks it. He who plants aligns himfor this season further by downing self with the constructiveforces of
former Grand Rapids East High the universe; he works with hope
star Laurie Dooge 6-4, 6-2. Boes- and .faith when he sows a tiny
kool. at one time, also played No. seed; he is permitted to see a mar1 for JG
velous fruition.
In the No. 2 slot, Bill Coventry,
Caring for a gardeq is the su- 'ALLEGAN (Special) - By a
a Hope junior, easily cruised by preme place where the "Do it
plainly thereon; and In such case If the corrupting influence of the insplit vote of 24 to 8. Allegan
Forrest Williams in two sets 6-4, yourself” trend pays a rich reany error *o noted Is not corrected,
publishersliabilityshall not exceed flux of heatheh populations; the
6-2. John Schrier, playing in the ward. Not that one 't/garden should county’s Board of Supervisors
auch a proportion oMhe entire space evident unfitnessof Solomon’sson
No. 3 position, had a little trouble be limited to one man’s ability to voted Tuesday to accept an equaloccupied by the error bear* to the Rehoboam for a positionof nationgetting' started but went on to win plant and care for it. But those ization-committeereport which
whole space occupiedby such adverA
FEW
EARLY
BLOOMING
TULIPS
beds
at
Kollen
and
Centennial
Parks.
One
bed
al leadership,all these are a part
__
in three sets against, southpaw who have intimate contact with equalized the county tax roll at
of today's larger Scripture readgave Holland residents a preview of what
of bright red ones, near 32nd St., and Michigan
Ron Taylor 1-6, 6-1, 6-2.
the earth, the seed, the growing $76 million,the same figure used
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ing.
thousands of tulips will look like when
Ave., was virtuallyin full bloom Sunday. The
Playing at No. 4, Monte Dyer, a plant have found a refuge from last year.
* One year, 53.00: six months. 12.00;
But all of this gives a gilmpse
three months. 51.00; single copy 10c.
tulip bed above is near the entrance of Kollen
Hope senior, made it victory No. the turmoil of the world and an
come into full flower as the May 12 to 15
Those objecting to the report
Subscriptions payableIn advance and of the human side, the side which
1 for the Dutch as he downed Art antidote for it. Gardeners usually contended that it failed to take
Park.
festival time approaches. The new tulips,
will be promptly discontinuedIf not led the people to revolt. Their moHedberg 6-1, 3-6, 6-3. Art Bieri, have a calm stability. Never need into consideration losses or gains
renewed.
(Sentinel phqto)
mostly red, were spotted in small scattered
Subscriberswill confer a favor by tives, for which they were ren newcomer and a transfer from they hunt for something to do. in property valuationsthroughreporting promptly any irregularity sponsible were not the divine moIC, took the honors away from his
Their work is absorbing and leaves out the county.
In delivery. Write or Phone 319L
tive. God decreed .that Solomon’s
All the women of both churches alama mater at No. 5 by defeating
after an appendectomy there.
Allegan city, supervisors, howthem with a healthy fatigue.
profligacywas to be punished. BeThe Rev. Isaac Apol conducted were invited by the Sunshine John Steffen 6-2, 6-0. In the final
The
garden
is a satisfying source ever, were pleased, with the refore Ahijah and Jeroboam met
THE WOODEN SHOE CYCLE
Good Friday services at the local band of the Christian Reformed singles match. Glen De Free warpport since it equalized city properchurch Monday evening to hear ed Douglas Smith 6-1, 6-2 to make of personal expression.One’s indiA press dispatch from Amstei^ God had told Solomon that the
Christian Reformed church.
ty as virtually the face value of
viduality
is
shown
in
his
choice
The
Woman's
Study
Gub
met
dam declares that the humorists kingdom would be rent from him in regular sesson last week with Announcementhas been made about the work of the children’s it six straight for the Dutchmen of a specialty. For some this will the new assessment roll. Thus city
because of his sin. His yielding
to local Women’s church groups Retreat in Cutlerviile. Mrs. Sander in the singles bracket.
of the Netherlands are having fun
be sturdy tulips, or queenly, hand- tax bills will not contain added
the wicked demands of his Mrs. Joe Hagclskampserving as of the spring meeting of the Wolters, sponsor of the group preIn the doubles department,the
some
peonies; for others, iris with dollars" that have confusedlocal
with, the subject of wooden shoes. harem did not amount to a com- hostess to the group. The proWomen’s MissionaryUnion of the sided. Scripture was read by Lois locals added two more victories
taxpayersin the past.
The only place where wooden plete apostasy, but neither can his gram topic “Public Utilities" was Holland-Zceland classis to be held Zoet and prayer was offered by while a third match was rained their fragile beauty, strong colored In a close. 19-12 ballot,the
hemerocalis,
lush
dahlias,
or
the
in
charge
of
Mrs.
Ralph
Or;,
who
at North Holland Reformed Mrs. John Medendorp who also in- out. At No. 1, Boeskool and Covenshoes are to be seen today, the conduct be written off as a justiboard voted to increase the salfiable tolerance.His conduct was invited members to mhke a tour chlirch on Wednesday. April 28, troduced the speakers, Miss Swier try walked past Dooge and Wil- garden’s final gift of gorgeous
ary of the friend of the court by
humoristsdeclare, is in the Amof
the
gas
plant,
located
about
color,
chrysanthemums.
and
Miss
Timmerman.
They
told
reprehensible.God was angry with
liams 6-1, 6-2. and at No. 3 Dyer
at 10 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
$500. leaving the probation offistardam gift shops. That Is, for him because his heart was turned three miles east of Hamilton. Mr.
The
joy
of
anticipation
will
be
Dr. Simon Blocker was discus- about their work and showed pic- and John Warren managed to
the people of the Netherlands; "a from the Lord.
Orr, superintendent of the plant,
more fully realizedif one has also cer's salary at $1000 a year. Guy
tures.
A
duet
“Beautiful
Garden
of
finish
before
the
rain
could
washsion leader at the April meeting
visit to the annual typical festidistinctiveplanting of a more Teed, who holds both jobs but
know very little about conductedthe tour and explained of the Men’s Brotherhood group Prayer" was sung by Shirley and out the whole affair as they sunk
had resigned Jan. 1, had agreed
vals in Holland, Michigan,is the Ahijah, but he exemplifies the many details of the operation.Reof the local Reformed church on Mary Ellen Wolters.They were the JC hopes for a victory with permapent nature, such as an ever to continue if the pay was increasvery best chance to see wooden essentialfunctions of the prophet, turning to the home of the hostblooming
climbing
rose,
a
clemaaccompanied
by
Mrs.
Richard
a 1-6, 6-2. 8-6 victor)’ over Steffen
Monday evening. ‘The Immortaled. The combined salary will now
shoes in quantity.”
tis or wistaria vine, or one of the
Wolters. Mrs. Sander Wolters of- and
namely, the deliveranceof thi ess, Mrs. C. Hansen conducted ity of the Soul" was the topic.
• ;
total $2600.
That last is a quotationfrom the divine message. The message the business session, wheen reSchrier and Bieri playing No. many flowering .trees, for which
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bartels fered the closing prayer. A social
The board took no action on n
Amsterdam dispatch.The implica- might concern the past, present or ports were heard and a few mathour
followed
and
refreshments 2 for Hope had apilt a set apiece his garden will become known.
and son, Michael, and Carl Parrequest
from Circuit Judge R.L.
tion is that the time may come future or it might concern all ters of interest discussed. Roll
were served by members of the with Taylor and Hedberg when
And. of course, there must be a
sons of Findlay, Ohio, were reSmith that the county increaseIts
when the only way inhabitants of three. His confidentialmessage to call response was made by nam cent visitorsin the home of the Sunshine band.
the match had to be called. Losing tree. Watching it attain stature as
contribution to his salary. A
the Netherlands, traditionalhome Jeroboam is not to be construed 4ng a modern invention.
the first set 10-12, the locals had the years pass subtly gives one a
former'sparents, Mr. and Mrs.
claim from Allegan attorney, I.L.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
Eding
and
of the wooden shoe, can see
sense
of
security
and
endurance
grabbed
the
second
set
6-2.
as counseling him to rebel against
John Bartels.
Andrews, for $150 for defending
wooden shoe is to make a trip to Solomon.As a matter of fact the Mr. and Mrs. Howard Eding have
in this world of constant change.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Boeve
Otsego Deputy Lester Moore in a
America. * *
However much you do for your
prophet made It clear that the been appointed to take care of and children, of Holland, were
recent false arrest case was not
The wooden shoe has followed kingdom would not be rented in the Cancer fund Drive in Heath Sunday visitors in the home of
garden,
your
garden
will
do
far
to
allowed.
township, which includes the Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Kaper.
the usual cycle. Many articlesof Solomon’sdays.
more for you.
(From Tuesday’s Sentinel)
Hamilton
area. The OveriselDrive
domesticusefulness go through
Donald Nienhuis, student at
Ahijah was a politician who fossimilar process. Today, in this tered a revolution in order to re- is in charge of Mr. and Mrs.
Western Seminary, Holland, was
section, the only place where
John H. Albers and taking care
guest preacher at Fourth,*Restore the old order of things and
Will
Board members of Holland Hoshanging lamp or a spinning wheel give again to the prophets the of Fillmore townshipare Mr. and
formed Church, Zeeland, -at Linpital
Auxiliary
met
Monday
afmay be Inspected is in a museum, power they had held in the days Mrs. Floyd Kempkers.
coln' elementary ^school.Special
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
ternoon in the nurses dining room
Dr. Eugene Osterhaven was
an antique shop or in, the city of Samuel who deposed
Miss Thelma Voorhorst was hon- music was furnished by Jan Van
king
The spring conferenceof the
home of wealth and luxury. The who disobeyed him and raised up guest ministerat the Reformed ored with a bridal shower at her Peursem at the morning service at the hospital.
Women’s Missionary Union will
Plans
were
made
for
use
of
farmers, who once depended on another in his place. Neither is his Church on Easter Sunday and also
home last week Tuesday evening and by a trio composed of Mary funds raised through the recent be held April 28 in North Holthose articles for the comforts of
ALLEGAN (Special)— A coun- message to be taken, ah contrary at the Good Friday service in the Duplicate prizes were awarded Veldhuis, Mildred Wiggers and Auxiiiahy Birthday Coffee at the land Reformed Church at 10 a m.
evening. Special music at these
life, never get a chance to see
Marcia Compagner at the evening Woman s Literary Gub. The board and 1:30 p.m. ,
ty-wide queen contest, started
to the rule of God because it foreand
a
two-course
lunch
was
servoccasionswas furnishedby the
them.
meeting. A meeting of the Mission
told a split in the chosen nation.
Mrs. John / Oppenhuisen,Jr., three years ago to enhance Aldecided to purchasefurniture for
The windmill, another institution The disciplineof God of the Adult Girls' and Girls’ Alumni ed.
Aid League was held at the city
was taken to thfe clinic at Ann legan’scentennial fair, has proven
Miss
Voorhorst
was
also guest of
the
outpatient
waiting
room
on
choirs and an organ and piano
connected with Dutch life, is going
hall last week when Mrs. H. J.
Arbor for observation and possi- iso popular that the fair board has F
human monarchy for apostasy was
hymn prelude by Miss Fannie honor at a shower recently at her Kamphouse of the Holland City the third floor.
through the same cycle. There are
again decided to lay out nearly
in the interest of tys rule. And the
Since there is about $300 in the ble treatment. '
Bultman and Mrs. Marvin Kaper.- home with Mrs. Julius Schipper Mission was guest speaker.
still windmills In the Netherlands
Mrs. Thys De Jong& a former $1,000 for prizes for a repeat perapostate character of the northern
and
Mrs. John Voorhorstas hostremembrance
fund,
the
board
also
The last Parents Night meeting
that are engaged in practical ser' The Rev. W. J. Hilmert, Bible
formance this fall.
kingdom, for which it paid with
decided to buy cubicle screening resident here, now from Zeeland,
of the local- school is scheduled esses.
vice, grinding wheat and rye into
Details of the contest and the
its life cannot be blamed on
Tlie Overisel townshipcollected instructor at Hope College, and for semi-private rooms. The re- underwent surgery at Zeeland
Friday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
. flour, but their number is decreasAhijah. God specificallyinstruct$100 over their goal in the Red former pastor of Second Reform- membrance fund includes money Hospital last week Wednesday. mayors and village presidents’day
Marvin Kaper and Mr. and Mrs.
ing. -The time may come when the
ed .Church of Zeeland, conducted
Next Sunday, Exchange Sun- program were outlined at a recent
ed Jeroboam through the prophet
Purlin Tanis in charge of the Cross drive. Dist. No. 1. Sandy Easter Day services at Second given in hopor or in memory of in- day, the pastor Rev. Weener will meeting in Otsego attended by
Hollanders will have to travel to
to keep His statutesand His comView
contributed
$225.25
The
dividuals.Mrs. Randall C. Bosch
program and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
this side of the ocean to see what
mandments as David had done.
workers were Stanley Lampen, Reformed Church. The service was named recorderfor the re- occupy the pulpit in West Side civic leaders and fair board mem*
Jipping and Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
a windmill was like.
Reformed Church, Cicero 111. The bers. H. D. Tripp, special eveni
However, even when individuals
Gordon Nykerk, Mrs. Robert featured a specialEaster anthem, membrance book.
Wooden shoes were at one time were prompted by wrong motives Eding serving on the refreshment
Rev. Cornelius Muyskens of First chairman for the fair, presided si
Bradford. Irvin Folkert and Rich- "Joy Dawned Again on Easter
Mrs. Don Lievense and Mrs;
committee.Electionof officers
. very useful.Incidentally,
although
and introduced ungodly practices
ard Wolters: Dist. No. 2. Haw- Day," Bitwood. by the Senior. In- J. Hohmann were appointed chair- Reformed Church, Muskegon,will the meeting.
for the coming year with Mr. and
they are usually associated with
As in the past two years, thi
God was still in control and histhorn, contributed $71.50 the termediate and Junior Choirs of men of arrangementsfor the an conduct services here.
the peasants of the Netherlands
Mrs. Martin Groenheide and Mr.
The Mission Guild will meet cities and villages will conduct
tory would eventually convergein
workers were Ray Bleeker, Adrian the church, directed by' Stanley nual local auxiliary luncheon to
they were quite as common in the Messiah of the prophets and and Mrs. Jack Rigterink on the Compagner and Gus Hollenvm; De Pree. The senior choir also be held June 8.
Thursday at 7:45 p.m. in the queep contests in the weeks prior
nominatingcommittee will be
to the fair. The Queen chosen in
other European countries as in the hope of the world.
sang "Sanctus.” Gounod and folAll members were urged to in- chapel, The roll call text is "ReDist. No. 3. Beechwood, contributfeature of the business session.
Holland. They were used in the
lowing a traditionof many years terest their groups in the tri-state oice.” Each member is to bring each community will compete for 1
ed
$77.75,
the
workers
were
Ed
Ahijah could not understandthe ’
number of men from the
• European barnyardsmuch in the
thought on "Easter”. Hostesses three prizes before the grandGenzink and John Huizen: Dist. at this church, the choir conclud- convention, scheduledMay 3 at
full import of his prophecy but he
stand on Tuesday, Sept 14, at 7
Christian Reformed church at! same way in which
modern
No. 4, Highland, contributed $108- ed both services with the singing the Morrison Hotel, Chicago. Any- are Mrs. Ruth Bohl and Mrs
spoke the word given to him by
p.m.
tended
mass meeting of the
* fanner may wear rubbers so as
of
"The
Risen
Conqueror."
The
Margaret
Bowman.
one interestedin attending is ask.C5 the workers were Floyd RedGod. This prophet about whom we
First prize winner will receive
Men’s Societiesof Holland Classis.
not to carry farmyard dirt into a
choir
also
sang
"King
All
GlorMrs. Harr)’ Bowman entertain
ed to contact Mrs. Clarence De
know so little belonged to that held at Montello Christian Re- der and Clinton Klingcnberg: Dist.
$100 for herself. $100 for her com' clean house. They were highly senious," Vail, and "All Creatures of Graaf, local president.
ed
relatives
at
her
home
ThursNo.
5,
Highpoint,
contributed
$39faithful band of heaven-ordained
munity and $100 for the high
formed in Holland, where nearly
i aible, and although they have ofOur God and King." Matterling at
Mrs. William Winter, Sr., Mrs. day afternoon honoring the birthmessengers who proclaimed the 700 men gathered fv an Inspira- .50 and the workers were . Mrs.
school band accompanyingher
. ten been the subject of jest and
A. W. Tahaney and Mrs. E. D. day anniversary of her sister
word of God on the mountain top tional program of music and gospel Bernie Groenheide and Edwin the evening Service.
float. Second place will earn $75
» satire, they are no funnier than
Next
week
Dr.
Elton
EenigenMrs.
John
Lappenga.
Others
inWade
were
appointed
to
the
nomVander Poppen; Dist. No. 6.
and in the valley in sunshine and
for the girl. $75 for the communimessages.
* many of the shoes that the most
burg,
’of
Western
Seminary,
will
inating committeeand will present cluded n the group were Mrs. Art
Pershing, contributed $63.75 workshadow. They could only glimpse
Mrs. Charles Wentzel has been
stylish women wear today. If usebe guest preacher at Second a slate of officers at the next Slag, Mrs. Jake Doomeweerd ty and $80 for the band. Third
ers
were
Mrs.
Cyrene
Wolters.
the goal toward which they were
place prizes include .$50 for the
secured as half day kindergarten Mrs. Andy Arendsen and Mrs. Church. On Sunday afternoon a meeting,May 10.
. fulness is an element in true beauMrs. John Galien, Mrs. Arnold
striving. No one was given the
teacher at the local school for Jay Van Dam; The Diamond vesper communion service was
• ty, then the wooden shoe, ir its
Lappenga, all from Holland, Mrs girl, $50 for the community and
whole story. It was in many frag- the comipg school year. It is reheld for those who were unable
.day, was truly beautiful.
Gerben Kuyers from Borculo and $70 for the band. In addition,all
Spring
Area
in
the
township
conments and in many fashions.They ported that one more vacancy in
other school bands participating
Troop
12 Holds Court
to
attend
communion
service
But times have changed, and the
Mrs. Alfred Bowman and daugh
tributed $14. Mrs. Glady Collings
labored for that which they could
will be given $50.
the
staff
remains
to
be
filled
with
Thursday evening of Holy Week.
style of footwear in several northter Laurie Ann.
Of Honor at Church
not consummate.Their message a number of applicants under con- was the worker. Total collected
On Thursday, Sept. 16. a parade
Regular
monthly
meeting
of
. em European countrieshas chang
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Barnes
was $600. Drive chairmen were
was often one of defeat in the sideration.
from the business district to the
the
Rest
Haven
Guild
will
be
held
• ed with them. Today, as a result,
Mrs. George Lampen. Mrs. John
About 100 Scouts and parents and sons of Lowell were Saturday
time of victor>’, and victory in the
An Easter Sunrise service was Boerman and Mrs. Earl Gunne- at First Reformed Church of Zee- attendeda Court of Honor held supper guests with Mr. and Mrs fairgrounds will start at noon. At
'( Holland. Michigan, is more truly
time of defeat.
the grounds,mayors and village
held at the local Reformed church
land Friday evening at 7 :30. An Monday evening by Troop 12 in Arnold, Huyser and daughter
• the home of the wooden shoe than
The
wisdom
and the standards on Sunday morning at 6:30 under man.
presidentswill describe their comis Holland. The Netherlands.
The Christ in Reformed church interestingprogram is in prepara- the Scout room at Trinity Reform- Peggy.
of the world were repudiated by sponsorship of the Allegan County
munity floats and tell briefly
Mr. and Mrs. John Shane and
ed
Church.
George
Yonker
was
was
in charge of the transcribed tion and all women are invited.
the prophetic word.- These nten ChristianEndeavor Union, feaabout their towns.
The
annual
Spring
Conference
children from Indianapolis, Ind.
were scattered through centuries, turing the Rev. A. Rynbrandt of radio program "Bread of Life” of the Women’* Mis*ionary Union chairman of the event, assistedby
)
spent a few days last week with
Scoutmaster Robert Rose.
peoples and climes. They were Maplewood Reformed church as Sunday. Those taking part in the of Classis Zdeland and Holland
A
Tenderfoot
investiture
cereMr.
and
Mrs.
Gerald
Huyser,
Musical portion were Mrs. Al200 Attend All-City
diverse in their backgrounds, per- main speaker.
bert Zoet and Mrs. Richard Wol- will be held at North Holland Re- mony was in charge of Earl Van Timmy and Mary.
sonalitiesand abilities. Yet in all
The Hamilton Boy Scout Troop ters, organ and piano duet, Ruth formed Church, April 28. The off- den Bosch for the following:Larry Mrs. Gerrit De Kline from Coaples Club Meeting
of this variety we see a sublime committee reports that the anering will be for the Winnebago I^ixon,Charles Husky, Bill Scott, Drenthe was a visitorwith Mrs.
Committees for the Holland unity as the prophetic lines con- nual paper drive will be held on Wolters, Shirley Wolters. Alma
About 200 persons attended an
Shelter in India. The program in- David Van Kampen, David Dirkse, Fred Berens last Tuesday.
Boers,
and
Kathryn
Lampen,
sang
Christian senior play, "The Hoo- verge toward the fulness of times
all-cityCouples Club meeting
the afternoon of April 29, and with Miss Hazel Nyhof accompan- cludes a skit at 10 a.m., a box Jim De Vries, Kelly Bakker, Ken
Mrs. Alfred* Bowman supplied
sier Schoolmaster.’’ which opens when the Word would become
Monday night at Hope Church.
that collectionof rags has been ied and a solo by Robert Kraker. lunch with free coffee served at Lemmen and Dan Wightman.
the special music in the evening
. tonight in the Woman's Literary flesh, accomplishthe grand reHope Mr. and Mrs. Gub members
added this year for the first time. The message was by the pastor, noon and the missionaryroundSecond
class badges were earn service of the Reformed Church
Gub, were announced today. The demption work and set up the It is requested that papers be
were hosts to couples from Trinity,
up
at
1:30
p.m.
ed by John Van Alsburg, William last Sunday. She sang "Open The
the Rev. J. C. Medendorp.
play directed by Miss Anne Selles, kingdom anticipated by the prosecurely tied in bundles and rags
A regular meeting of the Ladies Bos, John Crozier, Paul Eenigen Gates of the Temple" and "Were Third. Sixth, First, Beechwood,
The
Young
People
of
the
Rewill be repeated Thursday and Fri- phets. Certainly their message was
put in sacks, also well tied, and formed church held a rqking bee Aid Society will be, held |n Fel- burg, Jerry Van Slooten, Robert You There When They Crucifi- Maplewood and Central Park Reday nights beginning at 8 p.m.
formed Churches.
not of their own making but these placed at the curbs or on porches
last week Tuesday evening in lowship Hall of Second Reform- Belt, Steve Wisslnk and Ken Tay- ed My Lord.”
Business managers are Mary men of God spake as they were of the homes. All donations will
Mr. and Mrs. John De Haan, Jr.,
place of the regular Christian En- ed Church Thursday afternoon at lor.
The
Rev
Jay
Weener
was
in
Jane De Weerd and Dick Lenters. moved by the Holy Spirit.
co-presidentsof the Hope club, exbe gratefully received and funds deavor meeting. Later they all 2:30. Special music will be proReceiving First Gass rank were charge of the Sunrise service in
The publicitycommitte is headed
will be used for troop expenses gathered for the last catechism vided by the seventh and eighth Jack Alexander, Rodger Kobes, Central Park Reformed Church tended greetings following dessert
by Ed Westenbroekand includes
and a mixer game directed by Mr.
for the year.
session after which a social hour grades of Waukazoo school. The Bob Rose, Don Smith, Bruce Van- Easter Day.
Bob Balfort, Sid Staal, John Arend- New Boy Scout Troop
and Mrs. Maurice Schaap. The
Arthur Veldhoff has been drawn was enjoyed and refreshmentsbusiness meeting will be in charge den Bosch, Ron Yonker, Ron Ricaen, Carol York and Gail Schripprize went to Beechwood Church.
to sene on the May term of Alle- were served.
of the president,Mrs. G. J. Van ketts and Kelly Van Liere.
To Receive Charter
Program highlightswas presentsema. Ron Van Til is chairman of
gan County Circuit Court. Other
Merit badge in scholarship,life Regional Advisor Guest
Good Friday service were held Hoven. Mrs. Frank De Young will
the ticket committe, assisted by
ation of an Easter play, "Out of .
The newly-formed Scout troop local men listed to sene are Ben in both churches Friday evening. conduct the devotional service on saving,swimming, home repair and
Of Local Camp Fire Board the Darkness,"directed by Miss »
Albert Roon, • Sylvan Disselkoen 57 of Robart School, sponsored by Kooiker for Overisel and James
Randall Jay, son. of Mr. and "Life from the Desd.” Mrs. W. firemanship were awarded to
and Dick Lenters.
Ethelyn Metz. Another feature of
Robart Mothers Gub, will be pre- Lohman for Manlius.
Claver
will
be
In
charge
of
the
those
members
completing
their
Mrs. Howard Molewyk, received
Members of the Camp Fire the evening was an exchange of
The 'stage crew is headed by dated e troop charter Thursday * The Junior Girls League of the
the sacrament of infant baptism nursery. Hostesseswill be Mrs. requirements.
Board met Monday afternoon at ideas among the clubs, with Mr.
Lewis Stegink. Members of his •t 7 :30 p.m. at the school.
Reformed church met in the at the morning service in the Charles Kuyers and Mrs. Ross Profits from, the soup suppers the home of Mrs. Robert Gordon.
and Mrs. Robert Vanderham leadcrew are Paul De Vries, Howard There are 19 boys In the troop church parlors for their annual Christian Reformed Church Sun- Vander Wall.
sponsored by the troop during the Mrs. Adrian Van Putten and
Becksfort. Don Alderink, Wes Oos- and all have passed their Tender- cooperativesupper and project
At the evening service of First past year will be used to send the Mr«. William Pluim, Jr., were ing the discussion.
da)’.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Haworth
ting. Earl Rotman, Earl Vander foot requirements. ’Hiey will re- meeting. Carol Johnson presided
The Easter Cantata "Redemp- Reformed Church, an Easter can- Scouts to Camp Ottawa the week assistanthostesses.
led devotions and Roy Klomparens
Hulst and Bob Venema. Members ceive badges and neckerchiefs and conducted the opening detata
'The
Conquering
Chriit”
tion’J Song" was given in the Reof June 20-26.
Miss Janet Murray, regional led group singing, accompanied by
ot the lighting committeeare John from Scoutmaster Louis Van votions and the business meeting
Wednesday, from 4 to 8 p.m., advisor of district 9, was a guest
formed church Sunday evening. was presented by the senior choir
Mrs. Marion de Velder.
Jellema and Jim Jipping.
S loo ten and Assistant Scoutmas- at the close of the work period. Those taking special parts were under direction of Miss Barbara the troop will hold a tree-planting
at the meeting and explained
Marilyn Johnson is chairman of ters George Bocnjak and James Hand work was the making of Dorothy Lampen and Eileen Hoek- Lampen. The ' opening selection bee at Camp Chippewa. Troop plans for reorganizing the counthe costume committee. Other Assink.
baskets and hot pads for the je, duet; Norma Naber, Mildred was "The Garden of Sorrow” by members and their dada are asked cil.
Fennville
Diet
members of the committee are
Parents of the troop members table to be sold at the April baz- Immink and Mae Naber, trio; Mae the chorus. The women sang "An- to come out and assist in this reMrs. Lucien Raven, day camp,
Donna Vander Kooi, Helen Pool, are urged to attend. The public is aar to be sponsored
the Kolkema, Gus Holleman, Wallace gels, All, Unseen’” and "O’er the forestation project. Each team chairman, announced that plans After Long lllnesi
Betty Geenen, Betty Langeland, invited.
Women’s Church League at the Folkert. and Harvey Bellman, Hills.” Miss Shirley Walters should bring its own shovel or for the summer camp are proFENNVILLE (Special)- Mrs.
Margaret Vanden Berg, Ron PotScouts are Jack Bell, Jack Van Community Auditorium, with pro- solos: Jern>ld Kleinheksel was the sang "A Sword Has Pierced My spade.
gressing and arrangements have
Louise Van Blois, 78, died Monday
hoven and Dave Diepenhorst.
Slooten. Fred Hemmeke, Rex ceeds for missionary work. Spon- director.
Heart". Mrs. John Boeve sang
been made for all the counselors.
afternoon at her home in the vilPrompters are Marcia Streur, Foss, David Heerspink, Stanley sor* of the Girl’s Group, Mrs. RichAccordingto a recent atudy, It
Kenneth Dannenberg, Jarvis "Fear Ye Not’’ and a tenor and
Other committee reports InLois Kok and Ruth Kraker. Joyce Van Slooten, Harold and Bruoe ard Brower and Mrs. Bert Brink Brink and Paul Wolters who are baritone duet, "Forgiveness,” wa* was found that cows kept In com- cluded reviews of recent activities lage after a long Illness.
Surviving are the husband.
WedeVen is chairman of the make- Arens. Bob Lundquist, Terry Foes, were assisted by several other in the armed service spent Easter sung by John Zwyghuizen and fort stalls produce more milk and coming events for Blue Bird,
Leonard;
one son, Hobart, of Warup committeewhich includes Carla Carl Lundquist, Kenneth Bell, members of the Women’s League furlough* at their homes. The lat- John Vanden Bosch.
than those In tie-in chain stalls. Camp Fire and Horizon Girls.
ren, Pa; three grandchildren; two
Tinholt, Kay Lampen. Isla Heet- Robert Hemmeke, Larry Bakker, in helping with this hand work. ter two expect to return to camp
The We-Two club of the First The comfort stall is larger than
brothers, Edward Zimmer of Batderks and Judy Van Huis. Marcia Kenneth Brandsen,Laverne Tim* This group of girls comprises the latter part of this week.
Reformed Church held a meeting the tie-in.
tle Creek and Joseph Zimmer of
Net
Match
Catted
Off
mer,
Terry
Bakker,
Henry
HeersVan Huis is in charge of ushers.
nearly 30 members.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit J. Lampen Monday evening when an inter
f
--pink and Richard Lundquist.
The Star* and Stripes were first . Rain Tuesday forced cancella- Muskegon Heights.
Jesse KoM is recovering from visited Mr. and Mrs. Swiers in estlng discussion was enjoyed by
Mrs.
Van
Blois
was
born
in
tion
of
the
scheduled
Benton-Harcarried
into
battle
by
Americans
of female foot sizts
major surgery at Holland Hospi- Grand Rapids and not Mr. and the pastor, the Rev. John den
Spring Lake and had lived here
t
women
Scientistsclaim that the aver- tal in hit home and Miss Eleanor Mrs. Oetman as stated in last Ouden on questions submittedby In the battle of -Brandywinein bor-Holland High tennis match at
for 49
,
Benton
Harbor.*
the
Revolutionary
war.
the
group.
t in the world. age dream lasts five seconds.
returnedhome week’s paper. .
Reimink has

tisement.
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Zeeland Woman's Union

r

ZEELAND

Firit responding lecretary; Mrs. Huwill bert Heyboer, assistant secretary,
be the scene of the annual spring and Mrs. Rufus Van Noord, assistant treasurer.
meeting of Women’s Missionary

Reformed Church

Union of

West Olive

Zeeland, this

afternoon and evening.

The mothers club of West Olive
The afternoon session is scheduSchool and Everett Vanden Brink
led for 2 p.m. 0. Ardema, home
are showing the film "Shelter in
missionary for Classis Zeeland,
the
Cumberland," Thursday
will lead devotions and speakers
will include the Rev.

Menzo Dorn- April

age

22, at 7:30 p.m. at the local

Manitoba,Canada, serve lunch. There will be a free
Mrs. J. Van Bruggen of
will offering which will be used
Crown Point, N.M. Mrs. Ben
Henry, native Indian Christian, for the Wert Olive School. Everyalso will bring greetings from the one is urged to see this beautiful
Indian field.
story of the Cumberlands. The
' Music for the afternoon session film was shown around Holland
will include a solo by Miss Betty
and was enjoyed by large audienBouwman of Rusk and numbers
by the Mission Guild Chorus of ces.
On Sunday, April 25, the local
Third Christian Reformed Church,
directed by Mrs. H. Karsten. Mrs. chucrh will have a. young man
J. Witteveen and Miss Marianne from Ceylon. This young man will
give an inspiring testimony and
Wildschut will be accompanists.
The Rev. P. Eldersveld,"Back tell about the habits and faith
to God Hour” raido minister,will of his native land. He is a student
be speaker at the evening maet- at Calvin College.
ing at 7:30. He formerly held/ Joe Werner is now at the Philpastorates in Holland, Iowa and ips Convalescent home. His condition is much improved.
Bethany, South Holland. 111.
Local residents who have reThere also will be a mission
pageant. "Ye Are the Light of turned from the south and other
the World." presented by North winter residences are Mr. and
Street Girls Chorus and directed Mrs. Leslie Shearer from Elgin,
by Mrs. Larry Van Haitsma. Miss 111. Mrs. Rachel Peck is back from
la Prairie,

1 and

musical part of the

t

’

California.Mr.

is directing the

—

EASTER EGG HUNT
Dozens of children post happily after
spendingSaturdaymorning hunting through tall grass and brush
for 280 eggs in the vicinityof Central Ave. and 28th St. The
gaily colored, tinfoil covered chocolateeggs had been hidden
shortly after sunrise.It took the youngsters less than 30 minutes
to find the eggs it took the adults severalhours to hide.

Albert
daughter are

Marilyn Machiela and Paula Ny- also home again.
An enthustic group of boys from
kamp are narrators.
Accompanists for the evening Robabrt school district have ormeeting will be Mrs. J. Witteveen ganized a Boy Scout troop with
and Miss Marilyn De Jonge. The Louis Van Slooten as Scout
Rev. H. Bajema of Hudsonville master. It is reported that they
Immanuel Church will conduct are completing their project
ahead of schedule.
devotions.
There is much activity around
Mrs. J. Guichelaar. president of
the union, will be in charge of the ConservationDepartment
both senices. Also present will nursery and other local farmers
be two new board members, Mrs. raising evefgreenseedlings.Vans
R. Vander Laan and Mrs. Bert Pines have been shippinglarge
Vander Kolk. Other officers are assignments of seedlings through
Mrs. G. Holwerda. second vie; the local post, office.
The children of West Olive
president; Mrs. William Karsten,
secretary; Mrs. B. Ensink, cor- School played ball with Connell
school children on Thursday.
Connell school won with a two
rmi lead. Dick Kalmbaugh was
imeher for the winning team. A1
bert Jay Berkompasand Robert
West pitched for the losing team.
Ernest Kalmbaugh was umpire.
AT HOME AND AT
Weather permitting. the children
plan to have a game with Robart
THE

TO EAT

HOSTS:

RAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTI
ACROSS FROM FOSTOFFICI

ZEEUND

21st St.

the charge was held in
Grand Rapids Jan. 22 and the commission ordered seven days suspension and 1150 fine, effective
May 17. accordingto the liquor
commission.
Loyal Order of Moose, 106 River
Ave., was charged with "permitting consumptionof. alcoholicbeverages before the legal hour on
Sunday" and "premises occupied
by patrons before the legal hour
on Sunday. A hearing was held in

Grand Rapids March 9 and the
commission ordered 5150 fine or
30 days suspension, effectiveMay
10.-

The estate of George Washington was worth about five million
dollars. He was among the four
richestmen ir the country at the
time of his death.
IT'S TIME

To
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Haven

At Grand

—

Michigan
A brother and two sisters who had
not been together since early
childhood became reacq'uaintedat
an Easter Sunday reunion.
Leon C. Campbell. 32. Lake
Lansing, and his wife, Phyllis,
began an investigation that led
him to his sisters, Mrs. Patricia
Marie Cleanvood, 27, Dearborn,
and Mrs. Arthur Vuitenwert,30,
Grand Haven.
Their father died when they
were small children.Their mother
later became a patient at a tuberculosis sanatorium. They were
living at Onaway, Mich.
Leon, then known as Clifford,
and Patricia Marie were adopted
by foster parents. Their older
sister, Clara, now Mrs. Vuitenwert, was sent to a children's
home.
It was through the children's
home that Leon discovered where
his sisters now are living. Mrs.
Cleanvoodhadn't even known that
she had a brother and sister.

Venema of

Zeeland.

Mrs. Henry

Domen
(Special)

-

Henry

77, route 2,

(Eleanor) Domers,
Grand Haven, died at

2

p.m. Sunday at Municipal
Hospital where she was admitted
a week ago. She was born In
Lithuania Sept. 15, 1876, and
this country at the age
of 19 and settled In Chicago where
she was married Jan. 18, 1903.

came to

Join your friends at Tha
Isr Kaldar. Premium bear,
nationallyadvartlaod wlnaa.
A convenientlylocatedmeat

She

lived there until moving to
the township. She was a member
of St. Patrick's Catholic Church
also the Chciki-Slovenski Club of

Ing place with tradltlor
Itlonal
Dutch atmosphere. Open
noon to midnight

Grand Haven.
Besides the husband she is survived by two sons, Joe, of Grand

WARM FRIEND

Rapids, and Henry R. with the
Government service In Paris; one
daughter, Mrs. Roland Merrell

TAVERN

of

New

York; one brother In Chic-

ago and five grandchildren.

Scrappy toys:

BEAUTY AND THE BLOSSOM

—

and
a host of beautiful blossoms share the spotlightduring the week
of Blossom festivalactivities in Benton Harbor and St. Josenh,
May 1 to 8. The girls here are Miss Annette Miller (left), 1953
Blossom Queen, and Miss Velva Robbins, Miss Michigan of 1953.
Girls from several southwesternMichigan cities will compete
for the title at an event next Monday night.

Hospital Elevator

A bevy

of beautiful girls

Following Collision
One motorist was arrested
Hospital personnel and some

patients are doing a lot of stairs
climbing this week. The old hospital elevator (the one in the lobby)

looks like chaos in a scrap yard

is really efficientorder.

, always buying

SCRAP

materials

120 ftbar Are

Holland,

Mkfc

for

tipsy driving and two cars damaged following a bumper-to-bumper three car collision Saturday
afternoon on River Ave. near
Eighth St.
Walter LeMeau. 56. Lowell, was
arrested and charged with' driving
under the influence of intoxicants
after his car struck the rear of
one operated by Beatrice Smith.
28. South Bend, who was waiting
for a stop light.
impact knocked Miss
Smith's ear into one operated by
John C. Lynch. Grand Rapids. The

is undergoing a major overhaul
which
is expected to last a week.
Mrs. Cora Wolcott, returned WedWhen
completed,
there will be Imnesday to their homes in Detroit,
having spent a few days here with provement in automatic gate closthe former’s sister, Mrs. Earl ing and levelingat floors. Cost Is
Thompson and other relatives.
estimated at $2,500.
Mr. and Mrs. William Broadway
Emergency cases requiring the
have gone to La Grange, Ohio, use of an elevatorwill use the new The
where they spent Easter with rela- elevator,at the far end of the
tives and remain for a longer visit.
building.X-ray patients as much
Mrs. Bertha Plummer left last as possible are asked to climb the
Lynch car was not damaged.
week Sunday for Chicago to visit stairs because use of the new elePolice estimated damage to the
her daughter, Carolyn and in the
vator would steer them through LeMeau '52 model car at 5300 and
home of her daughter, Dixie. Her the surgery section on the third
to Miss Smith's '53 model car at
floor.

01*

What

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.

Arrest Tipsy Driver

Being Overhauled

friend,

son, Aaron, joined her there for the

Haven

GRAND HAVEN

rish.

Mrs. Mahle Haile and

automobile.
Constables

of Holland Mrs. Ryan Woodwyk
of Hudsonvilleand Mrs. Martin

luncheon will be served at 1:30.
Mrs. William Adkin, chairman of
the Red Cross for Ganges reports
that Ganges township has again
gone over the top and raised its
quota of 5350 for the area to a total
of 5370.75.
David Lee is the name of the
son. born Friday. April 9, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Henry of Ganges.
Mrs. Henry is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hollis Wolfgang.
Mr. and Mrs. Dayle Atteberry
are the parents of a son born recently at the Allegan Health Center. He has been named Dennis

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hatch of
Dorr visited recently in the home
of Mrs. Zelda Trowbridge. Mr. and
Mrs. Hatch were former owners of
Uie Ganges Store.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Parrish of
Cuyhoga Falls. Ohio, spent a few
days last week at their farm home
and visiting relatives.
Mrs. Dorothy Parrish is in Lake
Forrest. 111., where she will spend
Easter in the home of her son and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Par-

Don

Daniel and Leslie Vander Wall In
Paul, Jr., of Borculo, and Willis
Spring Lake Township April 10. He
of Zeeland;10 grandchildren;the
currently is on probation out of
niother, Mrs. Paul De Wys, Sr.,
the Muskegon MunicipalCourt.
of Zeeland; three brothers,Charles
and Andrew De Wys, both of Zeeland and Peter De Wys of Borculo;
three sisters, Mrs. Andrew Lamer

Mrs.

Easter with friends.

GRAND Haven.

man of Holland and Mrs. Peter possessing beer in his
Boetsma of Borculo; two sons, He was arrested by

charge of the program on "The
Twelve Best Annuals."A dessert

Mrs. Gertrude Walker left Thursday for Chicago where she spent

division Is

-

Diet in Grand

lent health for one of her age.

ing on

LIUINC HIGH

THEN

Miss Myro Jane Sounder*
Mm. E. W. Saundersof 57 West

Family Reunited

CLOSED SUNDAYS

(Sentinelphoto)

car

the used

Michmerhuizen.
Medema, a member of the SecDies at Home in Zeeland
ond Christian Reformed Church
ZEELAND (Special) -William In Kalamazoo,spent two years In
De Wyi, 57, of route 1, Zeeland, service during World War II. He
died at his home early Sunday is a member of the Holland Lions
morning following a lingering ill- club.
ness. A farmer, he lived four and
one half miles north of Zeeland.
Muskegon Man Fined
He was a member of the Borculo
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Christian Reformed Church.
Valentine G. Ramierez,20, of MusSurviving are the wife, the forkegon paid $50 fine and $5 coats
mer Kate Vanden Bosch; three
in Justice F. J. Workman’s court
daughters. Mrs. Claude Kemme
of Hamilton, Mrs. Stuart Veit* Saturday afternoon on a charge of

meeting of the club will be held at
the home of Mrs. Fred Reimink.
Mrs. Dwight Wadsworth will have

announcesthe engagement
of her daughter,Myra Jane, to
Lawrence E. Veenstra of MuskeTwo Local Clubs Cited
gon. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry J. Veenstra of Muskegon.
By Liquor Commission
Both are seniors at Hope Col- Samuel.
Mr. and Mrs. Everette Hathoway
Two local clubs have been cited lege. Miss Saunders is a member
of Lansing were Sunday visitors in
of
Delta
Phi
sorority
and
Mr.
by the Michigan Liquor Control
Veenstrais a member of Chi Phi live home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Commission.
Nye.
The Holland TJlk’s Club at 208 Sigma Fraternity.
Mrs. Fred Reimink was in Grand
Central Ave., has been charged
Rapids April 8 where she helped
with "gambling devices upon licher mother, Mrs. Smaltz observe
ensed premises" and "gambling
her 85th birthday. She is in excelupon licensed premises."A hearschool today.

HUB

Y •

prize

The Ganges Garden Group has
been invitedto be guests of Douglas Garden Club at the Congregational Church in Douglas this evening at 8. The Ganges Group will
furnish the program and Mrs. Gertrude Walker and Mrs. Bessie
Ensfield will give talks and show
picturesof "Famous Southern Gardens." Friday, April 23. regular

TWO GOOD PLACES

YOUR

Two

Jimmy Robbert, 5, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Robbert, 671 Michigan Ave., kneels in the front row
at left while the other winner, Kristi Venhuizen,8, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Venhuizen,622 Elmdale Ct., kneels at right.
Jimmy found 15 eggs and Kristi 20 eggs.

winners were awarded gifts.

Engagement Told Ganges

and Mrs.

Dernberger and

pageant.

of

William De Wyi, 57,

,
*

Arlene Huizcnga

Coocem

Medema whose home la in KalaAllegan; Frank Mather, Hopkins;
Earl Near, Wayland, Fred Bar- mazoo, commutes each day. He
nett, Coopersville,and Gary expects to move his family to
Holland soon. The Medemas have
Shermer, Zeeland.
The caravan, which traveled in two daughters, Joyce Ann, 6, and
three chartered buses, was spon- Mary June, 2, and a son, Herman
sored by the National Farmers Dale seven months.
Medema came to Holland Dec.
Union and included local farm
leaders from Indiana, Illinois and 14. 1953. Chevroletsalesmen are
Michigan.
Bill Boersma, Al Dyk, Dale Baker and Harold Pinkney. Manager

church. The mothers club will

bush, home missionary from Port-

By Local

Herman Medenrn who for the
ports at a minimum of 90 percent
of parity and adequate appropria- last eight years his been connecttions for rural electrification, soil ed with the De Nooyer Brothers
conservationand other Depart- Chevroletin Kalamazoo is now
sales manager of the Robert De
ment of Agriculture activities.
Included'were Peter Van Eyck, Nooyer Chevrolet, Inc., In Holroute 3, Holland; Edward Holthof, land.

Christian Reformed

Churches, Classis

this area recent-

from a week-longbus
caravan to Washington to appeal
for extension of farm price tuply returned

-

(Special)

men from

Six

Named

Saks Head

On Washington Caravan

Plans Spring Meeting
Christian

Go

Holland Area Men

It

Happens Every 15 Seconds

STATE FARM MUTUAL
Pays a Claim
EVERY

IS

ON THE AVERAGE
SECONDS OF EVERY WORKING DAY.
BIN VAN UNTt, Atom

177 Collage Avenue

Phone 713)

$200.

Easter holiday.

LeMeau was freed on $300 bond
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thorsen vis1’se a solution of water and pending arraignmentin Municipal
ited a few days last week in Green- baking soda to scrub refrigerators.
Mrs. Jennie Talsma
Court.
ville in the home of his sister, Mrs.
Succumbs at Hospital
Hattie Clapp, and a niece and
nephew, Mr. and Mrs. Otto Adams.
Float
Mrs. Jennie Talsma, 54. of 815
Mrs. Gussie Hoover returned to
Paw Paw Dr., died late Saturday her home Thursday morning from
at Holland Hospital. She was Allegan Health Center where she
taken to the hospital in the after- had been confined for some time.
noon because of a heart condition. The Lakcshore Rurual Teachers
Surviving arc the husband, Club met Thursday afternoonat
Peter; two sons, Elmer and Junior the Fruitlandschool, with “Mrs.
of Holland; four daughters. Mrs. MargueritePaquin, teacher.
Harold Schwander of Midland,
Mrs. Lucy Bremer of Holland
Mrs. Lawrence Howard and Mrs. spent the past week in the home
Clifford Berkompas of Holland of her son and family, and Mrs.
and Joyce, at home; eight grand- Herman St'remler.
children; five brothers, Benjamin
Mr. and Mrs. George Freeman
Otting of Zeeland, Neal, John and family of Holland visited Sunand Joe Otting of Holland qnd day in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Marinus Otting of Ann Arbor; A. N. Larsen.
four sisters. Mrs. Oscar Smith of
The Rev. Homy C. Alexanderof
Grand Rapids, Mrs. Gerrit Klinge, Ganges Methodist Church was seMrs. Richard Roossi&i and Mrs. verely burned at his* home Tuesday
Sam Hole of Holland.
evening when his shirt caught fire
on an electric hot plate. He was
taken to the Douglas hospital where
Find Lost Parse
Sunday proved to be an ex- burns on his back were treated.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stillson have
tremely happy one for Lou Ann
returned from Lowes Camp, St.
Arkins, 80 South River Ave., when
Peterburg, Fla., where they spent
her purse containing 550 in cash,
the past several months.
a wrist watch and other valuables
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Komow and
was found. Jack Houtman, 248 Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Stremler
CommitteeChoirmen Study Float Plans
West 24th St., turned the purse
attended an appreciation dinner
Darlene De Tuncq, Hope College broad staircase looking at the
over to police after he found it
given for officers of the Boy* junior from West Bend, Wis., and globe of the world placed at the
near HarrisonRd. and 24th St.
Scouts and Cub Scouts held In Jerry Kruyf, Chicago sophomore, top, typifying world service.StuHolland Wednesday evening.
are pictured checking over the dents will construct the float.
Mrs. Winnie Cook of Douglas and design for Hope College’s Tulip
Miss De Tuncq and Kruyf are
her granddaughters,Sfiaron and Time float for 1954. Both students co-chairmenof the committee in
Judith of Lansing, spent Wednes- are members or
•r the student public charge of constructing the float.
day afternoon in the home of Mr. relations committee.
Others are Earl De Witt, Lois
and Mrs. Albert Nye.
Kruyf designed the float, which Tomga, Wilma Beets and Shirley
will be entered in parades during Wilson of Grand Rapids; Howard
the tulip festivalMay 12-15.
Harrington, John De Vries, Nina
Burglars Open Safe
The float portrays the theme De Maagd and Betty Brewer of
All Makti
HUDSONVILLE Special )-State that Hope prepared young men Holland Jan W a g n e r, ChiPolice Monday began an investiga- and women for their place in the
cago; Tom Moore, Rotterdam,N.
Authorized
tion of a burglary at the Henry De world. The 25-foot structure will
Y.; Stanley Yin, Manila. P. I.
Chryslor-PlymouthDealer
Wendt Gravel Co., that occurred be clothed In pure white float Barbara Jeffery, Narberth, Pa.
Sunday night. Early re- paper with the college seal at one Judy Kingma, De Motte, Ind.
Motor Salts sometime
ports indicate a safe had been end and tulips at the other. Two Irene Wesch, Flint; Gene Stod
25 W. 9th Street Phone 7242
opened. It was not immediatelyHope seniors in White caps and dard, Corry Pa., and Neil Petty
known how much was taken.
gowns will stand at the foot of a of Marion, N.
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Couple Married in Hudsonvllle

Ottawa Board

22,

1954

Ottawa County

Pre-School

Real Estate
Boosts County’s

' Transfers

GRAND HAVEN
its

(Special)

-

final session Tuesday after-

noon the Ottawa County Board

Announced

Dates for local pre-schoolclinics
been announced by Mrs.
Andries Steketee, school health
The Flying Blue Birds met at chairman.
Dates and the physicians who
the home of Mrs. Harold Klaasen.
Mary Jeanne Buys took the place will conduct the clinics are: Washington,April 23, Dr. t. Van Appleof the president and called the dom and Dr. Vernon Boersma; •

have

(From Wednesday'sSentinel)
John Morren and wf. to Cornelius Grasmin and wf. Lot 2 and
pt. * Lot 1 Morren Sub. . Twp.
Georgetown
Willard J. Weenum and wf. to
Henry Overweg and wf. Lots 63,
64 DeJonge's 2nd Add. City of Zee-

Equalization Table
At

Dates

Chic

.

meeting to order. They repeated Longfellow, April 29, Dr. John
the Blue Bird wish and then play- Winter and Dr. E. VanderBerg;
land
ed games outdoors. Mary Jeanne Van Raalte, April 30, Dr. N. H.
Gelmar J. Ebers and wf. to John
assessed valuationof $99,172.55
Clark and Dr, William Westrate,
Buys treated the group.
Franzburg Lots 151, 152 Harringand valuationas equalized of
The. Serenading Blue Birds of Sr.; Lincoln, April 30. Dr. H. P.
ton's 4th Add. Macatawa Park
$114,087,559.Last year’s equalized
Montello Park met at the home Harms and Dr. R. H. Sthaftenaar.
Grove. Twp. Park
figure was $110,384,973 , and the
Central Christian,April 30, Dr.
of their leader, Mrs. Clare Walker.
John Fransburg to George
total assessed valuation, $95,054,They made Clay pots which were S. W. Kuipers and Dr. J. B. Kear- (
Schreur and wf. Lots 151, 152
filled with flowers for their ney; South Side, April 30. Dr. W.
Harrington's4th Add. Macatawa
555.
mothers fof Easter. Gene Vande C. Kools and Dr. W. J. Westrate,
Park
Grove.
Twp.
Park
Holland City is assessed as folPels, treasurer, collected dues. Jr.; West Side, May 7, Dr. W. J.
Martin DeJonge and wf. to
lows: real estate. $16,597,875;perThe president Marlene Snyder, Westrate^ Jr., and Dr. W. K. WesBenjamin Vander Weide and wf.
sonal property, $7,167,325; total,
'
planned games which Were phyred
Lots 52 DeJonge Sub. No. 2 Twp.
$23,765,200.Valuation as equalized
outdoors. The treat was served
Holland
real estate, $24,697,114;personal,
by Mrs. Walker and scribe was Lake view Troop 42
Robert Christophel to Elmer
$6,457,252;total. $31,154,366.
Jay Van Wieren and wf. Pt. Lot
Wanda De-Went.
Grand Haven city is assessed
The Dancing Daisy Blue Bird Has Potlach Dinner
5 Heneveld'sPlat No. 24, Twp.
as follows; real estate. $15,800,group and their leaded, Lynda McPark
620; personal,$7,384,950; total,
Nearly 100 Boy Scouts and
Bride, visited the Swift Ice Cream
Bert Vande Wege and wf. to
$23,185,570; Valuation as equalizcompany last Monday. They were families of Troop 42, • Lakeview
Thomas W. Smeenge et al Lot 178
ed: real estate. $14,022,282;pershown how Ice cream and novelties School, enjoyed a potluck dinner
Howard B. Dunton’s Sub. City of
sonal, $6,609,869; total $20,632.
were made, reports Scribes, Barby Monday evening. Red, white and
Holland
blue candles and crepe paper were
151.
McBride and Bonnie Van Dyke.
John G. Roster and wf. to WesZeeland city valuatonas asses
The Friendly Blue Birds of St used as table decorationswith
ley E. Van Oordt et al Pt. Lot 8
sed: Teal estate. $3,756,250:perFrancis School met April 13. They each patrol furnishing a centerEvergreen Park Sub. Twp. Spring
sonal. $1,154,200:total. $4,910,450.
made a "Happy Birthday" to piece symbolizing the name of the
Lake
Valuation as equalized: real esCamp Fire card and taped the patrol. Following the pledge of
Jennie Broersma to Vcm J.
tate, $4.622.T.6:nersonal, $1,404,dimes which they earned by sell- allegiance, the invocation was
Kraai and wf. Pt. Lot 2 Blk 1
828; total, $6,027,764.
ing candy on the card, which was given by the Rev. R. Menning.
Albee’s Add. City of Grand Haven
The board also approved 41
C. Van Wieren introduced Scoutsent trf Camp Fire office. The
Jacob Essenburg and wf. to
mills which will include county
girls talked about selling daffodils master, Jim Wojahn and his asCarl H. Shaftenaarand wf Lots
school millage for 1954. Last year
and decided to take orders. Sum- sistant,Nick Vukin. Other com54, 55, 56 Essenburg Sub. No. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Doieman
the millage was 41. Henry Slaughmer camp. Mother’s Day gifts and mittee members introduced were
Twp. Holland
Gcrrit
A.
Schut
of
Hudsonville
The wedding of Miss Marcia
ter, chairman 6 fthe ways and
a trip were also discussed.Scribe John Van Putten, Glen Bonnette
Gus
Buter and wf. to Martin
and Charles Wojahn.
means committee, said the Schut and Paul Dozeman was per- and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dozeman of Komejan and wf. Lot 135 Roosenis Linda Vukin.
new millage against equalized fig- formed at First ChristianReform- 311 West 20th St., Holland. The raad’s Plat No. 1 City of Zeeland
Scoutmastersconducted the
The "I-yo-pta”Camp Fire group
groom is serving with the Army
LAURIE ANN HOHL
DAVID VANDER PLOEG
ures of $114,000,000 plus $40,000
met
at the home of their leader, Court of Honor around the camp
Est.
Charles
G.
Batson,
Dec.
to
ed Church at Hudsonville March at Fort Knox, Ky. The bride is
fees would yield $553,394. comMrs. Verlynn Hopkins. They made fire. Charles Menning, Don Vander
Donald R. Creager Ind wf. El
pared with last year’s budget of 18. Their parents are Mr. and Mrs. staying with her parents.
plans for a theater party. Games Hill and Roger De Free have
SW* 6-8-13 Twp. Wright
v
$541,629. He said there is $186,were in charge of Donna Lappen- earned their Tenderfoot Rank.
John G. Roster and wf. to WilGlen Van Wieren, John Harthorne,
000 surplus in the general fund
ga. Sandy Wood served a treat
liam J. Wipperfurthand wf. Lot
as of April 1. compared with $219,The "Winata” Camp Fire group E. J. Kowalker, Richard Riddering
88 Evergreen Park Sub. Twp.
met in the basement of Van and Dick Vukin earned Second
000 a year ago.
Spring Lake
The matter of public liability
Raalte School with their leader Class and were presented awards
Henry Riebach and wf. to
for the county covering*the court
Mrs. Willis Welling.The girls by their mothers.
Charles Bryant and wf. Lot 4 Rlk
First Class awards were given
planned a bake good sale, reported
house, Jail, parking lot and sur4 Cutler and Sheldon's Add. Grand
Three Holland High Seniors and counties to receTve scholarships,scribe, Mary Jane Bauman.
,to Carl De Free, Larry Wiersma,
rounding areas was referred to
Haven
the ways and means committee Holland Public School Music DeGeorge A. Melcher to Dan A. one from Holland Christian have accordingto J. Robert Stewart, The "Aowakiya” Camp Fire Bob, Brent and Dick Vukin. Wogroup of Longfellow School met jahn presented Bob Bonnettewith
with power to act.
Youngs
Lot 14 Blk 4 Borck's Plat been awarded entrance scholar- MSC scholarshipdirector.
partment will present Holland
The awards were made on the at the home of Mrs. T. Van Zan- his Star Scout Rank and 21 merit
Sheriff Jerry Vanderbeek furNo.
1 Twp. Grand Haven
High School Concert Band and
ships to Michigan State College ef- basis of scholarship, leadership,
den, their leader. They made sym- badges.
ther explained the radio setup for
James W. Oakes et al to Walter
fectivethe fall of 1954.
Symphony Orchestra in a spring
and citizenshipqualitiesdisplayed bol stories. On April 12, the group
All patrol leaders and assistant
sheriffs cars and asked that a
R. Applegateand wf. Lots 66, 67
formal concert Thursday evening
Receiving the scholarships are in high school. The scholarships,met at the home of Mrs.
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
patrol leaders were presented badspecialcommitteebe appointed to
Sheldon Heights Add. City, of
Florence Ruth Becker, daughter which cover tuition fees, are their sponsor. They made fancy ges. These are Carl De Free, Jim
survey the matter and that $4,- in the high school auditorium.The
Mrs. Sarah Hassevoortwas
Grand Haven
500 be set aside for this purpose. program will begin at 8 p.m.
Harry J. Plaggemars and wf. to of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Becker, 181 awarded for one year, but may be egg ladies. Scribe is Doloryce Vink. Van Putten, Larry Wiersma. Mervisitor at the home of her sister,
The building and grounds com- Featured soloist with the band
On April 12, The "Wekatanda” vin Dirkse, (Alan Brinkman,
Robert J. DeNooyer and wf. Lot Columbia Ave.; Mary Ellen Bow- renewed for four years if the stuMrs. Fred M<giken, in Holland
mittee was authorized to jepair will be Miss Jeanie Zeidler, pian7 Blk 4 Visscher’s Add. City of man, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. dent maintains a satisfactory scho- Camp Fire group and their leader, Mickey Griffith,Dick Vukin and
John J. Bowman. 702 South Shore lastic average.
the wiring system in the court ist in Gershwin’s famous "Rhap- Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Nan Plewes, visited the Hol- Bill Nyland. Senior patrol leader
Holland
Dr.; Laurie Ann Hohl, daughter of
Miss Becker has been active in land Hospital.Mrs. Robert Wilson, is Bob Bonnette.
Ben Kuite is the new janitor at
house at a cost not to exceed sody In Blue.’* Miss Zeidler, daughFive Star Lumber Co to William
Mr. and Mrs. Verne C. Hohl, 1770 the Girl's Glee club, choir, G.A.A., a registerednurse, took the group
ter of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Zeidler,
The>Hawk Patrol, which won
$1,800.
the town hall. He replaces John Nyboer and wf. Lot 41 Indian Hills
South Shore Dr. and David Vander radio workshop,and served as a through the operating, tonsil, x- highest honor in Chippewa DisIt was Jacob Ponstein’s last South Shore Dr., also plays violin
Sub. No. 1 Twp. Park
Overway, who has served for the
meeting with the board. He has with the symphony orchestra.
Albert Buursma and wf. to Gcr- Ploeg, son of Mr. and Mrs. John member of the assembly board, ray, general supply, kitchen and trict First-Aid-O-Reein March
past
few
years.
Vander Ploeg, 242 East 13th St.
The
orchestra,
conducted
by
Future Teachers of America, and laundry,rooms, reports scribe, with a 98 per cent rating, prebeen one of Grand Haven’s rerit Grissen and wf. Pt. Lot 2 HeneMr. and Mrs. Nick Redder at- veld’s Plat No. 19 Twp. Park
The four were among ^80 grad- Pan American Club. She also was Doris be Fouw.
sented a short first-aid demonstrapresentativesas dty attorney, Arthur C. Hills, will present the
and at the city's last electionwas Allegro Molto from Schubert’s tended funeral services Saturday Alh'*»-tBuursma and wf. to Em- uates from 306 high schools in 75 Red Cross president and delegate The "Ne-top-pew” Camp Fire tion similar to the one they may
______
named associate municipaljudge. "Sinfonietta;” "Lucile Overture’’ for the latter’s father, Herman mett C. McFall and wt. Pt. Lot 2
to Washington, D.C.
Girls
of Washington School took do when they compete in Grand
His successor will be appointed by Gretry.” "Sinfoniettain D’’ for Elshuis,who died at his home in Heneveld’s Plat No. 19 Twp. Park
Miss Bowman has been Co-Edi- part in the last P.T.A. They have Valley Council Firat Aid-O-ReeIn
string orchestra by Moriirt; “Rose- Hamilton. The deceased was 78
May 1 by council.
tor in Chief of the Herald, welfare been working on Mother’s Day Grand Rapids April 29.
Clarence Owen and wf. to
munde Overture" by Schubert, yefers old and died after a long Charles C. Owen and wf. Pt. Gov.
movie, "Scouting Path to
board chairman, and active in gifts for the last two weeks at the
and "Midnight* Beguine" tfrund- Illness.
Dutch Dance, Pan American club, Camp Fire office under direction GoSd Citizenship,”was shown. The
Lots V 2 2 !-5-15 Twp. Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Dagen of
man.
F.T.A. Club, G.A.A., Forensics and of Mrs. Steketee. The girls voted closing ceremony was conducted
Seth Relster and wf. to TrinPolice Investigate
Carelton Kelch of the school Spring Lake were visitors at the ity Evangelical Lutheran Congreto take part in the daffodil sale, by the Scouts.
Horizon Club.
music departmentwill conduct home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nie- gation Lot 11 and pt. 10 Blk 2
Miss Hohl served as Holland High leaders are Mrs. Frank Working
The
Rev.
Abraham
Rynbrandt.
the orchestrain "March of the boer Wednesday evening.
Village of
.
pastor of Maplewood Reformed Herald Art Editor, Student Council and Mrs. Charles Conrad. Scribe Holland Heights
*
Ip the thunderstorm that hit
Mcistersingers,’’
Wagner.
Alexander Klooster and wf. to Church, addressed approximately alderman,and has been active in is Barbara Conrad.
’ area early Thursday morn Melvi" J. Rloo'-ter and wf. Pt. Ei
Numbers by the band, also conThe
"Winata”
Camp
Fire
group
Its Own Cleanup Week
100 members of Circle 10 of the the Pan American Club, G.A.A.,
ducted by Hills, will include ing, a freak bolt shattered two
met with their leader,Mrs. WellNW1
27 5-13 Two. Jamestown
Christian Psychopathic Hospital Dutch Dance, Horizon Club, radio
GRAND HAVEN Special )-Mrs. •Thunder Song March,” Finlay- telephone poles and did slight
ing. The girls planned to go on a
Holland Heights is observing
Henrv F. Schliewe and wf to Church units, at a regular meet- workshop and forensics.
Dorothy Paul, route 2, Grand Hav- son; "Romantic Tone Poem,” Cail- damage in at least six homes, alJames J. M»tz Pt. Lot 17 Oak ing Monday evening at Maple David is Student Council presi- hayride in the near future. They cleanup week this week too.
en, was charged by city police with liet; "The Golden Eogle.” Walters; though no fire resulted.
also are going to have a bake
Park Sub. Two. Cookery
Avenue Christian Reformed dent, member of the debate and sale at the P.T.A. meeting April Ray Wenke, the suburb’s repreMr. and Mrs. Herman Smeyers
failure to yield the right of way as selection from "The King and I"
sentative on the Holland Council
tennis teams, served as junior RoWilliam H Hookas r.nd wt to Church.
the result of an accident at 7 :15 Rodgers, and "Men of Music,” have been callingon their mother,
29. Mary Lynn Welling brought for Civic Beauty, has organized
tarian,
and
a
member
of
the
PhysJames A Boetman Pt. NE1 NW1
Speaking on ‘The Glory of God
p.m., Tuesday on Washingtonnear march by King-Waiters. Granville Mrs. George Smeyers,who underthe treat. Mary Jane Bauman is the program encouraging residents
12-5-16 Twp. Park.
Through Cutlervillc,”Rev. Ryn- ics and Dramaticsclubs.
Water St. Mrs. Paul’s car struck a Cutler of the facultywill be guest went surgery at Zeeland hospital
in the hill area to clean up their
He was former president of the scribe.
brandt based his thoughts on the
car driven by Patsy Donselaarof conductor for the novelty, "Git on Saturday.
yards and leave the rakings and
secondary problem "How Can We Freshman class, biology and chemContest Losers Treat
Grand Haven as the former was Board.” Yoder.
refuse near the road.
Do More tor Cutlervillc.”"Scien- istry clubs. His activities in forenmaking a U-turn after coming from
Both the band and orchestra
On Saturday, Wenke’s commitsics
also
led
him
to
win
the
1953
Longfellow PTA Ends
tific Christian care is supplied at
Sunday School Class
the driveway of a nearby filling programs include selections they
tee of four or five members, will
the hospital,” he said and "God state TB speaking project.
will play in the state festivalat Activities for Season
station.
make the rounds in trucks and
Nearly 100 members of the supplies the needs at Cutlervillc
Cars driven by Norma A. Buiten- Michigan State College next Sathaul away the debris.
Fellowship Class of Third Reform- through consecrated Christians."
LongfellowParent Teachers
wert, 27, of Ferrysburg and Jacob urday.
School Title
The program will be a smaller
ed Church met at Fellowship Hall Rev. Rynbrandt also conducted Mrs. Jane Koppenaal
Association held its last regular
Schmidt. 66, route 2, Spring Lake
scale operation of the city’s cleanTuesday evening for a spaghetti the devotional period.
Marks
90th
Birthday
meeting of the year Tuesday night
were involved in an accident at Sgt Kamhout Honored
dinner and program of music,
A cornet trio, Willis Bouwman
, Sophomore John Kleinheksel, up program Which this year covat the school.
9:25 a.m., Tuesday, in Spring L&ce
of
Central
Avenue
Church,
Denrhetoric and movies.
Mrs. Jane Koppenaal quietly who played on the reserve basket- ers two weeks. City trucks are
Speaker for the occasion was M.
township. According to reports the At Surprise Dinner
' The affair was the outcome of
nis Ende of Trinity and Dale celebrated her 90th birthday an- ball team during the recently making rounds nearly every day
H. Van Lente from Muskegon Area
1949 model Buitenwert car ran ina Sunday School attendance contest Koops of North Holland, accom- niversary Tuesday at the home of completed season, won the Hol- to clean up refuse piles in advance
GRAND HAVEN (Special I
Child Guidance Clinic.He told of
kto Schmidt’s 1952 model as the latin which the losers treated the panied by Mrs. Victor Kleinhek- her daughter, Mrs. Arie Vuurens, land High School table tennis of Tulip Time.
ter had slowed down to make a About 40 representatives of law work at the clinic and service renchampionshipat the school gym
winners to a dinner. The winning sel played "Rubato Caprice,” and 15 East >2th St.
right hand turn. Both cars were enforcement agencies in western dered to children of this communside was undei* the leadership of "Onward Christian Soldiers "
Among those who were present Monday night.
School Board Members
Michigan
gathered
at
Spring
Lake
considerably damaged. Mrs. Buitity.
Mrs. Daniel Zwier, president of were her daughter, Mrs. John
Singles play was by classesand
Mr. and Mrs. Edward* Van Eck;
President Jack Daniels conenwert was charged with following Country Club Tuesday night for a
Helder, and her son, Peter Kop- the three winners tied for the Uncertain of Election
dinner honoring Sgt. Carl Kam- ducted the meeting and Dr. Mar- the losers, Mr. and Mrs. Robert the circle, announced the annual
too close.
CPH
all-day meeting will be held penaal of Wauwatosa, Wis.
ALLEGAN (Special)—Neither
crown.
Kuiper.
Francis R. Sonrel, 47, route 1, hout who retired as commander ion de Velder led devotions.Music
Mrs. Koppenaal’sother daugh- Terry Zylman was champion of James Green nor Melboum Button
Dinner was served buffet style, on the hospital grounds June 30.
of
the
Grand
Haven
state
polite
included
two
selections
by
a
trumGrand Haven, was ticketed and
and after the winners helped the The Rev. F. Zylstra of Beverly ter, Mrs. Henry Van Lierop of the juniors and played Blaine have indicated as yet whether
charged with excessive speed — post, effective April 12, after 25 pet trio, Harold Wise, James Van- losers with the dishwashing, the Reformed Church of Grand Rap- Cincinnati, and her granddaugh- Timmer, senior champion, in the they will be candidates to succeed
failure to stop in an assured clear years of service with the Michigan de Vusse and Andries Steketee,acgroup enjoyed a program arrang- ids, will speak at the afternoon ter, Mrs. Marta DcDreu, her hus- simi-finals. Zylman won that themselvesat the June 14 Alledistance ahead, as the result of an state police.
companied by Paul Lucas.
ed by Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Boven. meeting at 2 p.m. and the Rev. band and son from Manila, visited match, 21-16. 21-17 and 21-13. In gan school board election.
It was a complete surprise for
Members of the social committee
accident Tuesday at 10:30 p.m., on
Green, who has served 19 years
the finals Kleinheksel defeated
Three high school students, Ralph Heynen, pastor at Cut- here last week for a few days.
M-104 at the JuncUon of US-31. He the retired commander who was were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gosselon the board without missing a
known as the Gay Cabriellos, lerville hospital, will show movies Mrs. Koppenaal has eight chil- Zylmanr 21-13, 21-9 and 21-12
spirited
to
the
club
on
a
trumpar, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Amoldink
was involved in an accident with
Doubles play was for all classes meeting, is currently president of
played several trumpet selections of work at the hospital, at the dren, 25 grandchildren and 20
William C. Jacobs, 35. of 322 East ed-up business deal by his two and Mr. and Mrs. John Koning.
accompanied by Miss Dolly Van- evening meeting at 7 p.m. Special great grandchildren.She is in fair- and Ross Boersma and Lloyd Tin- the board.
new
employers,
Aubrey
Ernst
and
32nd St, Holland.According to reMrs. Edwin McCurry and Mrs. den Berg. Three interpretativemusic will be provided.
ly good health and now lives at holt, both sophomores,emerged
Nominatingpetitions for the
ports Sonrel’s 1949 car struck the Arnie Redeker, who operate a car Kenneth Van Wyk poured.
two
vacancies must be filed with
the
Mulder
home
for
the
aged
at
the
winners
by
defeating
Tom
.Thirteen
circles,
including
nine
readings were given by Hope Colagency.
rear of the Jacobs' 1947 model.
The PTA will sponsor an all- lege students Barbara Broekstra. from Grand Rapids and one each 17 East 13th St.
Sanger and Paul Beukema, 24-22 the secretary of the board of eduRobert
S.
Cavanaugh.
MuskeTwo cars were involved in an
school picnic June 9 at Kollen
cation, Mrs. Julie Hunter, by May
and 21-4.
Franny Frye and Nina De Maagd, from Holland. Gnandville, Kalaaccident at 11:50 p.m., Monday on gon prosecutor,was master of Park.
10. The petitions must bear at
mazoo
and
Muskegon,
are
workEdward
Jenner,
an
English
students of Miss Elva Van HaltsUS-31 in Spring Lake township as ceremoniesand U.S. District AtThe ancient Druids carried an least 50* and not mora than ,75
ing for the Christian Psycho- physician, was the discoverer of
ma.
the result of one of the drivers torney Wendell A. Miles gave the
signaturos.
egg as their badge of office.
Group singingwas led by Harold pathic Hospital.To date they have vaccination.
main talk. Arrangements were in
failing to signal for a left turn. The
O o s t i n g and John Van Eerden paid qff $161,000 for the new
charge
of
Leslie
Vander
Wal,
cars were driven by Erie Zeil, 42.
showed a sound color film on the nurses' home built about three
Muskegon Heights, and Norma F. Spring Lake constable.
years ago. There still is a balscenic beauty of California.
Among
the guests were MuniciHunter of Spring Lake. Mrs. Huntance due of about $134,000.
pal Judge Bernard Cook of Muskeer was ticketed for failure to sig. At thl business meeting Mongon Heights, Sgt. Gordon Hawnal for a turn.
Mrs. Tony Woodwyk Dies
day night the local circle decided
thorne and Lt. Verne C. Dagen of
The last three accidents were into furnish one room of the nurses’
Rockford, and Sgt Milton Swingle
After Linferinf Hloess
vestigatedby state police.
home at a cost of $225.
new commander of the Grand
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Tony Woodwyk, 77. of route
Haven Post
North Shore
5, died Monday morning at her the Mesdames Marlow Windemulhome. Death followed a lingering ler, Clara Windemuller, Jake
Annual Awards Given
Board Members Meet
Zuidema, Ed ZUidema and Henry
Illness.
Survivors include six sons, Mar- Zwiers.
To
Choir
and
Acolyte
Board members of North Shore
tin, Jake, Cornelius, Richard, ArCommunity Hall met at the home
Annual choir and acolyte awards
thur and Nicholas, all of Holland McClair 4-H to Stage
of Aaron Overstreet Tuesday evearea; four daughters, Mrs. Gerrit
ning. Announcementwas made were presented at the 11 a.m. serKlingenberg, Mrs. Bernard Hokse Achievement Program
that the talent night scheduled for vice on Easter Sunday at Grace
and Mrs. James Vander Kolk of
Friday, April 30, will be changed Episcopal Church by the Very Rev.
The Willing Workers 4-H Club of
Holland and Mrs. Walter Erwjn of
to a general activities night. This William C. Warner.
McClair
School will hold its local
Kenneth Kadwell received the
Benton Harbor; 30 grandchildren;
will be a family night but chilachievement program Friday at
John
Townsend
Ayers
memorial
seven
great
grandchildren,
and
a
dren will be allowed only If accross, given to the choir member
brother, Ryen Elzenga of Chicago. the school, eight miles south of
companied by parents
Holland on US-31. The program is
IttULTa tall tha trua story of any produet. And PROFITABLE
Board members also decided for the best all-round choir actischeduled for 7:45 p.m.
vity
including
attendance.
He
will
RESULTS hars told tho story of DEKALB'S growth, stato by atata,
that each individual will become
Allocation Board Will
AssistantAllegan County Agriculan associate member of the Hol- wear the cross for one year.
tha Nation orar. In Your Stats, as in a vary com growing StatsJ
tural
Agent
William
McLean
and
Lynn Kadwell won the Frank
Begin Hearing s Monday
land Hospital Auxiliary rather
Tha Big Swing is to Da Kalb. Mora and mora firman aaoh yaar
4-H Agent Jack Parker will show
Miss Doris Jeon Marcus
Lackie memorial scholarshipin
than the board as a unit*
an finding DEPENDABILITY , NEW PROFITS, and SECURITY with
4-H
movies.
The
4-H
work
of
the
The
engagement
of
Miss
Doris
ALLEGAN (Special) - The
Present at the meeting Tuesday piano and organ. Seven junior
past year will be exhibited and
DEKALB CORN. For 14 straight yaani MORE farmsn hava plan tad
Marcus
of
Holland
and
Frank
J.
county
tax
allocation
board,
which
choir
members
received
hymnals
night were Al Knipe, Aaron OverDEKALB than ANY othar Saad Com.
street, Edwin Kammeraad, W. as attendance awards', Sue Warner, Delia of. Rockford, 111., was made detemlnet how the schoolt, county members will receive awards.
DaKalb Daalan an always glad to halp you with your Com’
Bouwman, Mrs. Ella Veneklaasen Barbara Burns, Patty Dyke, Ricky known at an Easter open house and townships divide their tax The 11 members of the club have
carried 109 projects during the last
and Mrs. Arnold De Feyter.Others Miner, Danny Kadwell, Carol Fo- held at the home of her mother, dollar, will hold preliminary hear
and Chix problams. Your DaKalb dsalar is listed below. Sat
year. Jack Van Dine and Betty
Mrs. Jack Marcus, 155 West 14th Ings next Monday at 10 a.m.
on the board are Mrs. Jake De gerty and Una May Centolella.
him-don't delay.
The board met briefly Monday Brower have been awarded trips to
Kenneth Taylor, Jr., was award- St. '
Feyter and Mrs. Emmett Me Fall.
Milton Timmermon,Rt. S, Holland, Mich.; Ward Keppel, Zealand,Mich.;
The next meeting of the board ed the acolyte memento for out- Relatives fromb Holland,Grand and elected Walter Wightman, the 1954 Chib Week at East LanRapids. Grand Haven, Battle of route 2, Fennville,as chairman. sing. The club will receive a trophy
will be held May 25 at the Bouw- standing service at the altar.
J. O. Ewing, Byron Center, Mich.; Fennville Milling Ce., Fnnnvflle, Mich.;
Creek, Lansing and New York City No further action could be taken for work in conservation projects.
man home on 160th Ave.
Den Crawls,Weyland, Mich.; Harry Etanbaas, Waylond, Mich.; Gao Void.
Karachi, capital of Pakistan, extended best wishes to the be- until after the Board of Super- Local leaders are Mr. and Mrs.
hear,
Rt. 2, Holland,Mich.; Mayan Poultry Farm, Grond Rapids, Mich.
vision had approved the tax Louis Van Dine, Mrs. Clare Van
Approximatelytwo- thirds of has had a population increase of trothed couple.
Wieren,
Mrs.
John
Wolbert,
Mrs,
equalization
committee
report
the rubber that was used in the more than 400 per cent in five
The wedding will be an event of
United States In 1953 was syn- year's from 300,000 to 1,200,000 Sept. 4 in Third Reformed Church which set the county tax total at Stanley Brower and Milton Ten
Have.
thetic.
1 $7$ million,same as last year.
persons.
of Holland.

of Supervisors approved the 1954
equalization table with

a
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trate.
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Plans to

Grandstanding...
Dave Mono

Wed

Overcome Dutch

of Holland, son of

Recreation Director Joe Moran,
will play tennis against fabulous
Tony Trabert of Cincinnati next
Monday.
Dave currently is on a lO-day

Pupik
For

Summer 4-H

Presbyterian College, Davidson ready have organizedand

through the years. Induded

in

Something new has been added livestock are dairy and beef cattle,
to the National Golf Day, June 5, swine, poultry, rabbits and sheep.
Garden projects,flowers,cooking,
this year.
Thousands of golfers throughout dothing and crops also have a
the nation on that day will com- large membership. All projects
pete against Ben Hogan, who will and project work follow a gradbe shooting from scratch at cham- uated level, the first year mem.

,
s

-

Hoad Is hand

tor a stroll through am onhard woadtrkmd. thorn chii-

drra ihow thoj bar*

First

hanod t$

enjoy natwo at Mm

profttoit.

Vtitton to tho Blossom fssffrai to Bouton Har-

bor and Sf. Joseph May 1 through f. will snn scsoos
Jibs this at aim osf srsry tarn.

Holland Christian

Week of May Inaugurates

Blossom Festival in Twin

Notches

Cities

Its

Third

BENTON HARBOR -

During
the first week in May, weather
permitting, SouthwesternMichi-

Tennis Victory

Two Runs Cross

Armstrong

elect-

College,Duke, University of North ed officers.
The summer dub program InCarolina and Elon College before
ending up against Cincinnati next cludes a wide variety of outdoor
and indoor projects for both boys
Monday.
Trabert will form part of the and girls. Livestockwork has
been one of the most popular
No. 1 Cincinnati doubles team.

pionship Baltusrol in Springfield,bers meeting simple requirements.
N.J. Of course all golfers will get Members must be at least 10
their handicapson local courses. years of age and receive parent's
* .Anyone tying Hogan will win a
All members enrolling for the
special certificate.A certificate
summer season are eligible to
also will be awarded to anybody
take part in other club activities
competing. As usual, the precious
"I Beat Ben Hogan” medal will induding the two weeks of campgo to all those defeating Ben on ing at the county camp, partidpating for honros at the Berlin and
their local courses.
Hudsonville fairs, and state 4-H
dub events.
Youngsters from every town and
Studentsmay enroll with local
city in Western Michigan, includ4-H dub leaders throughoutthe
ing HoUand, are invited to enter

consent

and byways will

be flanked by myriads of

Min GeraldineSkorske
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley F. Skorske
of 810 136th Ave., have announced
the engagement of their daughter,
Geraldine, to Frank Bagladi, son
of Mrs. Anna Bagladi of 622 Howard Ave. The couple plan a fall
wedding in Chicago.

Engagement Told
Stoat

Miller.

ings.

The Blessing of the Blossoms, HoUand struck right back in the
an impressive joint religiouscere- bottom of the same inning when
Dick Yskes doubles to drive in
* mony will be held Saturday, May
2, in one of the local orchards. Bob Van Dyke, who had walked.
The service will be conductedby Godwin forged ahead again in
a Protestant minister, a priest the top of the fifth with one run on
and a rabbi while a robed choir a single by Sweeris.
Coach Ned Stuits’lads showed
lift their voices to the tree tops.
The Blossom Queen and her their determination with another
court wil ble feted in Chicago on game-tieing run in the bottom of
May 3 and 4 at a dinner gi/en the sixth. It came on a timely hit
by well-wishers.The girls are also by Ron Van Dyke that scored
scheduled for radio and television Norm Witteveen, who had batted
for Yskes.
appearanceson those dates.
Children of the Southwestern The visitorsforged ahead with
Michigan area will be honored on a big run in the top of the final
two, days. The Kiddie* Corona- inning. Kenyon singled to score
tion Ball will be held May 7. A Rohmor, who had walked earlier.
dance for young folk, the ball Ron Van Dyke’* timely hits
will be highlighted l?y the crown- paced Holland.

Warren Boer and Bob Balfoort
also formed a new combination in
the No. 2 doubles.
Pau( Dykema, after a shaky
few games, came on in good
fashion to cop the No. 1 singles
from Bob Harney, 6-3, 6-1. Jim
Teerman looked the best he has
all season by stopping Dick Haffner, 6-1, 6-0 in the second singles

is

slot. In the third singles position,

at

PVT. GENE VERNON INMINK.
moo ol Mr. and Mrs. Gerald lamini. root* 5. Holland. It nodtrvo

Rich Sharda had little trouble dislag olgbt wokt ol trainingIn tho
posing of. Karl Dreier, 6-3, 6-1.
AntiaircraftArtlllorf Replacement
Cantor at Fort Blit*. Total. Upon
Dave Vander Ploeg won the final
completion ol tho training.Imnilnh
singles, 6-2, 6-2 from Bob Hirschy.
win bo attlgnodtor tardier trainWarren Nykamp and Norm LokIng at Fort Blltt. or will bo traneker put down a late Plainwell rally
tarred to another training center
to defeat Dick Cowels and Tom
Burchfield,6-3, 6-4 in the first lor tcboollng In tomo other Army
shill, accordingto the Fort Bliss
doubles. Balfoort and Boer downed
Public InloraatlonOffice.
Bob Afman and Tom Gless, 6-3,
6-0 and Bazuin and Kuiper lost to
Bob Jenkins and Dick Smith, 0-6, Royal Neighbors Plan

the

Adv.

Megan Council
Elects

New Mayor

10.08.

At Annual

Meet

.

Mile run — Potts (M), Wodard
(M), Collins (M). Time 4.55:06.
440-yard run - Wodring (Ml,
Flllions (M), Zimmerman (H).

22.04.

City

Manager Reports

Parking Lot Survey

Undertaken by Expert
ALLEGAN

(Special) — Allegan’s
members once again
chose Walter Kyes as mayor at

city council

served two terms as mayor in
880-yard run — Weringo (M), 1948-49, Is beginning his seventh
Scott (M), Wlckman (M). Time year on the council.

2:11.08.

880-yard relay

Strike Settled

As Both Sides

Come

to

Terms

Employes Are Asked
To Report

her home south of Pullman.
Elton Boles and Bert Boles of

for

Work

At Factory Monday

Casco were visitors late Thursday The month-long Chris-CraftCorp.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Otis strike ended Friday.
Austin. Mr. Austin is ill.
Plant Manager Harry Coll and
Mrs. Vera Galbreath of Pullman Ray Wallick, bargaining commitentertained her children at Easter tee chairman for the unions, issued
dinner Sunday.
separate statements shortly before
Mrs. Grace Burrows of Pullman, noon announcingthe strike settleMr. and Mrs. Glenn Haynes of ment.

—

Muskegon.

He

succeeds Francis Hanson

who has completed the two

successive
terms
allowed
under
the
Pole Vault - Thompson (M),
Gunther (M), Filiano (M). charter, Hanson was presented
with a gold wrist watch in recogHeight IP 10”.
nition of his service.
Shot put - Borden (M). Kazyk

Time

home of

Kalamazoo.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Overhiser of
East Casco were visitorsSunday
evening in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Blanchard of Pullman.
Mrs. Thelma Harris is still ill at

______

23.09.

her
daughter, Mrs. Orren Snider of

first

staying

i 10 W. 8th St.
Acrou from Center Theater

220-yard dash— Armstrong (M), their annual rcorganizational
Rose (M), Comelisen (H). Time meeting Monday night. Kyes, who

For Local Victory

event drew an estimated 250,000 moments later.
Holland started scoring in the
spectators in 1953.
Blossom Festival opera May 1 first inning. Plagenhoef scored on
with the crown! u* of the Blos- an error to put the locals ahead
som Queen at the Coronation Ball 1-0.
More than 300 pretty girls, 17-23, The teams played scoreless ball
from 25 communities in the re- for the next two innings.
However, Godwin broke the
gion are expected to compete for
the right to represent their home famine in the top of the fourth
towns in this year's final Judg- with two runs on a two-base hit by

HOLLAND LOAN ASSOCIATION

16.06.

Time

Pullman

and her daughter, Mrs. Rose
Smith, South Haven, visited Mrs.
Dyer’s sister, Mrs. Cora Woods,
last week. Mrs. Woods, who is ill,

May

— May (M),
Wassink (H), Thompson (M).

Plate hSeventli

the Holland lineup this
season breaking into the No. 3
doubles along with Bob Bazuin.

dles, second in the 100, third in
the 440, second in the low hurdles, third in the 220 yard dash,
third in shot put, tie for second
in the high Jump and second in
the broad jump.
Results In order of finish:
120 high hurdles—
(M),
Saylor (M), Gonzales (H). Time

Time 55.05.
180 low hurdles

pink

comer to

Muskegon copped

100 yard dash— Armstrong (M),
Wassink, (H), Vlnstra (H). Hme

county or with the county 4-H
the annual Kalamazoo Soap Box dub office at the Court House,
Derby which will be run in Kala- Grand Haven. Information and
mazoo July 10.
assistance in forming new clubs

Mrs. Martha Dyer of Pullman

of

In the 100 and 220
yard dashes. The best Holland
could do was third in high hur-

According to the sponsors, there can be obtained from the Grand

The Saturday through Saturday walk and Catcher Ron Van Dyke
T celebration will be climaxed on followed with a single that scored
tl^e afternoonof Biay 8 when the Boeve. First Baserhan Dick PlaGrand Floral Parade is held. The genhoef scored the winning run

HERE!

Yes, and so are

Meet

first places

Holland Christian'stennis squad already are more than 170 boys
Haven office.
posted its third victory of the sea- between the ages of 11 and 15
son Monday afternoon on the 21st entered in the race. Maximum
and white blossoms as thousands
St. courts when it downed a sur- registrationshas been set at 200.
of acres of fruit trees burst into
prising Plaihwell club, 6-1. Chris- In addition to the race Itself,
bloom.
tian now points for the Big Reds there will be many prizes for the
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
of Muskegon who invade the local boys, a parade and banquet for all
Attracted by the beauty and
courts Wednesday. The Dutch will drivers following the race.
The new cross and candlesticks
fragrance of the blooms caravans
be out for revenge inasmuch as
Winner of the Kalamazoo race were dedicatedSunday the Conof motorists will drive the miles Two men crossed the plate in
the Muskies were the only team wiU be sent to Akron, Ohio, with
Miss Mary Jo Geerlings
gregationalChristian Church ' of
of plainly marked "Blossom the last of the seventh to give Hol- to whip the locals last season.
The engagement of Miss Mary
aU expenses paid, to compete in Pullman, given in memory of
land High a narrow 5-4 victory Plainwell,under Coach Harley
Trails.”
the All-AmericanSoap Box Der- Frank Burrows by his wife, Mrs Jo Geerlingsto Robert L. Berg
over a good Godwin Heights team Pierce, has a club composed of
by, Aug. 15.
An abundance of blooms holds in the local’sbaseball opener at
Grace Burrows, and friends. Mr. strom of Chicago is announced by
mostly sophomores and Juniors, The car must be built by the Burrows had served the church for her parents, Senator and Mrs.
promise of a bumper crop of cherRiverview Park Monday after- and gave a good account of themGeerUngs, 69 East 26th
ries, peaches, apples, pears and
boy who drives it in the race.
many years., The Rev. Willard Clyde
noon.
St. Mr. Bergstrom is the son of
selves despite the final score. In
plums for the Fniit Belt growers.
Kime
conducted
the
service, which
And bumper crops keep the cash Ten errors for each side marred fact they gave the Maroons more
was attended by 17 members of Mr. and Mrs. William E. Berg
the otherwise dosely played game opposition than any of the other
registers jinglingin the stores of
the Burrows family from South strom of Peoria, 111.
Miss Geerlings, a graduate of
the twin cities of Benton Harbor- that saw Holland make five runs two foes this year.
Haven. East Casco, Bangor and
on just three hits to four runs on
Hope
College, at present is at
Christianswept all of the singles
St. Joseph, home of the world’s
Pullman.
the same number of hits for the events and bowed in the No. 3
tending Katharine Gibbs Secrelargest cash-to-grower fruit marPullman Ladles Aid met at the
visitors.
tarial School in Chicago. Her
doubles event which was the only
ket.
IOOF hall Thursday afternoon fiance is a graduate of University
Captain
Jim
Boeve
went
the three setter of the afternoon. On
Capitalizing on nature’s bounty,
Games were played, followed by of Illinois and is employed by
the chambers of commerce of distance for Holland on the mound. the whole the Dutch showed .betlunch.
Price Waterhouse and Co.
both citiesi unite in promoting He was opposed by Godwin’shigh- ter form Monday than at any time
Good Friday services were held
They plan to be married Sept.
ly-touted
ace
Jack
Rohmor.
this season. Weather conditions
* the annual Blossom Festival.This
at Congregational ChristianChurch
4#
Going
into the last of the sev- were almost ideal, which may
year the 31st Annual Blossom
Friday afternoon. After the serFestival will be held May 1 to 8 enth, Godwin held a 4-3 lead. Se- have been a big factor in the play
vice, coffee and cookies were servin St Joseph and Benton Har- cond Baseman Bill Sandahl filed of both squads.
ed in the church dining room.
out to centerfield,Boeve drew a
Ron Kuiper was another newbor.
gan’s highways

SPRING
IS

many extra
spring-time expenses. There are
also old winter bills that should
Runners from Muskegon High be paid promptly,
School swept first places in all 11
events in a track meet at Muske- See us today for cash to pay what
gon Monday afternoon to spuelch you owe and buy what you need.
Holland High by the lopsided
score of 95-14.
Convenient, friendly service on
In their strong showing, the loans up to $500. You may take
Big Reds swept all three places as long as 20 months to repay.
In three events and the half-mile Come in or phone!
relay.

In Traci

Enrolliiig

southern tour with the crack Kalamazoo College tennis team. He’s
playing No. 2 singles tor the HorOttawa County boys and girls
nets behind Jim Fowler and teams
with Bob Casler to form K-Col- can now enroll in summer 4-H
club projects, accordingto E.F.
lege’s No. 1 doubles team.
The team left last Thursday and Dice, 4-H club agent. Actual prowill play Vanderbilt, University of ject work will officially begin.
the South, High Point College, May L However, several dubs al-

CHILDREN UXE BLOSSOMS TOO

Big Reds Easily

1:41.01.

(M), Rogers (H). Distance

51’

Kenneth Andrews was named
pro tern, succeeding Dr.

mayor

14”.

High Jump
Thompson (M)

- Wodard

(M), Stewart Miller.
City Manager

.

l». H. Beauvais
reported that the city would probHeight 5* 1”.
Broad Jump-Rose (M), Land ably have an engineering survey
(M), DeBoer (H). Distance 18* on the parking lot problem for
6”.
study at the council’s May 17
meeting. Beauvais said he had
employed Jerome Franklin, Grand
Rapids parking expert, to furnish

and Gonzales (H),

tied for second.

Holland Golfers
Lose to

Muskegon

the survey. Franklin spent a large

part of Sunday with Beauvais
examining the Hubbard St. river
bank site and several others that
have been proposed.

Beauvais also reported on a
Coach Russ Hombaker’sHol- meeting with William Teed, coun-

land High golf squad ran into a ty drain commissioner, relativeto
light drizzle,narrow fairways,
drain problems along the ’creek
tough roughs and even tougher
which runs through the north side.
Big Reds at Muskegon Tuesday.
Teed plans to obtain petitionsto
And the local swatters lost out
the creek designated a counby a score of 378-416 at the hay*
ty drain so that a special assesschampionshipMuskegon course.
ment district can be estabUshed
Individual scoring for Holland
was: Jalving, 91; Ter Haar, 104, to finance cleaning and straightening. The creek floods virtually
Holkeboer, 106 and Mulder, 115.
Scores for Muskegon were: every spring, causing some property damage.
Rojan, 86; Ashley, 81; Bergson, 91
The council leaped that Plainand Belton, 110.
well will be host to Otsego and
Allegan dty officials at a meeting
May 18 at the Red Brick Tavern.
CaliforniaVisitors
D. M. Pierce, of the state health
department, will speak on sewExtensively Honored
age treatmentproblems.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kammer- Aerial photographs have been
aad and daughter, Kathleen Ann, made and maps of the city are in
have returned to their home in progress, Beauvais reported. A’so
Woodlands, Calif., after visiting his completed this week was the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Knapp St storm sewer. A sanitary
Kammeraad, and sister, Marian, of sewer extension on Ely St is in
progress.
429 College Ave.
While in Holland, Kammeraads The council renewed Junk dealwere extensivelyhonored at social ers licensesfor Huitt and Son and
affairs. A buffet dinner was given Albert Porter, but tabled a request
in their honor at the home of Mr. for a renewal from Wedge Brothand Mrs. Bernie Kammeraad. ers for further study. Frank BarTwenty-fourguests attended the ber’s used car lot license waa reevent, which featured a spring mo- newed.
Clarence Boe was granted a new
tif with lovely arrangements of
daffodilsas decorations.Tape re- license to operate a taxi service.
Copies of a tentative budget
cordings were enjoyed by the
from which some $18,000must be
guests.
A buffet supper also was given trimmed if the city is to stay
for the visitors at the Roger Kam- within its self-imposed11-mill
ceiling— were presented for study.
meraad home in Grand Rapids.

South Haven, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Wallick said the agreement inOverhiser of East Casco were cludes five cents an hour increase
Easter Sunday dinner guests of plus six paid holidays or six and a
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burrows of half cents an hour including six
6-2, 6-4.
Bangor. The former accompanied paid holidays,modified union shop
To Attend Convention
Mr. and Mrs. Haynes to South with checkoff system, top seniorRoyal Neighbors held a regu- Haven for a few days’ visit
ity for committeemen,and Christlar meeting Thursday evening in
mas bonus.
their club rooms. Mrs. Linnie Sly,
Members voted to meet again
Coll said the contract signed by
oracle, was in charge.
next Monday night at 7:30 p.m.
to
the company and union runs until
Preparationswere made to atfor work on the budget.
March
1,
1955.
Approximately
767
tend the state convention in BenWill
hourly rated workers are affected
ton Harbor* next Tuesday and
ing of many small-fry Bud Prince
by the new contract
Extension Club Studies
Plans were completedTues. for Wednesday. Rehearsel was held
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
Motion pictures featuring the
/ and Princesses. A Kiddies Float
staging the annual Costume Ex- for the ballot march, which the
Coll said the employeshave been
Use of Sewing Machine
and Pet parade wiU be held May
change for the coming two weeks. local group will perform at the MichiganState College Rose Bowl asked to return to work Monday.
Many from here attended the
game
will
highlight
activities
of
The exchange will be operated on convention. Local members needmaintenancecrew may be Easter Sunrise servicesat Hamil- Members of Robindale Extension
Key to the Cities Tour is
the second floor of the Woolworth ing transportation to Benton Har- the MSC Alumni Club of Ottawa rounded up Saturday to put the
Club met last Thursday evening at
* scheduled for May 5-6-7 when all
building, formerly the offices of bor are to contact Mrs. Sly, County meeting in the Warm plant into condition for normal ton Reformed church on Sunday
the home of Mrs. Fred Jelzema
Friend
Tavern
Tulip
Room
Monmorning.
queen contestants go home to reDr. H. P. Harms.
phone 4045.
operations, he said.
with 11 members present
day night, April 26.
ceive the acclaim of their friends
The exchangewill open Monday,
The following seremon topics The meeting featureda lesson on
Refreshments were served by
The signed contract came after
and neighbors in their home towns.
Along with the full length game
April 26, and will dose Saturday, Mrs. Juanita Kimber and her
were
used by Rev. Denekas on “Making the Best Use of Your
A five-year-oldboy was in cri
negotiations at the Holland plant
Each queen is given a key to her
May 8. It will be operated for the committee.Prizes were won by pictures, in color, and narrated lasting two and a half hours here
tical conditiontoday after his bike
Sunday:
’The Savior Lives” and Sewing Machine.” Refreshments
respective dty on that date.
sixth consecutive year by the Miss Wilma Bronkhorst,Mrs. by former head coach Biggie Friday.
was hit by a truck as he pedaled
“Does
Easter
Make Any Differ- were served by Mrs. Ted Gemmon.
Munn,
movies
of
the
spectacular
Newcomers Club with Mrs. E. J.
Rites for Infant
There will be a special meeting
home for lunch despite the efforts Pelletierserving as chairman.Her Minnie Serier, Mrs. Stella Do re Tournament of Roses parade, Thursday the union membership
ence?” Large crowds attended and baby shower Thursday, April
and Mrs. Jane Vanden Berg.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
of the driver to miss him.
b&d
a
mass
meeting
and
voted
featuring
Michigan
bands
and
committeemembers are Mrs. Paul
both services.The church audi- 29, at the home of Mrs. Mauice De
The next meeting will be held
Let Ann Clink, day-old daughter Larry Alferink, 838 Paw Paw Tabor, Mrs. Jim Lacey and Mrs.
overwhelmingly to authorize the
torium was decorated with beautiMay 6 and will feature a white floats will be shown.
Jonge in honor of her new twin
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Clink, Dr., was removed by ambulance Norman Gibson.
bargaining
committee
to
me6t
The two movies are expected to
ful
Easter plants. The flowers
elephant
party.
8211 Savidge St., Spring. Lake, to Holland hospitaland then rushdaughters, Muriel and M a r 1 y n.
with
officials and discuss the last
draw
alumni
from
throughout
the
The exchangewiU operate every
were distributedto shut-ins after Lunch will be served by Mrs. Jendied at 8 p.m. Monday at Muni- ed to Blodgett hospital in Grand
county. Local club officialssaid offer made by the company.
day from 1 to 4:30 pm and on the
the
services.
cipal Hospital where she was Rapids. He is reported to have renie Koopman and Mrs. Hattie WierPicket lines at the Holland plant
friends of the college as well as
two Fridays from 1 to 9
Ellen Timmerman played two
born Easter morning. Surviving ceived a skull fracturein the Wedwere
withdrawn
shortly
after
the
the
general
public
are
invited
to
Persons are asked to bring in Local
instrumental solos at the Easter
besides the parents are the grand- nesday accident
see the pictures scheduled to contract signing.
costume* freshly laundered,acevening services.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Police said the accident occur- companied by slips on sizes and
The strike also was ended at The spring conferenceof the
•tart at 8 p.m.
Clink and Mrs. Ailee McFadden, red near the intersection 'of H2th price. Other informationwiU be
Algonac
and
the
two
agreements
Assistant Alumni Director RoWomen's Missionary Union will
all of Grand Haven. Graveside and Adams St shortly after 11:35 processed by a member of the
bert Toll, East Lansing,will be were expected to pave the way for
be held in the North Holland Reservices were held lit Lake For- a.m. as Alferdink came out of the committee. Since no new adult
present with the pictures. He is settlement of the dispute at
formed church on April 28. Some
,est Cemetery at 10 ajn. Tuesday •chool yard from between two
expected to give the audience a Cadillac.
costumes will be available this
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
from here plan to attend.
J with the Rev. Edward J. O’Hara parked cars.
year, adult costumesalso are wel After deliberatingfor three quar- brief look— in on the present
A. M. MacKerer, manager of the
by Official
Dr. Prince of Holland conductin charge. Arrangements were by
Tie westbound truck, driven by come.
ters of an hour an Ottawa Circuit Spring football practices at MSC Algonac plant, also announcedthat ed an inspiring evangelisticserKinkema Funeral Home.
Gerald Raterink, 25, of 49* West
Children are taking home notes Court jury found Thomas Carroll, and the outlook for the 1954 Spar- "the strike is over." Federal Lavice at the local church Tuesday
The 3.3 Inches of rain that foil
Main St., Zeeland, swerved to from teachers concerning the coe« 27, of 272 East Eighth St Holland tan football team.
bor Mediator Malcolm House said evening. Don Brandt, middler in
recently in Jamestowntownship
tume
exchange.
Travelers Association
avoid hitting the boy and turned
the Algonac contract called for a
guilty of feloniousassault Wednesseminary, conductedthe song ser- cost many fanners topsoil that
over on its side in the ditch, dumpsix-cent hourly pay boost and other
day.
vice. A Ladies’ Trio of Forest scarcely can be figured in dollars
Heart
Attack
Fatal
Has Annual Banquet
benefits.
Ing out a fun load of gravel.
Bond of $500 was continued and
Grove furnished special music.
Thursday Gold Civet
and cents, according to Bill Miller,
he will return for dispositionon For Mrs. Satan Krant
Good Friday services were ob- soil conservation service farm
, Holland Post H
of Travelers ' Police said the truck didn’t hit
Alferink ,but the truck’s front Pomp to Hoip itd
June 14 at 10 am. The alleged ofserved on Friday evening. The planner.
Protective associationheld its
ZEELAND (Special)
Mrs. Sue Crocker Saccumbi
fense occurred at his home in
topic used by Rev. Denekas was
annual banquet Wednesday night wheels ticked the bike throwing
This is a good time of the year
A much-needed Gomco TherSusan Krans, 68. of South Blendon In Portland, Ore.
based on In the Midst of Sin- to observe damage caused by failat Amerdan Legion dub house. the boy to the ground. Ottawa mo tic Drainage Pump has been Holland Oct 14, 1953 upon his
(route 3, Hudsonville),died at
ners”
Ninety-threeattendedthe event County Deputy Nelson Lucas in- presented to Holland Hoepital by wife, Edith, who now resides in
ure to plant corn on the contour,
vestigated.
Zeeland Hospital early Tuesday
LudingtonWord has been received here by
Next Sunday being exchange he said. In many fields where the
Installationof new officerswas
the Thursday Guild of Holland An attempted felonious assault She was taken to the hospital Mrs. A. C Yost of the death of
Sunday for all Reformed minis- corn was planted on slopes with
a highlight of the evening. OffiHospitalAuxiliary..The pump it waa also made upon Police Officer Monday night following a heart her aunt, Miss Sue Crocker of
ters, Rev. Mansen, former pastor the rows up and down the hill, there
cers are president, Fred B. Pleads Guilty
an instrumentused after certain Leonard Steketee.
attack.
Portland, Ore. Miss Crocker died of the local church, will conduct
Stokes; vice president, Jay Peters;
are small gullies of varying depths
GRAND HAVEN (Spedal)
types of surgery.
Survivingare the husband, on April 7. She had been employed both services here. The Mansens
Besides Mrs. Carroll and Stesecretary and treasurer, Carl Henry G. Terpstra. 44, of 619
between each two rows.
The Thursday Guild has a mem- ketee, Sgt Isaac De Kraker, all Harry; three sons, Gerald of Zee- with the Washington State school
are now serving in Friesland Wis.,
Bennett; directors,James Draper, Steketee Ave., Holland, pleaded bership of 12 and meet on the
In the Jamestown area are many
witnesses called at the trial this land, Hilbert of South Blendon and system for a number of years.
They are now enjoying a week’s such fields. Soil losses of upwards
Lester McCarthy and John Vlnke- guilty Wednesday in Circuit third Thursday of each month. As
adorning,testified that at the time Robert of Tucson, Ariz.; four
Survivors include one half vacation visiting relatives and of 30 tons per acre are common.
mulder.
Court to a charge of drunk and their service project the group
grandchildren; two brothers, Wil- brother, Henry Costing of Port- friends in this vicinity.
Post H has tripled its mem- disorderly conduct, third offense. sorts and deliversmail to patients of the alleged assault,Carroll had
liam and Gerrit Alderink of land; her sister-in-law, Mrs. Henry Rev, Denekas will have charge Harvey Vande Bunte planted his
a gun in his hand.
bership in the last two years and Released on his owi\ recognizance six days each week. This relieves
com on the contour last year.
Carroll who was not represented Grand Rapids, and a sister, Mrs. Kraker of Holland;three nieces, of services in Harlem Reformed
now includes 350 men.
Parts of the field were really too
he will return for sentence June clerical help for more important by council did not take the stand
Minnie Kalibeek of Everson, Mrs. Yost, Mrs. Edward H. Page church next Sunday.
steep to put to corn but even so,
14 at 10 aun. The last offense oc- duties.
in hit own defense.
Wash.
of Holland, Mrs. Howard Whitney
Mrs. Garry Berens Is somewhat the contouringheld most of the soil
Scientists have found that the curred April 16, 1954 in Holland
of Kalamazoo; a nephew, Willard improved after having . a bad in
as the
. /
the two previous convictions Tud cabs in the United States The National Grange was orThe world’s largest office buildOct 19, 1953 and April 3, travel a total of an estimated five ganized in 1867 by Oliver Hudson ing is the Pentagon, in Wash- H. Kraker of McCook, Neb., and case of pleurisy.She also underseveral cousins in the Aitandn]* went an operation at Holland Tht Danube river is
t year. r,

—
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Fidgety

Maroons Sweep

Mp

Just Giving

AH Seven Matches

Fenncille

Against

AHegan

it

downed

Earlier this

beth’s

twitchy and ratner nervous royal
consort.
Philip'sbehavior on the tour of
Britishdominions is cited as proof
of this contentiop. Whenever he
appeared with the Queen at
public function,the Duke seemed
given to a random series of haphazard gestures.He flickedspecks
from his eye. He was forever adjusting his tie or fiddling with the
buttons on his coat sleeve. He
often twisted his. right ear. And

Allegan, 7-0.

week, the Maroons

had stopped Muskegon Heights by
a similar score.

ed.

In winning the match, the Hollanders didn't lose a set to Coach
Clair De Mull’s Allegan crew. In
fact the Dutch netters dropped
just 15 games in the entire match.
Coach Clare Pott varied his lineup somewhat, giving three more
boys a chance to play. Lewis
Stegink and Bob Balfoort played
the No. 3 doubbles while Phil
Damstra performed in the No. 4
singles. In another move, Rich
Sharda, who had been playing
doubles, moved in to play singles.
Paul Dykema playing No. 1 for
the Dutch had little trouble in
whippingDave Peterson, 6-0, 6-1,
while Jim Teerman in the No.2
spot stopped Jim Clark, 6-1, 6-1.
Rich Sharda took the No. 3 match
with an easy decision over John
Katherlei, 6-1, 6-0. In the fourth
singles, Damstra outponted Bob
Stone, 6-1, 6-4.
In the No. 1 doubles event,

Orators Place

h Lakes Contest

Many Days

Holland drubbed the Big Reds
will be held for infants and a large
class of adults will be received into 7t0 for the locals second victory in

'

cuff.

Ottawa County
Real Estate

Norm Lokker and Warren Nykamp whippped Bob Bartz and

take the last doubles, 6-3, 6-0.

Holy Week services at the Methodist church opened Palm Sunday
with a duet played by Mrs. Wayne
Woodby at the elctric. organ and
Miss Jacqueline Crane at the piano.
In as
They also played durjng the offertory. The choir under the direction
They came. They played. They
of Mrs. Woodby sang "The P%lras.”
Baptismal services were held for were conquered.
That’s the story as far as the
Mrs. Lulu Clouse and Miss Muriel
McCarty. Special serviceswere Big Reds of Muskegon were conscheduled Monday, Wednesday and cemed Thursday afternoonwhen
Thursday evenings. Good Friday they invaded Holland for a match
serviceswere to be held* at 2 p.m. against the local high school netEaster Sunday baptismalservices ters at the 21st St. courts.

the church. The Youth Fellowship as many days. Wednesday Holland
will sponsor Easter Sunrise Ser- started its season with a similar' (
vices at 7 a.m. after which they rout of Muskegon Catholic.
Although quite pleased with final
will be hosts to the Pearl M.YJ.
scores of the matches, Coach Joe
at breakfast.
Mrs. Edna Wadsworth of Muske- Moran cautions against any over
gon was a weekend visitor of the confidence at this early date.
so on.
The Duke suffers from no ner- Misses Queen and Inez Billings.
In No. 1 singles, Henry Visscher
Vous ailment. AH the twitchings L. N. Johnson, who with his wife disposed of Dick Cramer, 61 and .
and twistings are part of an elab- returned last week from their win- 7-5. ,Paul Mack followed up in No.
orate code by which the Duke ter stay in Florida, has been ill 2 singlesby scoring a 62, 6-3 win
signals the desires of the Queen. since Saturday and is scheduled to over Bob Hathaway.
For example, when Philip ad- enter Allegan Health Center today. And in the No. 3 singles Bill Japjusts his ties the royal car zooms
Mr. and Mrs. Math Spiesz enter- inga blanked Thurman Brown, 6-0,
up. Police scatter photographers tained all of their childrenand 'fam- 6-0.
as soon as the Duke touches his ilies Sunday. Those present were
Dwayne Teusink lowered t) £
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Morse of boom on Jim Brammer in the final
ear.
Retainersknow the Queen Is Fennville; Mr. and Mrs. Charles singlesmatch, 6-0, 63, to give the
bored when Philip flicks an imag- Thomas of Bloomingdale;Mr. and locals a clean sweep.
inary speck from his eye.* And Mrs. Lynn Hull of Grand Rapids;
Muskegon’sinjuries showed up in
they know he is bored when he Mr. and Mrs. William Seyler and doubles play as Coach Bill Bos was
fiddles with his
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hasty of forced to use a few subs in place
*It must be tough on the Duke Holland.
of his ailing regulars.
Holland’s No. 1/team of Philif he really has something in his I Mr. and Mrs. Charles King were
eye when the Queen is having 4 1 surprised Sunday, the occasion of Boersma and Dave Bosch defeated
their 30th wedding anniversary, John Scheringa andCarl Carlson in
jolly good time.
when they were guests of honor at easy fashion,61 and 60. Jim Vendinner at the Red Brick Tavern at der Poel and Tom Overbeek were
Plainwell.Hosts and hostesses too much for Mike Humanick and
were ^Ir. and Mrs. B 1 a k e s 1 e e Mike Mulready and came out bn
Crane, Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Van the topside by 62 and 6-4 scores.
Probably the most hotly conDussen, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sanford and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar tested match of the afternoon was
Trapp. The honored couple was No. 3 doubles. Duane and Delwyn
Grissen had to work hard to beat
presented a garden sun dial.
The fish fry sponsored by the the approaching rain and finally
by the chicks, who were more interested in Roxanne'snew straw
Band Boosters dub at the school lay low Bill Gross and Neal Sepera
John
I Friday evening was successfuT be- by 12-10 and 62 scores.
purse. Easter Sunday promised to be a sunny day and Roxanne
Koetsier and wf. Lot 36 Hamngexpectation. About
Ahrt,,t 300
Coach Bos is a former Holland
joined the Easter parade in her new ensemble
a pale green
ton’s 3rd Add. to Macatawa Park
ple attended and
about 250 man and expects more from his
corduroy coat with matching bonnet, bright new patent leather
squad in the next showing.Both
slippersand the fashionable straw bag.
coaches agreed that the Big Reds
(Sentinelphoto)
were not up to peak form.
r<
Sub. Twp. Grand Haven._
|
jor band uniforms.
Elizabeth Kuntz to Gerald
Mr and
Reynolds
Kraus SVt NWtt 33-7-15 Twp. Robwh0 have been visiting

Weather conditions were far
from ideal as a strong wind played havoc with thd' players.
Threatening rain, however, held
off until the match was complet-

Dean Strandt, 6-2, 6-L Carl Edewaards and Warren Boer copped
the No. 2 match, 6-0, 6-0 while
Stegink and Balfoort combined to

some obmade Qu$en Elizahusband, Duke Philip,

servers, has

squad turned in its second shutout of the week Thursday afternoon at the 21st street courts

when

(Special) -Mar-

ried life, according to

Holland Christian'stennis

Dp

Second Victory

Cues

By Joseph A. Deaf

WASHINGTON

Dutchmen Rack

(From Friday's Sentinel)

Transfers

BABY CHICKS AND A NEW EASTER OUTFIT— A combination
mako any young miss delightfully happy. Little Roxanne
Knoll, 1J4*year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Knoll
of Whitrffan Ave., Virginia Park, made friends easily with 25
little Easter babies brought home by her daddy, who works at

Franzburg

to

—

% A.^

Osborne's Hatchery. Her affections were not readily returned

Work

Progresses on Holland's

Hope College oraton who

enHolland residents are going to side frontingEighth St; there’s
tered the Province of Lakes convention of Pi Kappa Delta, nat- be proud owners of s spiffy new a 1,700 square foot lobby separational honorary forensic fraternity, building when the Civic Center ed by eight all glass doors from
a 400 square foot outer lobby;
have won several honors at the is completed.
Workmen are rushing the half- there’s a 20 by 30 foot office just
competition in Orono, Me., according to a telegram received million dollar structure toward off the lobby on the northeast
at noon Friday from Dr. William completion these days and expect corner where Chamber of ComSchrier who accompaniedthe four to have it far enough along so merce headquarters and the
that sane Tulip Time events can building manager’soffices will be;
Hope student*.
Hope College received third in be staged in the new structure. there’s plenty of rooms for conthe men’s sweepstakes, and Rob- ! Anyone who has an idea that cessions and a 20 by 20 foot
ert A. Winter ended in a three- It’s just a basketball arena is cloak room; a large basement
way tie for first place in discus- disillusioned. While basketball room on the south side that is
sion, third in extempore speaking facilities were carefully consider- suitable for a youth center. This
and fourth in oratory, having ed in the plans and there are room has deep windows that will
plenty of basketballbackboards afford plently of air and light.
three rounds in each event
Along the south side of the
Darlyne De Tuncq won third around both for practice and
in woman’s oratory and Debaters main games, the main floor will main floor are first aid, game
William Latham and Vernon Hoff- serve as an auditoriumfor stage officials,locker and storage rooms
and spacious kitchen on the southman won one debate and lost production.
For instance there’s an 84 by west corner. The large stage at
three against tournament win22 foot exhibitionarea with large plate glass windows along one
ners.

New

Civic Center

Mrg

^ ^

inson. andwf.
,
^
NWV*
Robinson.
Andrew
Jo John

^

^

I

^

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vemy
Gerald A. Kraus
I Reynolds of Tucson, Ariz., for four
the west end of the auditorium stage performance, including1,000 Hovingh and wf. Stt
WeeiUi returned home Saturday.
includes dressing rooms and 1,400 in the balcony (upholstered opera Twp.
They came for their daughter,
cubic foot organ reverberation seats), 1,600 in the bleachers (if
DeVries
r. paula Sue who
gtaying
chambers. This facet of the new they need to be used) along the Roels and wf. NEtt SWJ4 and
her grandparents,Mr. and
building will sfrve as a modifying south, and north walls and 900 SEtt NWtt 17-615 Twp. HoUand I Mrs. A. H, Hogue.
system when choral groups and on folding chairs in the basketHerman Goodyke and wf. to John Following sessions
ball floor.
others perform on the stage.
P. Roels and wf. Lot 77 Harnng- jghooi wag dismissed for the spring
It will accommodate up to 2,800 ton’s 4th Add. to Macatawa
There are a total of 12 speakand will re-open next
ers in the ceiling for the public for basketball games, including Grove, Twp. Park. ^
t
,
address system and the spacing bleachers on the stage.
Herman Goodyke and wf. to
Charles Starring and baby
will permit uniform volume There will be a one-way street P. Rdels and wf. Lot 76 Harrington returned home Saturdayfrom
throughout the auditorium.Be- from Eighth to Ninth Sts., on the Add. No. 4 Macatawa Park Grove, Dougjgj hospital and are staying
sides there are three speakers In eastvside so that cars can drive
Twp.
. 4
at the home of her parents, Mr.
the large exhibition room on the right up to the main entrance,
William J. Kaat and wf. to GusJesse
discharge
passengers
and
turn
north side.
tave Buter and wf. Lot 6 Waldo’s j^.
Mrg Fred Van Hartes.
Another room, besides the dress- into the adjacent parking lot. The Sub. City of
veldt and their daughter, Mrs.
ing rooms off the stage, is the lot will accommodate 350 cars.
Harry Sharphom and wf. to Her- |Helen Bigsfordand two sons of
Green room that is ideal for enThese and many other features man J. Sharphorn and wf. Pt. Wtt Grand Rapids were Sunday visitors
tertainingvisitingdignitariesand
are designed to give Holland resi- SEK 1-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge. I of the former’s’ parents, Mr. and
others at small teas, etc.
Bert L. Dekker and wf. to
Wii]lam van Hartesveldt,Sr.
building they can be
The entire auditoriumcan ac- dents
mond Kuyers and wf. Pt Lot
Mrs cW0Ta Morse of Oscelo

Park.

Park
u Tuesday.
John

_ ^ ^

,

North Blendon

(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Sal recently
returned from their southern wedding trip and are at home on 64th
Ave. They visitedthe Rev. and
Thursday Mrs. H. Sonnema and family at
Midland Park, N.J., en route.
Catechism classes at both
churches have been discontinue
for the season. The Men’s Society
at the Christian Reformed Church
met for its final sessiod last week
Tuesday evening. The Ladies Aid
met on Wednesday afternoon with
Mrs. L. Visser. as hostess.Mrs. S.
Berghorst and Mrs. N. Beute were

had

pt.

j

*1

^

Zeeland.

hostesses to the Christian Fellowship Society Wednesdayevening.
Friday evening »this organization
sponsored'a sale of ready made articles at the church basement.T.
commodate 3,500 persons for a mighty proud of.
Blk 62 City of
I and her son, Seaman
Roger Morse Mledema and R. Westveld served
The Province of the Lakes is
William B. Kluempel and wf- to I who has completedhis boot train- as auctioneers.
composed of Maine, Michigan,
Tuesday with Mrs.
The Miami paper picture*a GrinneD, la., have moved to 30 pearing scrap of crumpled paper Harry Ordway and wf. Lot 2
Mrs. J. H. Overweg, who underIndiana, Ohio, Pennsylvaniaand
truck and mailbox sporting the West 19th St Mr. and Mrs. Stan- in the big wastebasket he was Kluempel’sSub. City of Grand ^nna ^orSe and son. Cleon.
went surgery about two weeks ago,
West Virginia.
ley D. Nicolas of Indianapolisare emptying the other day. Further
"new look” in four colors.
Wright J. Hutchinson has sold is still a pateint at Zeeland Hospirenting an apartment in the Tem- investigation showed it to be a
Robert H. Dykhuis and wf. to his home on West Main St. to Dr. tal. Mrs. E. Kloosterman under$20 bill, thereby accounting for a Donald C. Casemier and wf. Pt.
Mrs. James Clark. They will went an appendectomy at Zeeland
Jim Borr says he won a bet over ple Building. Nicolas is chief inMen9$ Brotherhood
$20 shortage in the bookkeeping Lots 23, 24 Shupe’s Add. City of take possession July
Deputy Nelson Lucas’ toy ter•
Hospital Saturday.
the coffee cups earlier this month. spector at Bohn Aluminum.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Couture of figures a short time earlier.
rier "Pepper" has a new playmate He said the purple martins would
Ha$ Dimer Meeting
Grand
Mrs. Lottie King is spending _
Gordon Klomparens reported for
Hattie Dekleineto B e r n a r d couple 0f weeks visiting her sister- Induction on Tuesday.The Young
these days.
return to Holland between April 6 Detroit have purchaseda home at
Tulip
Time
continues
to
get
atSpeaking on the subject.They
68 East 29th St Couture is genScott and wf. Pt. SEtt 6613 Twp. iD.laW| Mrg. Leah Baker in Detroit. Peoples Society of the Christian
The pup which tent a year old and 8, and he speaks with author- eral manager of Northern Fiber tention from far and near. The
Are Only Human,’* Avery D. BakMr. and Mrs. Seymour Wuis had Reformed Church presentedhim
ity, having hosted the birds in a
latest story came in the Sharon
er. county agent of Probate court, yet had been chummy with a
Township Board Park Twp. to a famjiy reunion Saturday. Those with a duffle bag.
special martin palace in his back Products.
neighbor
dog
twice
his
size,
and
Juvenile division, spoke to 24 memMr. and Mrs. John Merrill and Steel Record which devoted a two- William A. Gilcrestand wf. Lot 28 present were Mr. and Mrs. Carl
yard for a long time.
Unity ChristianHigh School choir
bers of the Men’s Brotherhood when the larger dog was killed by
two childrenare living at 167 West page layout in its March edition to Harrington’s Add. No. 2 Macatawa Haenke of Port Huron, Mr. and will present a concert at the First
The
martins
returned
to
Hola
car, Pepper was understandably
Holland’s
colorful
festival
which
of Calvary Reformed Church at a
land (not swallows to Capistrano) 40th St Merrill is employed by
Park Grove, Twp.
Mrs. Vernon Hasty and family of ChristianReformed Church at Jenilonesome.
this year falls on May 12 to 15.
Roamer Boat Co.
dinner meeting Wednesday.
Bernard Sterken to Raymond Hart( Mr. and Mrs. Charles Meyer son Wednesday evening, April 21.
But
not for long. Soon, the pup exactly on April 6, Jim sez.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Nickerson
Ht emphasized the need for
Sterken and wf. Lot 251 and pt.
^he|r son-in-law and daughter, The public is invited.
made friends with a gray fox
and five-year-old daughter of Laff for the day:
Christian guidance from infancy
Diekema
Homestead
Add.
City
of
Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Vote of The local ball team defeated
Junius Wood writes from Washaquirrel in the yard, and the fun
A bride was exclaiming over the
Benton Harbor are living temporto adolescence on the part of parOtsego.
Allendale 10-4 in a game at Allenington that on the day The Senwas*
on,
to
the
delight
of
the
fact
that
pressure
cookers
will
arily on route 4 while building a
ents and the lack of instruction
Hattie DeKleine to HoUis
p^t Noble Grands club will dale last Friday.
tinel’s Volleys recorded "action
neighbors.
cook
spinach
in
two
minutes.
new home on 33rd St. Nickerson
and concern on the part of some
at ^g home of Mrs. James
Pvt. Jurrien Potter is spending a
Now Pepper barks and chases at promised”on removing the build- is a salesman for Colgate-Palm- "So what," retorted the hus- Have and wf. Pt. SE*4 6613
parents. He later showed a film
Smeed April 2L Mrs. Richard Jon- 20-day furloughwith his family.
the squirrelwhich obliginglyruns ings disgracingthe 1st Division olive.
band, "You just have to eat the
on Boys Town entitled “A Place
Hattie DeKleine to Faring De athas is assistanthostess.
His address is Pvt. Jurrien Potter,
up a tree and hurls back epithets. monument near the White House,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin S. Valen- stuff 14 minutes sooner."
Called Home.”
Kleine Pt. SE*4 6613 Twp. James- Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Davison R.A. 27023605, SVC Co. 503rd AIR,
the Washington Star ran a five- dine of Gladwin are living at 208
Or
the
tables
can
easily
be
turnDinner was served by the Ladies
plan to leave today by . auto to Ft. Campbell, Ky. Another serviceed and the squirrelchases the pup column picture showing the build- West 14th St Valentine is a lineAid society of the church.
Hope Basketball Squad
Martin Sterken and wf. to Ray- Upend Easter with their son-in-law man's new address is : Pvt. Edward
with
equally satisfactoryresults.' ing wrecked. The caption beneath man with Meyers Electric Co.
Gerrit Boogerd presided and
mond Sterken and wf. Pt. Lot 252
daughter, Pfc Thomas Sliwol- A. Papp, U.S. 27026850, Co. D. 45th
was most vivid:
Mr. and Mrs. Janis Zidars and Ranked Seventh by
John Maat offered the opening The whole neighborhood on Rose
Diekema Homestead Add. City of I gki at Augusta# Fla.
"The most beautiful sight in daughter of Dowagiac are living*
AIBN. 5th Armored Div., Camp
Ave. just off Gordon St is having
'
Representatives of the various Chaffee. Ark.
a
lot <4 fun watching the shen- Washington this week: The com- at 179 East Eighth St. Zidar is
Coach
John
Visser’s*
fast-breakThe proposed constitution as
petition is keen at this seasonSeth C. Kalkman and wf. to lodges, church societies civic
W. Trippe of Western Seminary
ing Hope College•basketballteam
employed by Chris-Craft
submittedby the committee was anigans.
cherry blossoms, spring flowers
Vernon W. Webster and wf. Lot g^pg and patrioticorganizations conducted services at the ReformMr.
and
Mrs.
D.
P.
Massero
and
was
named
seventh
in
total
offense
adopted and the following offiMfs. Garth Smith Tues- ed Church here Sunday.
Sometimes a letter in the mail galore, visitorsgood to see— but two children of New York have in figures released today by the 443 Waukazoo First Add. Twp. mgt
cers were elected: Avery D. Bakto those who appreciate the beauMr. and Mrs. Peter Standard reday afternoon and made plans for
purchased a home at 792 South National Association of Intercolleer, president; Elmer Atman, vice can have the nicest message. Such
ties of our Capital and wqnt it to
Donald
Derks
and
wf.
to Jay a schedule of rummage sales to be cently returned from a four month
was
one
that
the
Red
Cross
reShore
Dr.
Massero
is
sales
mangiate athletic.
preident; John Maat, secretary;
be seen to the best advantage, this ager for Holland Fnumace Co.
»
The ranking was for small col- Hamberg and wf. Lots 31, 32 Ky- held during the summer months, vacation in Florida.
Dale Krulthof, treasurer,and Al- ceived this week enclosing a check
rubble
is
the
sight-of-the-week.
mer, Elhart Sub. Twp.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Johnson will
Daryl Franken of Holland showMr. and Mrs. W. R. McCoffrey leges.
vin BrummeL assistant secretary from a former GI student who a
Sybil Ter Haar to Hudson
Friday for Dexter to visit ed slides of the mission work being
long time ago had occasion to bor- It’s the actual tearing down of aii and daughter of Hartford City,
and treasurer.
Hope averaged 85.3 points per
row $100. He had repaid $20, but ugly temporary building that has IiuL, are living at 506 West 16th game in gaining the runnerup posi- Ter {Iaar and wf. NK NEK 27-6 until Monday their son and family, done at East Harlem, New York
the check this week was for $85, hidden the Washington monument St McCoffrey is a salesman for tion in the MIAA behind Albion. 14 and pt. WK SEK 22-614 Twp. Mr. and Mrs. Donald Johnson.
City, at the Women’s Missionary
North Holland Group
earmarking $5 for a contribution andtthe nearby 1st Division Mem- Fort Wayne Corrugated Co.
• The Misses Norma and Dixie meeting at the Reformed Church
Hope
won
12 games while losing 7
Gerrit H. Bos and wf. to Louis crang and Miss Jane Van Hartes- last Tuesday evening. Mrs. W. Oilfor the fund campaign. The letter orial."
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Siver of Mus- in a narrow race that saw the
Entertained at Harlem
Junius adds: "As this is the flrat
expressed sincere appreciation for
kegon and five children of Mus- Dutch lose 3 league games by a P. VanDen Berge and wf. Pt. NK I veldt, all students of learning in man was in charge of devotions
‘tempo’ razed in 17 years. The
NK NEK 256-15 Twp.
Kalamazoo were weekend visitors which centered on the crucifixion
Members of the Willing Work- the initial loan and the patience Holland Sentinel, though distant, kegon are living at 12 West 13th total of four points.
St Siver is an installerfor the Personal honors went to forward Sipke Grasman and wf. to Louis 0f their parents, Mr. and Mrs. U. and resurrectionof Jesus. A quarers of North Holland Reformed the office had had with its slow
gets
credit
for
helping
in
a
worthy
s. Crane and Mr. and Mrs. William tet composed of Miss Mary HuiHolland Furnace branch.
Church were guests of the Friend- return.
Bob Visser who sank 87 per cent of Grasman and wf. SK SWK
Incidentally,the county is only cause." Junius was one of the
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Gushen and his shots from the foul line to rank
and Pt. EK SEK NEK Van Hartesveldt,Jr.
zinga and Mesdames H. Wolbers,
ship Guild at Harlem Reformed
prime forces in getting the build- two daughters of Saginaw have
Mrs. Lynn Chappell and Janet E. Zylstra and A. Biesbrock sang
Church Thursday evening at a a few hundred dollars short of ing removed.
fifth in the nation in that depart- SEK 36614 Twp. Georgetown
‘
purchased a home at 40 East 15th ment.
social meeting. Mrs. Francis Dyk- meeting this year’s goal If you
and Mrs. Carl Walter visited Mrs. two selection.Mrs. De Boer and
haven’t given your Red Cross conSt Gushen is supervisor at Heinz Last year Hope held the fifth po- Peter Dykema and wf. to Cleve Ida Martin, formerly of Fennville, Mrs. Brower of Holland also atstra welcomed visitor*.
were privileged to go Co.
Meyer and wf. Pt SEK 33-613 at Kalamazoo Tuesday.
Mrs. Herman Assink read scrip- tribution,how about sending it to
tended explaining the work of the
sition with an 87.4 point average.
through the new Civic Center a
Twp. Georgetown.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard A. Smith
ture and Mrs. Janies Assink of- headquarters at 6 East Eighth St.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jonathas Rest Haven Guild. Hostesses were
short time ago and were pleasant- of Chicago are living at 461 State
fered prayer and introduced Mrs.
will visit from Friday until Sunday Mrs. C. Meeuwsen and Miss Mary
Frank Bagladi swears this hunt- ly impressed with what we saw. St Smith is a salesman with the Clean Up Those Yards
Thomas Kinney of Grand Rapids,
her sister and brother-in-law,Mr; Huizinga.
Former Chicago
a Roman Catholic convert, who ing story is true. We can’t begin It’s a lot bigger, prettierand more Curtiss Co.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander
and Mrs. John White of Chicago.
Within
Next
Week*
to include the histrionicsthat go useful than we dared dream. Be
told of her work.
Diet at Spring Lako
Committal serviceswere held Molen visited Mr. and Mrs. W. R. ^
In preparationfor Tulip Time
Mrs. Anthony Luurtsema of with his version, but the story sure to attend some of the Tulip
As the result of running Judge
Wednesday morning at Fennville Welcome at Grand Rapids ThursGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Hudsonville sang “How Sweet Art involves one hapless little rabbit Time programs there if you have Fred T. Miles’ picture in the last and the general spring season,
cemetery for the infant daughter of day evening. They alsb called on
the Joys That I Find in Him," and running away from Frank and his no other occasion to see the build Volleys column on his birthday, he Holland will observe cleanup John Berger, 82, died In Little Mr. and Mrs. Ben Marfia. The Kenneth Vander Molen at Holland
ing.
You'll
be
pleased
too.
companions
out
on
a
hunting
trip.
"week"
for
two
weeks
this
year,
Village Rest Home in Spring Lake
"Everything to Jesus." Mrs. Henry
has sent a new snapshot to the
baby died at birth Tuesday morn- recently.
City Manager H.
McClintock
following
year’s
Hassevoort read a abort medita- Frank is alleged to have shot at
Sentinel
Easter Sunrise services will be
ing at Douglas Hospital.
From United Press we leant
the rabbit, frightening the poor
illness. He was bom in Sweden
tion.
Our reaction: Too stern. We anounced Friday.
held at Ottawa Reformed Church
that
our
own
senator,
Clyde
Geerthing
so
much
it
went
headlong
Trucks from the engineering de- June 21, 1871, and came to ChiLunch was served by Mr*. Alvin
like the old one better.
at 7 a.m. Sunday. Rev. Muyskens
lings played the piano while colpartment will pick up piles of de- cago as a young man. Five years Baby Dies
Wassink, Mrs. Charles Townsend into a tree, killing itself.
has been engaged as the speaker.,
leagues
and
clerks
joined
in
a
few
Frank
says
there
wasn't
a
pellet
bris
left
at
curbs
during
the
next
and Mrs. Harvey Hassevoort
ago he moved to Spring Lake tio
GRAND
(Special
There will be special music. The
Highlight of April, astronomicalto be found in the rabbit, and sur- songs at the closing hours of the
two weeks. Ordinarily the city an- live with a daughter, Mr*. Clar- William Daniql Beebe, ^monthly speaking, will be the arrival of
public is ‘invited.
mises death was due to a brain state legislative session last week.
pnrp B roman.
^
nounces cleanup time for a- single ence
old son of Rose Beebe of 105 ElGood Friday services will be
JahUee Stamp Exhibit
concussion, or something.
For most lawmakers, the long Easter, according to a University week but it always takes longer.
While in Chicago he was a mas- liott St., died Thursday night in held at 7:45 at both local churches
Stamp collectors of Michigan Maybe wd should page Dr. Kil- wait for adjournment meant only of Michigan astronomer. The artiAll residents are urged to clean ter mechanic.
Municipal Hospital where he was this evening. The Rev. G. Weeber
are invited to Muskegon Stamp dare.
hours of sipping gallons of coffee, cle says the formula for finding up their yards before May L They
Surviving are the wife, El via of
the
fluctuating
date
of
Easter
was
admitted Thursday morning. The of Holland will be in charge of the
Chib’s SUver Jubilee Philatelic
munching sandwichesor gabbing
also are reminded not to light any Chicago; five v daughters includdecreed first by the Council of fires on the road since fires ruin
child was born In Grand Haven service at the Reformed Church.
festival April 19 to May 2, at
As a followup to the Post Office with seatmates.
ing Mrs. Broman; two sons, a Dec. 11, 1952. Private services
Nicaea in 325 A. D. At that time, the asphalt.
Hackley Art Gallery. The Muske- Department’s decision to enliven
brother in Sweden, 14 grandchilgon Chib, celebrating its 25th an- colors of olive drap trucks in some
It’s newcomer time again and churchmen decided that Easter
The city’s offer to pick up lawn dren and four great grandchil- were held from Van Zantwick Mr*. Jerry Hofaneyer
Funeral Chapel Monday at 2 p.m.
niversary,also will be hosts to the dUea, PhillipsBrooks of Holland, we learn that City Hostess Huldah would fall on the first Sunday debris does not extend to ashes dren.
with the Rev. Carl Strange offi- Succumbs at Age 43
Insular State PhilatelicSode- currently vacationing at Ft Laud- Bequette called on 13 new families after the 14th day of the month or tin
•
following March 21, always close to
ciating. Burial was In Lake
16th annual meeting May 1 erdale, Fla., sends along a copy of during March.
Forest Cemetery. Surviving are
Mrs. Jerry Hofmeyer, 43, died
Rescued From Lake
rrue winning * unrip ex- the Miami Herald showing bright The list includesthree new Bohn full moon. Churchmendecided on
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on display from red, white and blue mailboxes.
all over the Miami is one of the first cities
the state to get the "new look" prescribed
May L Hany Weiss, by Postmaster General Arthur
.•r,
will ba

Aluminum families.Mr. and Mrs.
Harry E. Miron and their three
children have moved to 179
.West 18th Street from Adrian.
Suramerfield for modernization of Mr. and Mrs. Paul S. Deequipment, methods and even Adrian. Mr. and Mrs. Paul S. Decatur and nine-month-oki son
jA

this formula for both historical Divorce Granted
and practical reasons, giving pilGRAND HAVEN (Special)- A
grims the light of the full moon divorce decree was granted in
for their travels.
Ottawa Circuit Court Friday
to Dolores Karpp from Alfred .A.
.Tud Dykstra. employe at Essen- Karpp. Custody of the two minor
burg Electric, found aa odd ap- children was awarded the mother.

Maxine Adams, 22, West 10th the mother and grandmother, Thursday evening at her home,
St, was rescued from Lake Maca- Mr*. Agnes Bdebe of Grand Hav- 229 West 23rd St, following a
lingering Illness.
tawa near the Kollen Park docks en.
Surviving are the husband;two
by police Thursday afternoon. PoThere are 500,000 bald women daughters, Lola and Sandra, both
lice said she apparently suffered
no ill effectsfrom her brief dip in and 10,000,000 bald men in the at home and her mother, . Mrs.
of Holland.
United States,
the chilly waters.
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